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laraRODUCTioK 
Quality in cottoB is a aattsr of aajcar importaziee to the cotton 
grower, laansfactarer, aad coasca^. ae cotton grower is paid a price 
ccssasnsurats urith the quality of fibas? ^leh he produces, at least as far 
as stapliag and classing practices are ^la to eTaluate quality, and mar­
ket facilities end beargaining power permit him to dispose of his product 
at a fair premitci. A tinifom quality and the opportunity for obtaining an 
adequate supply of the desired quality are of vital Impartanee to the maar 
ufactorer because these faetocrs determine his ability to standardize and 
maintain a unifosa grade of finished product, ^e consissiar is coooemed 
with the unifomity and durability of the manufacttofed article and in this 
way his interest is intimately associated with that of the producer and 
manufacturer, 
Fiber quality is a C0aq>0Bite of laagy physical, and perhaps chem­
ical, properties, A nus&er of the more obrious of these are Ioiotoi, and 
methods of evaluating and measoring them have been devised. Studies on 
certain measisres of fiber properties as affected by environmentesl coiadi-
tions have been reported from time to time, but as a whole the development 
of fiber researcfli has not yet reached a point where all of the factors 
have been isolated, adequate metisads of measoring worked out, or correla­
tions of the various physical factors with manufacturing behavior or 
wearing quality established. 
ToB presenfc study is ooncemsd with, a deteminatioa of certain 
measures of contral tendency and dispsrsioa tor a mntibar of fiber seed 
properties in cotton, and an investigation of the effect of certain soil 
types, seasonal conditions, and fertilizer treatments on these propertiee. 
Ere-rtous jcreliiainsry studies liad indicated that different soils, seasons, 
and fsptilizers aodi:^ certain major fiber properties, aad the present 
study was initiated in ordar to ertsnd the comparisons and establish the 
significance of differences found. 
mtQm 
HISTORIGAL 
The properties of matuze fiber are without g.uestio]i closely as­
sociated with, dsrelqpjnssital differences in the st3fuct\ire aad natritioa of 
the derelopisg fiber. Cartain obserTations and the^ies in connection with 
the origin, nutrition, and development of fiber ere still in the controvsr-
sial staged jPo? "the pmrpoae of the present investigation it will be un­
necessary to rehearse in detail the coatroversial aspects, but a brief re­
sume of the theories of fiber development as well as a mention of previous 
work in 13ie analysis cf fiber quality jnay assist In orienting the present study. 
!I3ie origin of fiber frcm epidermal cells has been established by 
Parr (4)^, thus emphasizing the layer of cells responsible for fiber pro­
duction. Earr, in the same publication, presents direct evidence that fi­
ber differentiation occurs over an appreciable period of time, in contrast 
to the previous opinion expressed by Balls (B) and cancrirred in by certain 
other workers. Fiber originates as an eztrusion of the epidermal cell, 
and elongation of the primary fiber envelope continues over a period of 20 
to 30 days, depending on variety and, to seme ertest, enviroimiental condi­
tions. "ITbe elongation is, as near es can be determined, contiszued to com­
pletion before deposits of secondary thickening begin to be laid down. 
The secondary thickening is laid down in concentric daily rings on the 
1. Reference by manber to Literature Cited. 
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ifiside of tie priiaary fiber airrelope. 13i8 smnber of daily rirgs varies 
somewixat vith dtffere&t co&taos, t&ls pliase of fiber dsrelc^mt is iis~ 
ually eompleted in SO to 30 days foUoffiiig the maximam. elozisatioa of the 
prlaary fiber Qirrelope* SavironmflWtal conditions affect both, tbs leng;th. of 
fibar end the asKmat of sscondssy thickaaing dsposited» according to ibw-
kins and Senriss (7) vl30 state; '*Pr87ailiag teii^esratures ccntributd to the 
rate of fiber de^lopsmt, aad i&en lotssr than necessary for optimm plant 
gp:oar12i9 have a retarding effect on both fiber elongatiosL aM fiber wll 
thlckeMag." 
Cy?sistrflfig and Bennett (1} fonad no significant differesees in 
length of list between plants grorm on poor soil and plants of the saate 
variety groen on plots of high fertility# Hfeey fcand, hovever, that lint 
from bolls produced frooi blooias that wsre aaong the last to be retained 
vas l/lS to 1/8 iiKSh shortar than that from bolls arising a earlier. 
iThey also foand thei bolls frcm blooms opening on -&e same d^ but vith a 
long maturation period had a larger percentage of short fibers than those 
vith a short matoration period* 
Balls (2) concluded that aay cooditions vhich noticeably Bodi-
fied the physiological functions of -&8 plant isighk affect the lezigth and 
strength 's£ fiber. Is certain irrigstios stijdiss he fois^ that a dafici> 
ezttsy in soil xMistore &ri&g a x>eriod of 25 days iamadiaiiely after floerer-
ing was associated sith a ^rtening of Unt length* 
Toioagblood (13), is a gessral study of ths ccsrelation bet^ea 
the reported lint length from soil t^ppos in various parts of the cotton 
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proddcii^g srsa, rsaohed tks eoaelasian that iGagar liat was genarally pro­
duced on the mere fertile soils, hat fcazad an exception to his general 
conelasion in the Piedzoont region, where laager lint was produced than on 
the more fertile soils of the coastal plain. 
Starkie (12), aeastxriag length s^ith dividsrs to the deaaae part 
of the hslc, cssclnded that; -IQie length of lint isas markedly affected by 
soil moisture. A lov xsoisttire contain caused ^crt list to he forsasd* 
The weight per hoU, weight per seed, weigjit of lint pa? seed, and lint 
indes were reduced by lack of soil aoiat^^. The critical period in de-
teroinSag these dasraatees extended frcei 1 to 42 days after hlossoming. 
The pecrceistagB lint and the wei^t of lint par tisit weight of seed wetre 
increased by a deficiensy in soil aoistnra. ^e period during ^icb these 
ware detarsiasd ectended 1 to 42 days after blossoraixsg. The percentage of 
lint varied less vlth soil soistare changes than did the lint index, ?a-
Toreble soil moisttire conditions produced heavy halls vith a long lint, 
heavy seed, large lint index, asd lov pereeatage of lint." 
Heynolds and Killoo^ (9), using the mwncimm leogtibi of coi&bed 
fibers remored from the seed as a leigth meaaare concluded that; ^*Sk> sig­
nificant correlofcion was f oxmd between length of fiber and smonst of 
either Mtrogsn, phosj&oric acid, potash, or rates of application fer­
tilizer in COTtral Texas. A]^lications of :Eiio^terie acid, howerar, on a 
sandy soil in eastern Texas, deficient in phoepheric aeid, made signifi­
cant increases in length of fiber. These increases are probea:>ly not large 
enough to be detected in the coBBoercial classing of cotton. Length of 
fiber "was positively correlated vTith the aaoxmt of rainfall' two of the 
three years in central Sexas but not with the rainfall for the one year in 
eastern lezaso" 
2he nature and arrangement of cell wall materials in cotton fi­
ber, in collision with the wall material in other cells, have famished the 
basis for considerable discussion and difference of opinion. In cotton 
fiber it is generally accepted that the concentric daily rings of the 
secondary thiclcening are composed of small fibrils arraaiged in irregular 
and reversing spiralso Shese fibrils in turn are composed of cellulose 
strucfcaral units or micellae, probably with side linkages bet;?een parallel 
chains of cellulose xaaits. A moaber of studies on cell tyall structure in 
cotton fiber have been made by the use of X-ray diffraction analyses. S(aae 
of the more outstanding of these have been reviewed by Farr and Clark (5), 
who concluded as a result of their oro and previous studies that: "Mature 
cotton fibers paralleled and mounted in the usual fashion in the path of a 
beam of S-rays of suitable wave length give interference patterns charac­
teristic of pore cellulose, althou^ chemical analysis reveals the presence 
of other substances in slight but appreciable quantities...... Ihe con-
stance of the inter-planar spacings in the analysis of the cellulose Sn 
many different physical states has served to establish the dimensions of 
the cellulose unit cell as well as to indicate its resistance to many Idnds 
of treatment. 2he three dimensions from complete analysis in the present 





Sae intricacy and complezity of tbe playsical structure of cottoa 
fi^jer form a oasis for tlie ezi)ectatioa tliat differences in tljs environ­
mental surroTzndings of tlie plant ipill produce measurable differences ia 




!rlie strains of cctton used la liLis ia^stigation wsre, sitli two 
exceptions, derelopad by tlB Arksasas Agricailtural Sxperlaaat Station 
throjigh iadiTidtEl plant selection, followad bj toroga^y tasting throiigh. a 
numb eg of yeaars. During the period of progeny testing, closely related 
progenies are groaped together in order to miniadze tla amotint of natural 
crossing ;jit]i unrelated or widely different strains, Miile these strains 
or varieties cannot be considered pure liaes, they are s£ least equivalent 
in purity to the best certified cotton varieties now available to plant­
ers. Of the two strains used whi(&i -nara not develc^ed locally, Delfos 
6102-531 was originated by the Mississippi E:q?9riiaant Station uaier condi­
tions of selection siiailBr to those used for the local strains, and Hwif 
and Half was developed by a comnarcial breedar. Half and Half was in­
cluded in the study in order that short cotton grown to a cansidarable ex­
tent in some sections of the state sdght be represented* No stab ion 
strains of this length, were available for use in the tests, bat a ccasid-
eration of tha Bssasures of dispersion indicates that Self and Half is 
comparable in uniformity with the other strains, From the standpoint of 
an extramsly critical quantitative aaasuranient of the effect of soil types 
and seasons it woxld be desirable to use inbred lines mSiich have been 
.14. 
selfed onoTi^ gesteratlons to Insore their gonetie parity* Sines a saffi-
ciaat amo^t of pare llae seed for tests of this aattire is no^are avail­
able it was necessary to conduct the tests with the best selected varie­
ties adapted to the regicoi in whidi the tests vsre oonducted. 
Method of Broeedtzre 
Field 3Bethods» !Qie field siethods employed on the plots frcra tiiiich amplas 
were dram, for this study vore similar in gensral to methods used on a 
representative plantation in the plowing, preparation of the seedbsd» and 
plantijas, with the possible exception of a greater use of power machiaexy 
in plowing end land preparatioa. 
Planting arraneameats* ^ unifoxmity tests at Fayetterille, 
ilE£irisana UplaM, and Mariaana Delta ware planted is 65 foot, single roSf 
I 
plots; using a singly restricted randoEEtized planting arraageBtsent with ten 
r^lieations. Fiber samples for the Tariety.Locat ion-Season ooo^srisons 
were obtained frcm t^e regular varied tests ccsxducted by ]Dr. J. 0* Ware. 
These tests were conducted on a systesuatie basis, using 128 foot single 
row plots, wi-& the exception of the F^efeteville, Marianoa Upland, and 
Marianna Delta tests in 1932, in ^ieh eases the results of the unifoxmity 
tests were substituted fcor the systemtic plantings* Sssiples for the 
analysis of the effect of different rates of f^ilizer application were 
oMained from an est^lished systeoatie test cmdocted by Prof. Martin 
Sfelson. !!^e plots in these tests ware 158 feet long and seven rows wide. 
-IS-
wlth san^ea taken only from, the three stlddle rcsa. 
Field saapllBg. Field smplea of seed cotton in €ill teata were 
taken ty picking a single lock from eash of 100 plants located at rasdco. 
thrcnghoat the plot. Samples were in all cases taken at the time of first 
plckiztg isMeh automatically ellBiinated the inclusion of fiber frtM late 
maturi33g bolls. addition, sasipl&s were not taken frooi the lovest bolls 
on aajr plant. These liMtations in the part of plant frca idxidh the saan 
piss "ssTs takss. ci^iaes the saEaplss in atll cases to the isiddls region of 
the plantf which has been shown to produce more unifosa lint than the ear-^ 
llest and latest isatnrisg b<lLls* It was felt thsA these preeantlons wtmld 
loaterislly assist in securing a unifosex and rejresentatlTe sas^le frcm 
each plot. 
Laboratory methods. The labcratory methods used in this study were in 
part adapted froa methods prerLously is use at this and other stations* 
and were in part developed as a part of the fiber progrm at this station. 
Sinning. The ginning of all sashes used in these studies was 
done on a small laboratory roller gin which reduces breakage of fiber to a 
negligible aeiount. Ml of the ginning was done by the same azperienced 
operator without changing the settings on the gin. 
Length fractloaing. All length sortings were meete on a Suter-
Webb fiber sorter using a technique which Ims beconie rather widely accept­
ed and standardized. For this reason a detailed description of the 
process will be uzmecessary, but a brief saraary may assist in clarifying 
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the relation of Tarlotte lesgtli mdasores to thd total fraetioaed satsple. 
The sort togs ere made oa a prevlotujly larepared, rejspeseatatiTr® 
ssi&ple of aboat 75 siilligrsm weig^« !!3ie sample is placed 1b the left of 
t7o parallel basiks of fine combs* Saccessi^e projeetisg ends of the sas^ 
pis are ceoght la a pair of special fiber tveezers, reaaoved from the ori­
ginal saispls and placed is the rlgjbt bai^ of eosibst imtil the eictire 
sai^le has beea transferred. This initial transfer results ia. a rela-
titrely good paralleling of fib«ffs ead ea srsaisg «p of oas esd of 
bundle* The oossb banks are tkm rotated 1^ degrees .hidbi plaees the xut-
etven. ead of the traasfOTred btiadLe ia positioa to be verted oa« A repeti-
tioa of the origizial process of traasfarriag is thea carried oat for the 
porpose of obtaiaiag a better parallelizatioa and a greater ereaaess of 
oae ead of the sasple. OSie ccab banks are tbea agaia rotated 180 degrees 
vhieb places the smple after the seeoad parallelizatioa ia a positioa 
vhare tlie length fractioas asQr be withdrasn ia order of their leagth* 
Tractions are then vithdraim ia order of l^agth, plased oa a relvet 
corered board, carefully measarad, eombiasd ia l/l6 inch groups, wi^ed, 
aad the vei^ts recorded <m mimeographed data sheets. 
DeseriptiTe methods of the fractioaed saEgae. A deecriptioa of 
certaia methods ia iaterpretiag the data oa a fractioaed sample may 
assist ia establishing a clears xuaderstaadiag of the problems coaceraed 
vith the aaalysis of the data. 
greqaanoy distrlteitioaa. A typical example of frequeaqr distri-
batioas of a fractioaed smple is i^om ia the form of a mijaeographed 
•17-
labora.t<»y data siaeet, Table 1. It will be noticed that we actually haye 
two fraqjaency distribatious for eaoh setnpla. ®i6 frsqaancy dlBtribution 
on a paresatage weight basis is obtained by coirvarting the actual weights 
ia Mlligrgas to a per cent basis in order that a comparison between, 
euriras bs ssjrs easily made. 2he second frequency distribution is on e 
percentage estiniated nmiber.of fiber basis. To obtain this distribution, 
the weight of each fraction in milligrams is divided by the length of the 
fraction in 1/16 inch units, the quotiaiit or W/Lj for each fraction Issgth 
recorded in the appropriate line, each quotient sniltiplied by the recipro­
cal of the sum of w/l, and the percentage estimated number of fibers re­
corded for each length fraction, Pops (8). IJhile there is a close rela­
tionship between the two distributions, the manufacturar is actually more 
interested in the estimated number basis since in spinning the coiuxt of 
yarn is dependent on the nmsbeor of fibers in cross-section and the 
strenglii of tne yam is determined, fineness and convolutions and twist 
being the same, by the length of the iadiridual fibers from which the yarn 
is spun. 
Frequency ctirves. The frequency distributions may be presented 
graphically in the farm of an ordinaxy frequency curve. A frequaicy 
ctarve on a percentage wei^t basis is given in Pig. I, This ^ows the 
distribution to be unlmodal, reasonably symmetrical in the modal region, 
but with an extended distribution in laie region of the shorter length 
fractions. A frequency curve on a percentage estjmated nmnber basis is 
shoTO in Fig. II. In contrast to Fig. I it is seen that, when the data are 
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Year Grown 19SS TA3LS I 
Location gay. Fsra Strain Ark, 17 
Staple FIBER L3IC5TE - Roff 6 
Series 
DISIEIBOTIOn Test Paifonaity 
Length : It. : ¥t« 
1/16" : Tng?ns«i Dst. 
(L) : in) I % 
Est. Est. ;*. Length : Wt. : Wt» : Est. : Sst. 
lib. : ]?o« :: 1/16" :iagms.: Sst. : Ho. : Ifo. 
W/L : ^ ;; (L) : (W) : ^ : W/L i ^ 
52 1 16 1 7.2 10.96 .4500 9.09 
31 15 5.0 7.61 .3353 6.73 
30 14 3.7 5.65 .2643 5,34 
29 13 2.8 4.26 .2154 4.35 
28 12 S.l 3.20 .1750 3.54 
27 n 1.2 1.83 -1091 2.20 
26 10 1.6 2.44 .1600 3.23 
25 9 .9 1.37 .aOOO 2^02 
24 8 1.1 1.67 .1375 2.78 
23 
.4 .61 .0174 .35 7 .7 1.07 .1000 2.02 
22 1.7 2.59 .0773 1.56 6 1.0 1.52 .1667 3.37 
21 3.8 5.78 ^1810 3.66 5 .6 .91 .1200 2.42 
20 6.0 9.13 .3000 6.06 4 .9 1.37 . 22o0 4. 5o 
19 8.8 13.39 .4632 9.35 3 .4 .61 .1333 2.69 
IS 9.1 13.85 .5056 10.22 2 .3 .46 .1500 3.03 
17 6.2 9.44 i.S647 7.37 1 .2 .30 .2000 4.04 
100.00 99.98 
(MeanLsnstii),M4--^S :6746«CZEZ3^ 
S £. S — 
Total San5)le : Part of Sanrple Longer 
: Eian 1/2 Inch 
ES 65.7 60.5 
S W/L 4.9488 3.7163 
E WL 1052 .0 1023.7 
M - P. E./ie" 13.276 - 1.827 16.280 - 1.1300 
Per Cent 1/2" & Less : Wt. Basis 7.915^ IJo. Basis 24.91^ 
liodal Length: Wt. Basis I8/I6" : No. Basis 18/16" 
Coefficient of Variability 19.85 
P c r c e n V a j ' ^  W e i g h t .  
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3Uf Ax ^ ^ ^ ^ ir 4. M 
L e n < / f - h  o f  F r a c + i o n s  i - n  V i b  J n e - h  U n i t s .  
Plo". JE. F"\ ber Len9'fh D i3t n bu 1 lon^ Pe-ir ce-n ^-a ^ CsfiTnal-ed fVumber. 
eomrerted to a percentage estimtsd msmbetr basis, a distinctly bi-iaodal 
distribaticm is identified, fhe prinary mode, occorriag in the region of 
loQger lengths is reasonably ^I'^oaetrieal in most eases* The seecmdazy mo­
dal group is ccss^ssd of short fibars, ^^saally tecnsed stfi>staple* The 
assuat of substapls is of Eiajcsr iapcfftaBes to the sanafactorer bscaase it 
largely determiaes ginning waste, aid the iaciusion, in the yarn, of 
i^ort fibers sot discarded as waste weakens the yam aM contributes to 
,une7%iness, lowered quality, and i^eakness in ths laanufaetared fabric. 
OtmailatiTe oglTO curvea* For ease in risually estiiaatiBg toe 
r^on and amount of differences between smples it is conveziient to con-
stiruct eomlative ogive eurres of the fiber length distributions. A ctuou-
latiTS ogiTO corrs oa a pea^centage wei^t basis is shorn in Fig. Ill, and 
the cunmlatiTS ogi-^ e fbr the percesltese estisated aao^ ar basis in Fig. 17. 
Ik 
Each of thesd figures shoers two cconalative ssthods of expressing the dis­
tribution. 
The lifter lines indicate faction limits of length and 
amount, and craistitute the c^i^ Mock histogram. ?rom this structure a 
comparison of the arooxint of fibers in certain length blocks in different 
sasqoles may be visually estimated. !Qi0 heavy cnrve line is drawn from the 
mid-points of saccessive histogram blocks and pressnfes oor best estiiz^ts 
of the relative shape of diff^rescb distributions, and serves as a visual 
method for estimating the region and asiount of differences. 
!£he greater general slojia of the curve on an estimated smober 
basis is occasioned by the convarsion to a smsiber basis, and this curve is 
-O 
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the one v/iiich will be of tiis greatest proba"ble interest to the spimier and 
!na2iafacturer since it shows in a more coa^iarable majiner the relative miai-
ber of fibers of the different lengths, 
Salcxilated sample measure Sa 2?he snore iiaportant calcalated sam­
ple measvres used ixt the analysis are, Ifean Length Over l/s inobp Pirobable 
Srror of the Sfean# Per Cent 1/2 Inch and Less, and Coefficient of Yaria-
bility* 2hsse have been presented and discussed in a previous nablication. 
Pope (8) and for this reason require little coaaent. Certain other seed, 
aodal, and distribution characteristics nave been analyzed, bat in most 
cases these are self esplanatory. In determining the position of the 
nodes as •well as calculating the percentage TOight or percentage noaber of 
fibers constituting the modal group, it was deeiaed advisable to consider 
the raodal group as consisting of three 1/16 iiash groups. 2he length of 
the node was then expressed as the length of the center member of the 
three fractionss and the size of the modal group as the sum of the three 
greatest 1/16 inch fractions. fTwo major reasons contributed to this pro­
cedure, A single l/lb inch fraction is a rather small proportion of the 
total sample to be depended "upon as an indicator of sample tendency and ia 
the mechanical separation of the various fraction lengths a periodicity in 
weight occurs between the odd and even l/lb inch fractions, due to the ten­
dency for the fiber ends to carl close to the confljs, resulting in & 
slight, but unavoidable, aechsnical increase ia the reisht of the even 
noaibered fractions, which introduces the liJcelihood that practically all 
of the modal lengths trould be even-mcabered if single fractions were used. 
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A use of three fractions as a aodal group tends to counterbalance the ef­
fect of the periodicity, aM at the same time includes a greater part of 
tijs sample in the group used as a measure of distribution tendency. 
Strength tests* Tensile strength was deteiminsd by means of 
the "bundle breai:" metlod described by Chandler (3). The asthod consists 
of combing end ^srapping a bundle of fibers in ardsa? to obtain the circusa-
ferescs, detsimiaing the brealdlng strength of the bundle in pounds, and 
conyerting the results to pounds per scuere inch. In these tests tea 
bundles were broken per ssmpls and an arreraga of the ten breajks used for 
the sample strength. 
Statistical treatmez±. The analysis of variance method, devised by Fis­
her (6) and presented in Eystematic fcsrai by Snedeeor (10), was used in re­
ducing the data of the Uniformity Tests, The standard error of the indi­
vidual derived from the remainder variance of the TJnifomity Tests was 
used in testing the significance of all differences reported in the study. 
Seed cotton samples for the Yariety-Iocatiai-Ssason, snd Varying Hates of 
Fertilizer, portions of the study were taJcen from systeiEatic tests in 
charge of other mambers of the department, end under these conditions it 
was considered that measures of dispersion frosa the Uniformity Tests would 
be more reliable ^fhen used to determine the stgnificanee of differences 
than a3Qy measure of dispersion which mi^t ha7e been calculated frcm the 
systematic plantings. 
The significance of differences is in all cases expressed as. 
Mean Difference divided by the Standard Error of the Mean Difference, 
aecarapanied by aa abbrsviatioei cf tie Mgler meaber of the p&dr c£ Talaes 
being conpajred. The levatls of sigisif ieanee used in the study sore as fol­
lows: 
Level Odds 
Barely Significant 1.96 19:1 
Highly Significant S.58 99:1 
Very Highly Significsait 3.S9 999:1 
S-40 IsSOls §01;4OS si 
first tso levels ^ zcq chosen to ccsxe^csid siAh P ralues of ,05 snS 
•01, the third would be eqaiTalssfe to a F rslae cf .001, and -&e fourth 
rerpresesbs a lisdt beyond ordinaiy e:^ectatioa. 
Besiilts 
Unifomity teafca. The tmifoaaity tests consisted of fiw varieties repli­
cated ten tiaes at each of three locations. A sis^y restsricted ran­
domized planti33g plan was used at each location and aixte^ seed and fiber 
chsraeteristies treated by analysis of variance. 
Eleven of the si^cteaa vsria!;^ iaelnded in the study are designed 
to aieaaare certain features of the fiber leoglSi distribatioa whidbi slight 
apprcprf.ately be termed, "internal shift". The total fiber distribution 
may be thought of as being deterndnsd priiaarlly by the genetic constitu­
tion of tl£9 plant, but its devel<^ent is in certain eases B&difled to an 
appreciable extent by enrlrceQi&ental conditions during the period of fiber 
growtig throT^ their effect on the mt3rf.tiaa aad dsrelopasszxt of tljs fiber* 
Osly two of these elersa meaisires have, as far as the authsar has 
been able to determiBa, bean studied pre^ously. fhsse two are aaxiHiani 
leogth, aad ood^ length on a vei^t basis sas^ in studies proviotzsly re­
ported, these ha-re not been set up ta a fashion to parsait the applicetioa 
of the analysis of wdLance in the reduoticm of tbs data* A bri«f ccasaast 
on the ssasnres of internal shift aiay assist in making clear the portion 
at feaf-ire ef the fiber distribatioa 7hich sash is dssigaed to aeaeur©. 
Mean length over 1/2 inch is a ms&ssre of the central tendeney of the 
longsr, azti ussible, portion of -Qie semple, aai will detect any geszeral or 
total shift in this portion at the distribution* %e per cestt by vei^t 
1/2 inch and less Bsasores the proportion by weight of short fibers, ^ hich 
may be ezpected to largely constitute spinning waste. Kaxlfflam l^igth mea-
STsres tbe longest fibers produced. HSodal length on a vei^t basis is0a« 
sures the length of the hea-viest fraction, and is useful in determining 
any shift in the modal portion of the frequency ctxnre occasioned by dif­
ferences in environsssntal conditions. Par cent veighk in three l/lS inch 
Bodal groups measures the relative fleAness of the top of the frequency 
eurra, aad may be exacted to caeasurs the effect of enrirament on tMs 
feature of the distribation* xhe prizaary mode on a aasfijer basis is soaie* 
whest closely associated with the aodal length on a wei^t basis, but due 
to the cosTsrsioa to estimated nrndaer basis doss not necessarily coincide 
with it. As a matter of fact, the ppimry mode on a ntsober basis may be 
expected to be of greater xcraeticsl Talue to the manafactursr, and in 
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cosrelations witli ^inniog tests, teeause the ecfunt of yarn, is determined 
by tliQ msmber of fibecrs per cross-section, aad the length distribution of 
the fibers on a mmber basis will in this way be directly associated with 
yarn strength, The per cant uuaber of fibers in three 1/16 inch primary 
nsodal groups is useful in describing the characteristics of the ctnr7e is? 
the prisary modal region, and in detecting tha affect of enTlromaantal 
conditions, and varietal diffarenees. Tha secondary mode, number basis, 
is a Esasui'e designed to express the position of the greatest consentra-
•fcion of ^ort or waste fibers. !I!lhe par cent iiuniber of fibers in three 
1/15 inch sacondary modal groups describes the concentration of fibers 
around the secondary icode end assists in determining the amount, position, 
nsodifications dus to envlroBiaant, aad Teirietel differences, in regard to 
short fiber. The coefficient of rariability is designed to Eaasure tha 
variability within the us^le portion of" the sample, or graphically to 
represent the relative slope of ogive curves. !I?he per cant 1/2 inch and 
less, nuEiber basis, measures the relative nuabar of short fibers as de­
termined by variety, or modified by ewironaisnt. 
The basic data free the unifoimity tests sre presented in Ap­
pendix Tables 1 to 33, The first three t^les show the gin data at the 
different locations. Tables 4 to 18 give the fiber length distribtttion 
of each sample on a percentage wei^t basis, and Tables 19 to 33 give tha 
fiber length distributions cn a percentage estimated niarfcer basis. These 
two distributions, together with the staanary values aecompsnying them, 
make possible a reconstruction of the entire inforrifition contained in the 
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origisal Isboratory wcrk sheets aeeurate witMa the errors of rouudijag off. 
Sbd teiasile strszigth tests are sunmarized in Appeadiz Table Si* 
Weight of seed plms liat. ®ie amlysis of vfipiaace for wei^t of 
seed plus list sbms tbat tlie major eontritntors to total rariaxseo are Va­
ried and Location, Teble 2; TSiis t€ble sassnarizes tbe F -valaes of the 
varioas costributoirs to tot^ Tarlanea for the aizte«& ?arial)lss included 
in liie study. The caaqpilete analysis of rarianea ttdile for each -Tarisisle 
is presented in A.p]^di: Tablss S5 to SO, aaS. v& rex«f£ed to in case 
infcsRs&tion not e^itaiasd in Table 2 (Text) is desired« tThe ? values 
found f cr Yariety and Location are 264.10 and 438.80 respectively as C(sa-
pared ^ ith values of 3.51 and 4.82 reqoaired for a 1 per cent probability. 
Variety x Location and Block within Location are botii non sigiii-
ficant contributors. !I3iis analysis est^lishes the facts t&at there are 
significant differences in vei^t of seed plus list ansong the varieties 
included in the study and ihslt the soil i^p^ included have a significant 
effect on the ^ ei^t of seed plus lint. The absence of a signi^canfc 
value of F for Variety x Location indicates that there ^ as no significant 
differential response of varieties to the soil types. The low f value for 
Block viiiiin Location indicates that local soil differences wiiiiin loca­
tions did not signifioazitly modify the ^ ^t of seed and lint. 
A detailed coa^arison of tbs saoust, dl^ction, and significance 
of differences in veii^t of seed plus liat is giv«Bi in Table 3. This coio-
\ 
pound type of tabl^vvas choasn for a ^esentation of the individial dif­
ferences for the reason that a pressatation of the sains infonsation in 
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fa-rt-tg 2 
sulssaht 0? f. ymjjss 
Variable Yaristy Ixx 
Weigjit of seed plus lint, grcms. 264.10 4 
Weight per 100 seeds, grssjs. 475.82 4 
T7©igiit of liat per 100 saeds,grains. 547.70 i 
Per cent lint 1388,94 
Mean leagtii over iach 12S6-41 
Per eai t by Tfeigiil; inch ana less 1SS.83 
Icasiinnra Isngtli 2014.97 i 
P^iodal length, weigiit basis 45S.72 
Per eeit freight in three 1/15 ineh sodal gronps 76.85 
Primary -f^lode, nxnTiilier bssis 457.17 
Per cent number of fibers in th;-ee 1/16 inch px'iraary aodsl grcjfiips 118.65 
Secondary mode, aimber basis " 13.96 
Per ceat aonber of fibers in 5 1/13 iucli seeondsry nodal groups 30.07 
Coeffecient of Tariability 382.25 
Par cent f inch end less, nisiabsr I'Esis 42.05 
Degrees of Preedom 4 
J.Eequirsd, 1 per cent S.51 
^•Keqaired, 5 per ssnt 2.46 
^tensile strsugiai 328.65 c 
Degrees of Jreedosa S 
F.Recralred, 1 per cent 4.04 
* Bajfely slgnlfieaQt, odds 19:1 
** Highly significant, odda 99;1 












264.10 4^.80 1.70 1.17 0.537S 
47S.8S 437.71 3.52 * 1,47 0,2502 
547,70 242-61 1.50 1.11 0.2541 
1388,94 9.44 5.38- 1,72 0.794Q 
1235.41 121.25 4.01 '^ '5' 1.50 * O^SOOS 
123.85 41,23 11.73 1*54 1.3759 
2014.97 25,10 1.21 0.3657 
45S.72 40.89 p "ZO ^ 1.S& 0.6777 
76^85 3. &3 4.44 •"'* 1.27 3,5044 
427.17 40.85 5.25 1.18 0.7113-
dal groups 118.65 4.S2 * 4.25 l.OS 8,904S 
13.90 S.14"~^ 1.97 1.06 1.3053 
1 groups SG.07 5«50 2.72 ^ 1.23 2«2640 
382.25 12.71 5.71 1.20 0.7768 
42.05 11.72 3.70 1.51 3.5268 
4 2 8 27 
3.51 4,82 2.69 1.98 
2.46 3.09 2.03 1.63 
328.65 561.54 8.71 5.66 ** 1482.3 
S 2 6 27 
4.04 4,88 3.04 2.03 
ifleanl:, Beqaired F Talues in indivifitial analysis table. 
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tablas would fit aa ordiasay sheet of typewriting paper would haT© 
required six tables for eadx Tariable, sad ia additioa would aecessitate 
an alteraat© iaspection of the indiviaaal tsibles iia certain comparisons. 
Siace auiseroas te^les of this general 1^6 are used ia this sttdy it may 
Tjs profitshls to saasiarize hrisSly tha icajar features of the table. 
Along the tc© and the left side of the table, the locations and the 
varieties grown at each locatioa are listed in regular order. Tha mean of 
the variable aceompanies each variety at each location, thus pxeseatiug 
the actual values with which we are dealing. Ths table is bisected by a 
diagonal liae; above and to the right of which.,- all values are tha actual 
mean diffarences ia terms of the unit ia which the variable is measured. 
Saoh of tha mean differences recorded is that between the mean va]jie di­
rectly above and the one directly to the left. Below and to the left of 
the diagonal line, all values recexrded are those of the mean difference 
divided by the appr<5«riate standard error of the mean difference. These 
values, like the ones above the diagonal, represent the significance of 
the difference between the mean directly above and directly to the left of 
the value. Standard errors for the various comparisons are listed at the 
bottcm of the table. An interpretation of the significance of the compar­
isons is made throat the use of foxsr levels of significance previously 
given in the discussion of the statistical treatment eng)ioyed. These lev­
els are appended, for comrenieaiee, at the bottcm of each comparison table 
in the uniformity tests. 2ja order that the direction of differsnees may 
be easily determined, an abbrevi.?tion of the higher manber of the pair 
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acooBjpaaias each K.D./S.E.M.D. vsQaa. The abbreriatioiis used for the ira-
rieties and locatiozis are shoim on each analysis sheet* first three 
bloclcs of ths table bisected by the diagonal, reafiiig from left to ri^t, 
contain all possible eoaparisoris between varieties at individual loca­
tions, irhila the fourth ble^k contains the coiigjarisoa between the psrfor-
uiancs wT Tsristiss at all Iccstlciis* The thras blosks, both abova and ba— 
low the diagoneO., in i^ch single values lie on a diagonal inrilziin tid 
block, contain all of the possible comparisons between the ssme, or all, 
varieties at different locations. 
15ie rank of locations in weight of seed pins lint is, Fayette- . 
viUe Farm, Mcorianna Delta, and Marianna Upland. The odds betweea all va­
rieties at the different loeaticas greatly ezcead the lower lev^ of 
infinity J and, with the exception of two eases of very hi^ significance, 
the individual diffarenses era infinite. The rank of varieties at all lo­
cations iSf Howden 2CSS8, Acala 37, Half and Ealf, .^zksnsas 17, and Delfos 
6102-531. The odds are infinite that Rowden is greater than all other 
varieties, and thect Delfos is significantly less in weight than the three 
intenoediates ^ ich have clos^y aisiilar mean waists. Varieties at the 
indiviclaal locations tend to follow the same rank as for all locations, as 
would be expected from the non significant interaction of Variety x Loca­
tion, An inversion of the Arkansas 17-Half and Half pair, with respect to 
the all location rank, occurs on Delta. However, a lack of agreement in 
rank between members ^ ich ere not significantly different at all loca­
tions may be azpected to occur at single locations. Such lack in egreemeat 
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is due to chancQ, and does not in eny way contradict or bring into qjasstioa 
tha validily at tlis non significant interaction of Tar:iety x Location. 
Wei^t per 100 seeds. The analysis of variance for weight par 
100 seeds, sfeowe that the major contrihations ere due to 7ariety and Loca­
tion, Table 2, The P values are 475.82 and 437.71, reroactively, as coa-
pared with reqxiired values of 3.51 and 4.82 for high sigaificaisse. Tsris-
ty X Location has an F value of 2.52 which falls between the 1 and 5 per 
cent vahies in the table of F, indicatins the presence of a sligM: fiiffar-
enbial effect of soil t3rpes on weight of seed from the different varieties 
inchided in the study. An P value for Block within Location which fails 
to reach significance indicates that local soil variations within locations 
did not significantly modify seed weight. 
A detailed compariscax of the aasount, direction, and significance 
of differences in weight of 100 seeds, in gratas, is given in Table 4. In 
general the direction and asionnt of differences are similar to the weight 
of seed plus lint. This might be e23>ected, since seed wei^t contributes 
about two-thirds of the total wei^t of seed and lint. !I3ie raak of loca­
tions, the and low varieties, and the significance of differences fol­
low the weight of seed plus lint so closQly that there is little advantage 
to be gained by repetition. In one essential feature the analyses differ, 
for the interaction of Ysrie-t^ x Location reaches significanoe in weight of 
seed, indicating that there is a differential response of varieties to the 
different soil types. 
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wei^t of iiat per 100 seeds ahova the only significant contribatorB to va­
riance to be Tarieties and Locatioss^ Tabls 2. The respective F values are 
547,70 and 242.61 as coapared to required values of 3.51 and 4.82 for the 
1 per cant point in the Table of ?. The wei^t of link per 100 seeds is 
cosssEonly used as a siaasure of desirability in breeding work unfiar the nftwa 
"lint Index", xhe trsaendoasly significant contribotions of Locations sho^r 
definitely that such use of the value should b© laade with care and that 
compsrisozis shouH be stade only sisong veyieties grown at the ssne jLooatioa. 
A detailed comparison of the amountj dir©etios, end signifieaace 
of differences is given in Table 5. Hi^ly significant to infinite odds 
accompany all differences between locations, the rank from hi^est to low­
est being Fayetteville Farm, Marianna Delta, and IJarianna Upland. flTCnng 
varieties at all locations the rank in descending order of weight is, Half 
and Salf, Rowden 2088, Acala 37, Arkansas 17, and Delfos 6102-551, the 
significance of this rank being established by infinite odds in all com­
parisons between varieties. The same rank and a comparable aaount of dif­
ferences eiist at the individual locations, as might be expected from the 
non-significant interaction between Tariety x Location. 
Lint per cent. An analysis of variance for per cent lint gives 
the foUowii^ ? values for the various contributors isolated, Terietias 
1388.94, Locations 9.44, Variety x Location 3.38, and Block within Loca­
tion 1*72, Table 2. The striking fact brought to li^t is the extreme 
contribution of 7arieti«»s, indicating unquestionable differences in lint 
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tliese Ysrietal differsnses wiisa grcnsn on diffareafc soil -types. Tbe value 
of ? for Locations 63KeedB tiie value of 4.82 re^iiired for high signifi-
cans© aad indicates a highly significant iadflaeacs of soil types on list 
per cent, "bxcfc lii® other eonbrib-ators is cosiplerbely dssrarfed by the contri-
"butios due to variety. Yariety s Location exceeds the 2.69 ? valae re-
q.*uired for high sigaificmce and indicates a differentiel respCase of 
varieties to different soils. Block id thin Location ezroeeds the "bsrely 
sigiificaat F value of 1.63 and eu^ests that local soil diff@res£ses 
in a field may modify the lint percentage. 
A striking dissimilarity is evident between this and other gin 
data eonstents in the matter of relative contribution of Variety aad Loca­
tion to total variance. In the weight of seed plus lint, wei^t per 100 
seeds, snd weight cf lint per 100 seeds, the contiribtitlons of Location and 
Season were boiai, in all cases, ertranely high but of scmesrhat slmi]^ car­
der, Ti&ile in lint per cent the contribution of Varieties exceeds Locations 
by more than 140 times. This comparison is of especial importance between 
per cKit lint and wei^t of linfc per 100 seeds, more coEmoaly called "lint 
Index", becsuss of the fact that Lint Index is ccnsnonly and Tddely used in 
evaluating and compariog strains in breedii^ operations. The high contri­
bution of location in wai^t of lint per 100 seeds indicates definitely 
that v&ien this measure is used in breeding evaluation con^srisons should 
be strictly limited to comparisons between varieties grom at the same lo­
cation diiring the sme season. Other comparisons will necessarily be la 
error unless a tolerance is allowed for the effect of seasonal aid 
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locaijional differeness. 
The relatiTS staMlity of lint psr ceot on diffarasb locations 
izidicatss tnat it is -ssritliout doabt the superior measare of gia data for 
ccsmperisoas betnessa sbraiiis ia •brasdiag oparatioiis, parti col early •sdieia it 
is desirable to ertsad the eos^jsrisoss Cfrer a series of ioeatlcais or ssa-
SOIaS • 
A comparisoa of the means of all varieties ab iisdividual loea-
tioas ^o^s the reak to be Marianna Upland, Fayettsville» and Mail sura 
Delta, with noa-significaat diffeiejjces between the first pair and highly 
sigiificani; differences between other caaparisons, T^le 6. The reaction 
of iadividaal Tsrieties to the yarioos locations shosrs a definite differ­
ential response, iadiasted by the significeat intsraction of Tariety x 
Location. Indi'^diial -varieties at all locations show a definite ranlc and 
hi^ly significant gradient, with the exception of one compsrison. The 
response of vsrieties at indi-tidaal locations is, in general, sijailar to 
varieties at all locations, althoa^ a considerable ntmber of differences 
fail to attain significance* The hi^ contribution of Yarieties to total 
vsriaace is due largely to the wide difference in liat per cent between 
Half and Half and the other varieties, 
lEasn. length over 1/2 inch, GSie analysis of variance for 
leagth over 1/2 inch shows that the three signifi<»nt contributors to to­
tal vsrisojce are Yarieties, Locations, and ITsriety 2: Location, Table 2. 
The F values for these caatributcrs are 1226.41, 121.25, sad 4.01, res­
pectively, as coEiparsd to valttes of 3.51, 4.82, and 2.59 required for the 
•TerSetF -i 
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02ie per cent point, llhe contribution of varieties dwarfs tlie other Tal-
uea, esttbstantiatiug the fact that/fibea? leagfch is basically controlled by 
genetic fiactora, and tlmt the gaaetic influence is the iirimBry factor with 
^ich the cotton breeder nust cope. contribution of Locations, while 
Isss than one^-tenth that of 7aridtids, is infinitely significant and fur-
ni^es proof that the genetio fiber laogth is zoodified to a certain degree 
by soil conditions and other enriroomexital factors operating at the dif­
ferent locations. !Ehi8 latter statsmsnt. in itself, is in with 
the opinion of cotton clasaers, gro&rers, and buysrs. HOTever, an ezastisa-
tion of the modlfication in fiber length on the various soil types fails 
to substantiate the cxxrrent opinion that river bottom or delta land neces­
sarily produces loiter fiber than the same varieties grown on less fertile 
uplasfi soil types» or hill land. In the present study the rank of loca­
tions frcm longest to shortest is; Fayetteville Fazm, Marianna D^ta, and 
Marianna Upland, Table 7. The awerage difference between the first two 
locations is not significant) although three of the five varieties e^diibit-
ed highly significant individual differences between the two locations. 
Mean and individual differences between Marianna Upland and the two other 
looaticns were in all cases highly significant. 
The hi^y significant but comparatively amall contribution of 
Yariety x Location shows the presence of specific varietal interaction on 
different soil types. This finding, in connection with the high contribu­
tion of Locations points to the advisability or necessity of thorou^y 
testing new varieties or strains on representative soil types before 
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releasing them tcfr freneral growtii. 
The rank of varieties at all locatioas is, Delfos 6102-531, Ark-
smsas 17, Acala 27, Rowdan 2088, aad Half aM Half. With OEB noa-signifi-
cant exception this secjs rank is niaintaijied at the individual locations. 
Per csat "by wei^t 1/2 inch aid less. An analysis of varlsncs 
for par cent by weight 1/2 inch and less shows three sigsiificant contri­
butors to total variance, TaTjle £. Taristiea furnish the major contribu­
tion with an F value of 1S3.85 with 3.51 required for high signficance. 
Locations follow with a found vedue of 41.23 and a required value of 4.82, 
and the Variety x Location interaction has a foynd value of 11.73 against 
the required value of 2.69. This analysis laay be interpreted as estab-
lishijjg the facts that the per cent short fibers are fundaa^ntally a vari­
etal characteristic and therefore primarily genetic, but that environmen­
tal conditions such as soil type, rainfall and tauperature exert a msrked 
influence on the amount of short fiber. "The significant modifying influ­
ence of different locations aad the interaction of Teriaties x Locations 
auphasize the necessity for testing the better yielding strains in repre­
sentative sections of the state before releasing them to growers. 
The rank of varieties at all locations is, Elf and Half, DeJfoa 
5102-531, Arkansas 17, Rowden S58B, end Acala 37, Table 8. Highly signi­
ficant differences occur between the first two neisbers, and between the 
first two and all other vsrieties, but there is no significance ansong the 
last three. Ilhe saxoe rank characterizes the individual locations. The 
rank of locations is, Marienna Upland, Marianna Delta, and Fayettevllle 
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?arm. Infiaite odds aoeompany ell ccmparisons except F^etteville Farm 
and Marianna Delta, Considerabls individuality in respoQsa of Terietiss 
to locations is indicated by the significant interaction of Variety t Lo­
cation, and these may be identified in Table 8. 
MaxlCTati length ia 1/16 intgx units. An analysis of variance 
for mssiiaaa length shc^s three significant contributcars. Varieties fur­
nish the greatest contribution with an P value at 2014,97 as compared with 
a required value of 5,51 for the 1 par cent point. This indicates that 
maxlmam length is primarily a varietal characteristic and hence basically 
geaeftic. Location and Variety x Location have F values of 445.31 and 
26.10, respectively, as cang)ared with required values of 4.82 and 2,69, 
indicating that soil types and seasonal variations, present at the differ­
ent localities studied, resulted in a ssrked modification of TnaTHtmrw fiber 
length, and that the varieties included in the study responded individual-
isticelly to the gro^uth cooflitiaas present at the different locations. 
Ibe marked modification dua to Location and Variety x Location indicate 
that maxlmnm length, which is the practical equivalent of halo length and 
combed fiber length frequently used in lextgth studies, is of {questionable 
value for acctnrately measuring length of fiber, particularly when used in 
comparisons between different locations or seasons. 
A detailed ccsnparison of the amount, dlrecti<m, and signifissnce 
of differences is presented in Table 9. The r-ank of varieties at all lo­
cations is, Delfos 6102-5S1, Arkansas 17, Acala 37, Bowden 2088, and Qalf 
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tiiat between Hovvden 2o88 and Acala 37 where the odds approach 2his 
raji^ holds, \7ith two nozi-'significaE.t exceptions, ia varietal comparisons 
at tha tlaree locationso 
The rank of locations is, Payetterille Farm, Harianna Delta, and 
Marianna Upland, with infinite odds accoapaaylng the differences between 
all varieties in all possible conparisons, Individtial varieties in all 
oases eseept on© follow the rank of the mean of all varieties previozisly 
mentioned, but the significance of the difference varies over a ^sride range, 
as laigjit have been expected froa the hi^ contribution of Variety 2: Loca»» 
tion. Incidentally, the contribution due to interaction of Yariety x Lo­
cation for this variable is the nicest of the sixteen variables analyzed, 
being almost ten times the value required for the 1 per cent point. OJhis 
fact does not recoaaend the use of maxlgBm length as a measure for compar­
ing the length of varietiese If laiis meastire were to be used in routine 
tests, for the purpose of evaluating aean length or uniformity in length, 
these data indicate that comparisons bettveen varieties should be limited 
strictly to a single location in a single season# Comparisons between lo­
cations in the same season, or between different years at the same loca­
tion should logically be limited vrithin varieties. 
^tlbdal length, weight basis. An analysis of variance of the mo­
dal length data on a weight basis showed the only significant contributors 
to be Varieties and Locations with P values of 455*72 40*89, respect­
ively, as compared with values of 3«51 4*^2 required for high signifi­
cance, thereby establishing the fact tbat modal length is primarily e varietal 
cTiaraoteristio "but osj© ia coiaraoa •with, other EBasures, is shifted in 
direction hy the envirounent in which the plant is grown, Ho specific in­
teraction of Variety s location is definitely established hy the P Tralue 
which falls between those reqxiired for the 1 and 5 per cent points. This 
contrihutioa is in contrast to certain other length raeasures, and opens 
the -ssay for interesting speculations concemisig the physiological develop-
sjent of the fiber array, 
A detailed analysis of the modal length on a weight basis data 
is shoTiTn in Sable 10, 2he ranic of varieties at all locations is« Belfos 
6102-551# Ariansas IJ, Acala 379 ^^owden 20889 snd Half and Half, The dif­
ferences between all pairs escept Howden 2o8B and Acala 37, are sufficient­
ly great to furnish infinite odds that the rank is correct, and that real 
differences ia aodal length esist between the varieties studied, The va­
rieties isaintain the sajoe relative relationship at the individual loca­
tions, althOTi^ a variation la degree of significance occurs. The rank of 
different locations -with respect to mean of all varieties is, S'ayetteville 
Farm, Mariaana Delta, and Marisana Upland, The difference between the 
first tvjo is aot significant, but other differences are accon^janied by in­
finite odds. The location rarGc for individual varieties, in all except 
two nonrsigaificaat cases, follow the rank for mean of all varieties, al­
though a variation in degree occors as Jai^t be expected, from the barely 
sigaificant interaction of Variety x Location, 
Per cent -weight ia three 1/16 inch modal gro-gps. An applicatioa 
of analysis of variance to data oa the per cent weight of fibers ia three 
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l/lb inch modal groups shows that Variety, Location, and Variety x Loca­
tion are significant contributors vdth ? Tallies of 7^*85» S»^3» ^.nd 4-44 
respectively, as compared to required values of 3*5is 4«82, and 2o69» 
ble 2, She ? values shot? ttet the aaount of fiber in the modal groups is 
dependent to the greatest eztent on varieties axd the genetic ccmstitu-
tions represented hy them, Ihe significant effect of locations offers 
proof that the flatness of the top of the frequency ctxrve, or of the' 
modal section of the ogive curve may be modified by different locations 
and their individual environmental conditions. She significant interac­
tion; of Varieties 2: Locations establishes the fact that different varie­
ties respond individualistically to environmental conditions. 
A detailed analysis of differences in per cent weight in the 
three l/lb inch modal groups, on a -weight basis is given in 2ahle 1I« A 
comparison of varieties at all locations shows that Half and Half signifi­
cantly exceeds all other varieties, with Howden 2088 and Acala 37 similar 
but exceeding the comparable Arlcaasas I7 and Delfos 6IO2-531 pair, indicat­
ing a definite relationship between mean length and amount of fiber in 
the modal groups, witli short cotton having the greater amount in the mode, 
in general the varietal rank in the individual locations follows the all 
location sumnary. Significant differences are found in all comparisons 
between the mean of all varieties at the different locations, the rank be­
ing Iferianna Delta, Mariaana Upland, and Payetteville Earm, Individuality 
in response of varieties to the different locations is indicated "by the 
significant P value for interaction of Variety x Location, which is 
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substentiafced by tSs indiTiaxial diff©ranees in Table 11. 
Primary mode. Bomber basis. An analysis of Tsriance for the po­
sition of the primary EJOCL© on a nasSaer basis shows the F values fouoS fcjr 
Varieties, Locations, eifi Tsriety z Location to be 457.17, 40.85, and 
S,S respsctiTely. These valuea asy be interpreted in comparison Mth the 
•values of S.51, 4.82, and 2.69 required for high significance. The con­
tribution of Tarieties is aore Ifeaa tea times that of Locations, which 
;5ustifies the corcltision that ti© Isagth of the prisary iscdsl grcag is de­
pendent to a greateor degree on varisty than oa any other factor aad is 
therefore genetic in nature. !Phe hi^ significance of the contribution of 
Locations estdJliShes the fact that the mTiromasirtal conditions during 
the growing period of the fiber laay materially shift the position of laie 
prisaary mode. !i5ie interaction of Variety x Locatico, while highly signi­
ficant, is mudi less than the previously mentionsd contrilsitars, but ixtr-
dicates that there is a differential response of varieties to locaticms. 
A detailed aumsry of variety and location differences in liie 
position of the priztary mode on a nuaber basis is given in Table IS. ae 
rank a£ varieties at all locations is, Delfos SlOS-531, Arksnsas 17, Aeala 
37, Eoarden 2088, aad Half and Half, with infinite odds accon^aayiag ell 
differeaces with the exception cf that between Acala 57 and Rovrden 2088. 
The same renk, end significant to infinite odds, is found in the iisiivlcliLal 
locations. The raik of locations ^ th respect to the mean of 8ll varieties 
is, Utoianna Delta, FeyettevUle ?eirm» and 2£ariasna Upland; iafinite odds 
accompaay all differences ezcept that between the first two. An iEdivitoal 
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respoDss of rarietles to locsacioas is eppaarent ia the detailed table, 
wMcli sal3staatiat0s the sigaificsat iot©rectioa of Vsriefc7 z Location. 
Per eeat mnaber of fibers in tlie three 1/16 intai primary modal 
grcxips. An analysis of Tsriaace of the data on per eeat zmsaseff cf fibers 
ia the three 2/iS iash pr5.m?.ry nodal groups diows tro highly, aad ess 
"barely, sigaificaafc canfcributors. !I5ie F value found for "variety is 1^^,65 
aM the requireajjsat for high significance 3.51, which justifies the coa-
clusioa that the Tnnrg)gg of fibers ia tie primry nodal groipa Is detar-
aiasd by the genetic constitution of the -gariety. !I3ie Td.ije of F for 
Locaticm is 4.32 ^ hich falls batweea the reauirsnsat for the oae aad five 
poor cait poists, ladieatiag a probable but aot sufficieatly established 
effect of locatioas. Bse iatscactioa of Variety x Locat ioa ezceeds the 
T8lx«8 required for high sigaificaaee aad estdjlishes a diffsreatisl res­
ponse of varieties to locat ioas. 
a detailed aaaJysis of the per cent xniniber of fibers ia the 
three 1/16 inch primary modal groaps is presented ia Table 15. IHie vari­
etal raaJc at locations is. Half aad Half, Howdaa 2088, Acala 37, Ark­
ansas 17, aad Delfos 6102-531. A hi^ percentage affidjar of fibers may be 
expected to fall ia the primary modal grcaps for short cottoas, and a de­
crease jiisy be ezpeotsd as the mssa. leii^h iaoreases, while the most desi­
rable cottoa Tsithia any ons meaa length grtxip will be the oae with the 
highest pereeatage of fibers ?rithin or nsar the primary modal groups. In-
fiaits cdds accaapeny >>^1 ccngsrisotts of variety meaas at all locatioas 
with the exeeptioa of Eo^rden S58S sad Acala 37. Ths same order exists st 
t- logbitlxsl 
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si3:gle iocatiojis the exceptioa of a rsrspsal of EosdeE. 2088 sad Acala 
37 on Mariasjjia Upland. The rank of locatione^ coast dering th© mean of all 
Tsxieties, is Mariaana Delta, Marianna Tlpland, FeyefeteTille ?am» tJie 
only sisaificant diffeisnce beiig tetireea iie first and last meationed lo­
cations. A sisnificaafc interaction of Yariety s Location indicsies a dif­
ferential response csf •varieties to differsnt soils, b'ot no generalizations 
in regard to tiia association of larticalar length groups with certain soil 
types cea be establisiied frcm the data. 
Secondary mode, gaBa>er "basis. In analysis of -vsrianse of tiss 
position of the secondary mode on a number basis ^ofs the only signifi­
cant contributor to be Variety isith an F valae of 13.96 as compared laith a 
Talae of S.51 required for high signifieanee. This analysis shows no sig­
nificant competitors to variety in detsminii^ the position of the secon­
dary aiode. The contribution of Location is less than error mriame and 
net significant. 
A detailed analysis of the direction end significance of differ­
ences is sifflwn in Table 14. In the varietal comparisons at all locat ions 
Half end Half exceeds all other varieties wi13i infinite odds, iifeile asaong 
other varieties no significant differences were found. 
ae position of tls secondary node, because of the portion of 
the distribution niiiidx it describes, may on the basis of cur present Isnoar-
ledge be considered as of minor Isroortanee in evaluating the effect of lo­
cation on the fiber diet2rf.bution. Even Its efficiency in comparing 
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Varieties to total Tariance is in a sense spariousp for the reason that 
this eontrihiition was due almost wholly to the v^ sition of the node in Ealf 
and. Half, *vhere the arbitrary separation of long and short fibers at the 
one-half inch point in the distribution led to the iacliision. of a part of 
the major aode among the short fiber group, thereby increasing the raltie 
for the secondary node. 
Per cent naiaber of fibers in the three l/lfe inch secoaiary modal 
^ou'DS^ An analysis of vai^ance for per cent nianber of fibers in the 
three l/lfe inch secondary nodal groups shows the significant contributors 
to total variance to be Variety, Location, and Variety x Location, 7d.th P 
values of 30«07# 5*5^9 2,^2 respectively as compared ^ th values of 
3»51« 4*82, and 2,69 required for high significance. Ihese P values identify 
variaties as the rjrimary determiner, with Locations as a secondary but Im­
portant factor, and the interaction of varieties and locations as a highly 
significant contributor to total variatiosu 
A detailed analysis of the direction and significance of differ­
ences in per cent maaber of fibers in the three l/lb inch secondary modal 
groups is shoTsn in Table 15« She varietal rajii!: at all locations is Belfos 
bl02-531» Salf and Half, ArJsansas 17# Acals 37* Hovsien 2o88, She one 
striiciag feature of this coir5»arison is that Delfos, the longest variety in­
cluded la the study, exceeds wit|i infinite odds all other varieties. SSie 
rank of locations on tl^ basis of the mean of all varieties is, JSarianns 
Upland, Mariaana Delta, and Payetteville Jfena. !Jhe difference between the 
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bare or ao significaacs. A significant interaction Ijatwesn variety and 
location is shown in the aigtlysis of vsrianca, and an inspection of the 
detailed canparison talsle shoisrs individual response of varieties to the 
different locations. 
In the analysis of ths previous two variables we find an appa­
rent contradiction in the results. 'lihe position of ths secondary mode ap­
pears to remain relatively the same irrespective of varf.ety or ccaditions 
under which the plants are grown, while an analysis of the ^ ount of fiber 
in the secondary mode shows significsmt ccmtributians of Variety, Loca­
tion, and Variety x Location, The apparent stability of the position of 
the secondary juode nsay be accounted for by the fact that there is prosent 
in inost varieties a substaple of short fibers, and ths present study indi­
cates that the modal group of this substaple attains approximately the 
sane length among different varieties and under different environmental 
conditions, Ebsrever, liie analysis ^ows that the relative ntm&er of fi­
bers constituting the secondary modal grotzp varies Brith varieties and is 
modified by the conditions under -Hhich the plants ere grown. 
Coefficient of variability. The coefficient of variability ^ hen 
visualized in coniisction ^ th the ogiva curve of fiber length distribution 
may be thoa^t of as representiag the average degree of slops exhibited by 
that part of the cumulative graph over one-half inch in Isngth. An analy­
sis of variSince of the data shosrs three significant contributors to vari­
ance; Variety, Location, end Variety iLocationj with F values of 382,25, 
12,71, and 6.71 respectively, and values of 3.51, 4.82, and 2.69 required 
-bi-
for higk sigaificaacQ, 2hese data identify varieties as the aajor contri­
butor and esta'olishes the fact that different varieties have a characteris­
tic slope of the ogive curve. At the same time it is seen that different 
soil types significantly modify the slope of the curve, and that varieties 
are differentially susceptible to various environmental conditions, 
A detailed Gos^rison of differences in coefficient of variaoili-
tjg sad their sigaifieance, is shorn in Sable lb. 2he varietal rank at all 
locations is, Delfos fel02-53j-9 Arkansas 17» Acala 379 Kowden 2oS8, and Half 
and Half, ^ th infinite odds accompanying all differences except that be­
tween Acala and Sowden., At individual locations the significant varietal 
rank remains the same as at all locations v;ith high to infinite odds accoaa-
panying the differences. 2he rani of locations in mean of all varieties 
is, Sayetteville Farm, Marianna Delta, and Marianna Upland, with very higfi-
ly significant odds accompanying differences bet^en Eayetteville and the 
other locations. A differential effect of various locations on the coeffi­
cient of variability is shown by the analysis of variance and verified by 
the detailed analysis sheet, 
Per cent 1/2 inch snd less, mintber basis. An analysis of vari­
ance of the data for per cent 1/2 inch and less on a number "basis shows 
that Variety, Location, and Yariety 3: Location are significant contributors 
to total variation V7ith P values of 4^*0^, 3*7^ respectively, as 
compared with values of required for higft significance, 
establishing the fact that the relative nnaiber of short fibers is de­
pendent primarily oa the genetic constitolion of the variety, but may be 
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EEodified greatly by the enviroianfiat la BrMch it is grojsa, sad tlat diffar-
031C0B ezist emong varieties in tlisir response to any psTticalsr enrironment. 
A detailed saisaary of tiie sasouat, directicat, aid jgigaificaace c£ 
differeaees is sihowii ia Table 17. 'Ebe Tmrietal rent at an locatitms is, 
Delfos 6102-5S1, Hal? aad Half, ^ kaasas 17, Ijcala. 57, end Eoiidea 2088» 
The raak at sia^e locatioais geasrally foliars that given for all loce-
ticnsa Highly slgnifteeat to iafiaite odds accompaiy isany of the differ-
eaees, aad the soEewhat uneamected fact bo-Qi tha long and short e22:ead 
the HBdiiaa leagtti varieties ia mnrher of shcrt fi'&ars is sstahlisSiedo 
The rank of locatioas is Mariaaaa Upland, Jferiaaaa Delta, tmd 
Fayefcteville Farm, with noa sigaificaat differeaces betroen the last two 
loeetioas, A differsatial behavior of varieties on the soil types repre­
sented by the loeations is esteblisted by the variaace due to interaction 
of Veriety x Location, sad shosra ia detail ia Table 17. 
TensilB strength, poaads per sqaare indi* ia aialysis at vari­
ance of the data m tensile strength ia poxmds par squere iich sheers that 
all eontribtttors to variaace are highly sigaificaat. Tie major coatribu-
tiotts are inade by Tsristy sad Locatioa, with F values of 328.65 and 561.54 
respectively as comisred with -VBiaes of 4.04 aad 4.88 required for high 
significaass. These values shor that ifhile eztreasely great differences in 
tensile strength ezist between varieties, even greater differences ere 
caused by soil types aad growth coadLticans represeated by the differ eat lo-
caticos at which tests were carried oat. The iateractica Yariety x Loca­
tion is hi^ly sigaificait with aa F value of 8.71 aad a value of 3.04 
I ^  
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reorolred. for signifieance, establisMae the fact that varieties differ 
in their response to locations. Bloclc within Location# for the first time 
in this series of analyses, reaches an ^ valxie of which is highly sig­
nificant, indicating' that relati-s-ely sli^t soil differences significantly 
aodif^- strezigth. 
Only foar -Tarieties wsre incltided in the tests on tensile 
strength, doe to the fact that the fiber of Half and Half is not long 
enon^ to be used with the handle breaJt method of testing, A detailed 
analysis of the amo-ant» direction, and significance of differences in ten­
sile strength is shotm in Sable l8» Ihe varietal ranlc at all locations is, 
Arkansas 17» Sowden 2088, Helfos bl02-551# and Acala 37« first pair 
of varieties in the ranlc are closely sirailar in stren^h with only slightly 
significant differences, and tfiua sane is true of the last pair, bnt between 
pairs all differences are accoiapanied by infinite odds# Ihe rank of loca­
tions is Marianna Upland, Marianna I»elta, and Fayetteville S'ana, All dif­
ferences between locations are aecon5)anied by infinite odds. A differen­
tial response of varieties to the various locations is established by the 
highly significant interaction of Variety s Location sM the individual 
variations are shown in lable l8» 
Location 
T&jfety 
.: Arlssasaas Selfos t BowSsa 
t 17 .tSIS2~Sgl ; •.•-3QS3 
: 34S51,0 : 74582,0 .5 84032.0 
, Acsla 
r 37 
1 g; Jaj© tteTille ;ArlB.iBas 17 •• 84851.0 : _3^9,0 819.0 10650.0 
1 Jarai :D9lfCB 6102-5SL * • 74882.0 : IS.3' A ,9^.0 461.0 
i?3. !"«rt • sEawdea 20SS i S4053.0 J 1.2 A 14,1 ,a 9S11.0 
• jAoaSs. 37 e 9 742S1.0 J 16»S A 0.7 I; 14.8 E 
fl. 
• 
tAll Tar istiss « 7944^.5 ; 
^ j3$arlasB.a IAZKSHSB-S • 1? • 93949cO s 13.7 m 
r t^laM :i)elfOB 6iQ2-5Sl « » SSISS.O ; SO.7 W 
S s tSc^rdaa SO^ • 929QS.0 ; 13,4 iSJ 
S • O • jAeala or r to o 1 
;111 •yaristtes * • S0554.0 : 
^:2SriaaEa ;.&2&aisa3 17 3 '« 90171,0 ! 8.C MD 
Selta :I!olfosi;6103-5:3. • S0295.0 J S«3 Iffi 
•Rovrdea 3) 88 » • 39402.0 ; 8,1 5® 
•si. 
• 
jAeala 57 • SOOOl^O ; 8.7 J Q * 
srt • rill varieties •€ « 84987.25s 
@ :AI1 Liseatiens iA^'ksi.ss.s 1? « • 89SS7.0 : 
t.x :Delf<sa 5102-531 « 81125.0 ; 
ft tRosrdea 3088 • • 8S7B0,7 : 
» 
• :Acala 5? S0S94.S s 
; Total Sxpsilrnaat - « 84989.£5: 
p 
£3 
66g.9G S4i.:M.2.; Between. TOrSaties at saae, or two, locations. Leve; 
331.45 S.S. fi.2. Setsreen all varieties at differeat locatio2is. Bare! 
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Levels of sigallS. caac© for iaterpretatico, of M.B./s.D, 
Barelji-^igji ifl cant, odds 19:1 = 1»9S ; 
"Sgfiiy Edgiif iceais, odds 99:1 I 
79sy significaat odds 999:1 s S.2B 
lafiaits = 5.40 
i,L. In or5€ 
of the higfer 
used fas varie 
Ao - Acala 3?, 
s? z fsysttstd 

aaasL 
MEoAama iigl-fee. ; • ^11 Locations 
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22.5 —-._76^.7 930 
2,S A 33,0 R —_,8^ 
24.g A 1.9 D 21.9 H 
M.B. Talsed' SOEBs Is orSe? that •feJss Mrsction of diffsrsacss aay be easily distisgtsl^ed, en 
of the Mghsr- the psir accoaipaiaiea each M.S./S.S. M,.D« tolIos. She al^r 
•ased fas7 Trari9t5.es are as fl>21CBsrs; A - Arkansas 17, D = Delfos SiOa-SSL, E r Eoh 
AO ^  Aeala 3?, sid H 3 Half asd Half. OSie ^brevlatioas tussd for ioeatioas ets: 
SS* " Feyefctsvine FaasB, MJ Z Masiaam UpieMj aad MD - S&iiaatta Delta. 
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^76.0 7S9ld 10i?.0 
S94.0 
13.7 -—^^9401.0 
0.4 D 14.2 H 
.^2.0 STe^S 9g63.7 
22.S A 730.7 
2,S A 20.0 E ^386.4 
24.S A 1.9 p a..9 B 
5j In orfier tixai; tlas ftiTSCtioii of differences my be easily distlsiguisaieG., am 3'bbreTiati<asi 
Kh© MgSsr I'i^JiiBsrof tfes pair aoctsJKaaSes eaeli M,P./S,D. M.D. value. 25ie aSbreriatims 
I for Tarietf.es sre as S>llC6?s: A - ii&sasas 17, B = Delfos 5103-551, E s Ecwdea 2088, 
: Acala 3?, H ~ Half aafi Half. !Bie ab'brerla'tt.oas tsed S&y looatioae srs: 
: yaycttoTlli-e rarsa, J© c Maslazma HplaMj gad MD - Man anna Delta, 
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Variety, Location,, Seasoa Tests. Seed cotton san^SlBB fbr ISid Taristy-Location-
Season coniparisons wars, tas the most pert, arawii frca tests conducted by 
other inasijars of the Agronomy Depeortsuent of the ^ kansas Agrisult-ural Ss^jeri-
meat Station, Data frc® tha TMformity Ifests conducted at Fayetteville Faassi, 
Marianna Upland, and Marianna Delta la 193S, srs used in this section 
cf the stucly in prsfersace te the altsrnats tiee of single replicatiaas of 
systoiaatic tests. This use giTes a more critical -value to the pert of the 
CGu^arlsons lEfco which they enter, because of the ten replications constituting 
the Uhiformity Tests. The sauries for other locations and years are frcaa a 
single replication of the regular sy stfcematic plantings. Only four varieties 
are analyzed in this section of the study* to the fact that Delfos 
S102-531 'ss'as not p:'QS8nt in all of the tests from which matsrial was drann. 
7ariety-Location tests. The detailed enelysis sheets showing the 
amounts, direction, and significance of differences for sixteen variables 
for the Variety-Location comparisons in the seasons 1930, 1931, end 1932 
are jcresented in Appendis: Tables 61 to 108. This arrangeaent was chosen in 
ordar to avoid the inclusion of 48 bulky tables in the manuscript text. A 
detailed discussion of each of these tables is likewise emitted f^om. tbs manu­
script for the reason that such discussion would necessarily consist principally 
of a repetition of facts established and discussed under the uniformity tests. 
Looation-Season tests. The Location-Season comparisons summ£E*ize 
the new informaticoa obtained in the ^stemsctic part of iiie study, including 
four varieties, four locations representing as anany soil types, continued 
over a three-year period. In the 1930 season these varieties occurred in 
1 f 
58-
-tests at only two locations. Howersr, the zsaolta f&r tbis year sre ia-
cliided for tlie puzpose of stadyiag the effect of tlie eervare droa-^ oa fiber 
properties. 
A BVBmapy of the gin data for the Varlaty-LocatiCKi-SeaBon ccs&> 
parisoas is presoitad ia Appendix Table 51. 25ie length distributions on a 
parcentege wai^t basis are givaa in detail ia Appendix TaHLss 52 to 55, 
and tbs length distributions on a pareentege estimated nnnfo@r basis are 
located in Appendix Tabl^ 56 t-o 59s 
•In order to avoid a frequent and unaecessery repetition of stan­
dard error values on eadi of the detailed comparison sljsets, the standard 
errors tised in compsrisonsimade ia ths Tari&tjfs-Loc at ion-Season and Varying 
Hates sections are presented ia suBsoery form. Appendix Table 60. !Ihe for-
imila included ia the headiag at each eblumn applies to eadti stazdard error 
of the mean differeaee ia the eolizsm with the exception of that for 
strength. In the case of strength, tests vere isade on on:iy -three of the 
varieties so that a sabstittttioa, of 3 or its raoltiple for 4 or its Eoxlti-
ple, is used in compatiag standard error of ths mem difference. 
For conrenieace in ^ mpariag fiber znodificaticsis vith weather 
conditions prevailing st the ttne and plase of the tests, the isoatlily and 
annual precipitation and departures frcro nozmal are sTscmerized ia Sable 19. 
It is of course realized that all compailaoas made and interpretations 
drawn frcBi the appereat coincidence of recorded rainfall and fiber modifi­
cations will at best be preliminary or crude, due to failure of raiafall 
sad soil moisture to coiacide within reasonably aarrow limits. Bswever, 
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the abseaoe of egppreciable rainfall orsr an extended period of tlzoe isay 
safely be assaasd, tinder the conditions of tJie pres®t stuiSy, to be asso­
ciated with a leek of soil zioistore and a consequent wator stress within 
the plant. She precipitation reccards for ^ ferianna are taliBn from the offi­
cial weather staticm located in the town of Mariaana ^ idi is situated ap-
proximtely hslf way between the U^laod and Delta tests. In 1930 the 
records sihoisn, while r^eeentative of the Delta test, are not precise for 
the Upland test, the station reeords showing less than OsQl ijsh of rals. 
during a period of 105 days. The offical weather statical at Fayefeteyilie 
is located on the Szperimsnt Station farm, end at Hope the official station 
is close to the location on ^ ich the tests were conducted. 
Detailed Location-Season comparisons for each at the sixteen ra-
riables are presented in Appendix Tables 103-1S4. A stsonary of the season­
al rank and significance of differences between manbGrs of the rank at 
various locations is given in Table SO. The seasonal rank is shown for 
each location for each of the Tariables, wilii the significance of the dif­
ferences bet'eresn lossxbers of the rank indicated by symbols explained in a 
footnote. A sussaaxy of locational rsnk and the significance of differences 
between zoesisers of the lank in varions seseons is given in Table 21. Ihe 
locational rank is shown for each t£ the variables Sn the different seasons, 
and the sigMflcance of differeiees between xecibers of tl:^ rank is indi­
cated by symbols exr^Lained in a footnote. %e ssrmtols for significanee are, 
iscidently, the saas in the two t^les. If it is desir^le in any case to 
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eny eomperisoa, tliess ms^ bs looksd tqj in the e^propriats eppsaSiz table, 
bat for the iaterpretatioa of the relationships between diffareat Tariafciea 
it was eo32Side7ed that the use of the rsslc method aecompanied by the IstsI 
of significasee isould be adequate and less cosiplicated than tie use of in­
dividual eoB^tarlsQn tables. 
Ths raik and significance of differences, Tables 20 and 31, sight 
be discussed in detail for each 'sazlable, but such individual ^ scussion 
would prob^ly be less easily 5?lloysd ths tebulsr stssEsary. 
ThQ nature of the vari eJxLes is aaich, hcree-rer, that it is logical 
to group certain of ths nusiber which are related to the extent that they 
measure sooswhat siioilar parts of the fiber distribution. M ezaminstion 
of these groups end the relative behavior of the sseinbers of the groups may 
be expected to yield infcrmaticm of greator value tlm individual coispari-
sons. 
The first logical grcup consists of the gin data; wei^ of seed 
plus lint, wei^t of seed, weight of lint, and per cent lint. The first 
three of these are the isost comparable in nature being actual weights. 
!Ilte weight of seed plus lint is astually the sum of the weight of 100 seeds 
plus the wei^t of lint per 100 seeds, or, conversely, the latter two vari­
ables represent fractional parts ^  txse total weight. This beii^ the case 
it is to be expected that th«pe siiould be a parall^ism in the b^avior of 
the variables unless one of the component parts is laodified to a greateor 
extent than the other by the seasonal ae locationel differences. Ti^ 
weight of seed plus lint and weight per 100 seeds ^ ow the greatest 
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sisilsrity is "beh&rlQS auong the fair gia data variables« egrseiag in sea-
Bocal raiik sad significeue© at three of the fear locatioaB, and agreeing 
la loeatioaal rank asd sigaifiessxoe ia each of the three seasoas* This 
eiaiilaity ia reaction may be ascribed largely to the fact that weight of 
seed constitutes sboit t^o-thirds to I2ie total weight of seed plus liatg 
Esd to the previously established feet that weigirb of aaed is sjodified 
greatly by the eaTiroamsatal coaditioas uMer ^Siich the plmt is groTO. 
!rhe 'sreight of liat per 100 seeds fails to shcRf a sigalficeat se&smal raiQc 
at two locations, btit in other season^ coE©ariaons it folloars the ^ i^t 
of seed plas liat closely both in Teak and in sigfiiflesace of tis» rsalc* 
la the loeatioaal comparisoas ia differeat seasons, wed^t of lint per 100 
seeds folloffs clos^y the variations ia wei^t of seed and lint, both in 
reak sad significance. 
A comparison of the precipitation at t^ie varioas locatiosas in 
the differeat seasons with lixe raok aid significaaae of &e variables, 
^oald properly be predicated with the observatioa that ia all cases w» 
have a sub-aomal 8i%>;n3t of rainfall during the gro^sg season. Table 19* 
like comparisons, thersfore, aecessarily becoae those aaoag differeat de­
grees of deficiency, iastead of tbe isore desirable compsrisoxs betweea 
sttb-aorsffil, nfflsial, and easess rainfall. In carder to aare easily ssasaias 
the differeat variables for cos^jsrisons with rainfell, tbe rank of the sea­
sons with respect to xaisfall at the variois locatioos is included ia Table 
20. Ihe rainfall conaidered is that from i^pril 1 to August 31 whidi covara 
the critic.^ period in which tbs fiber is f crs^d. The ranJc of rainfall at 
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tiie various locaticaas ia. tiie diffeieat s84a3ozis is giyaa in Table 21. 
Since tiia rainfall is in all cases sub-ncrmal, tie rasak la from tiie small-
3st to tbe largest departiare from 3»rmal« In rankiag the tiso locations at 
l^iasna, Delta is in all casas placed first because of the inherently 
greatar -srater holding capacitj- of the delta soil as ccsapsred wi^ t^ilead. 
In the compeofiBoas of seasonal rank, weight at seed plus lint 
and wei^t of seed follow the rank for irecipitafcion, adding eridenc® to 
the oGQclusian that tie wei^t of seed is significantly influenced by the 
amount of soil moistare preseat during the period in ^ hich the seed is de­
veloping, Weight of lint per 100 seeds does not eoasistenSly follow tl© 
precipitation rank, while per csnt lint at all locations ercept Hope fol-
loTO a ravarse of the ps^ecipitation rank, showing that the aaasunt of lint 
per seed is relativeiy independent of the rainfell rasik and that the wel^t 
of seed is tos largest contributing factor to par cent lint* 
In t£ie sumary of the locabionsl rank in different seasons the 
first three gin data constants ere genejrally associated closely *ith the 
precipitation razsk, altiboug^ a revsrsal occurs in 1931 betareen Upland and 
Delta. This failure in agreesaent is probably an evidence of the failure of 
total rainfall over a considerable period to acciirat^Ly reflect the soil 
moistare coadltioss In a partiaa of the period on different soil tjpQS, Par 
cent list exhibits either a reversal of certain pairs or a change in signi­
ficance bettreen sjmilEcr ranks* 
A second logical grcup of variables iad.udes those coaoeraed with 
measares of lengtli, and indludes Mem Length Over 1/S Inch, Mari.mam Length, 
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Modal Length on a ¥eig^t Basis» PriBsry Mode on an Sstlzsated lumber Basis, 
end Secondaxy Mode on an Estimated Nmibep Basis. In the sanmary of sea­
sonal rank at varioas locations, it is found that mgriiTnian lengtti is the on­
ly measore dbiovisg a significant difference at Fayetteville, irith 1931 ex­
ceeding 19SS, Table 20* On upland there is an agreessnt in rank among the 
length variables wit£i the exertion at the secondary loode on a nmSier 
basis. The secondary i&ode is without question the poorest length issasore 
fissploysdj so s. failure is sgresssst ^othar IsEg'tii sisasijrss doss 
not in any way throw a qaestion on the accuracy or agre«2»zzt of the other 
variables. Mean lengQi and mazimm length are the only TOriables of -Uxis 
group to attain significance in their rank on uplmd. 
On delta the rank of seasons is 1930, 1952, and 19S1 for all of 
the length yeriables except secondary loode. Mean lengt3i, maxlmnm length, 
iscdal length on a weight basis, and primary modal length on a nasijer basis, 
have highly significait to infinite odds accompying the rank, showing be­
yond doubt that the length of lint is modified by seasonal condition. At 
Hope, only itiffximmi length attains a significant difference. 
In tl» stmsnaxy of locational rank in different years, it is 
foiad that the mean length and maximum length are the only varieObles at 
the group ^ ich attain hi^ significsaee in 1930, with delta exceeding up­
land, Table 21. In the 19S1 season, significance in rmk was feuad for 
mean length, TBaylmitm length, and mod^ length on a weight basis, although 
the rank points of significencs in the rank do z£Ot coincide fcr the 
Tariables. Likewise, in the 19S2 season the rank and significance of rank 
fail to coincide for the different length vesrl^bles, although, all of these 
except tha secandarj mode attain a signlficaat rentk. 
The failure of raeUc, and the points or divisions a£ slgnifianee 
within the rank, to coincide fcr the Tsrious length Tariables included in 
the study is ast surprisi33g. An ssplsiatioa of the reason for this falSore 
in agreemeat ^ou3d paPhsBS begin with Parr's (4) wo3± which presents 
strong eridenoe in favor of the differentiation of epideriaal cells orer a 
considerable period of time. Under these conditions a developing hoU 
would, during a coasidarable period of tSae, contain fibers in raiying 
stages of deTelopzaetot• Therefore, it zoight be expected that during the 
first weak or ten days after floBreriug tl» boll raaald contain fibers vary­
ing from a half or third of mature lengl^ to others iiSii(^ are differentia­
ting. Likewise, it is logical tiiat, after certain of the older fibers 
have completed their elongation and the first deposits of secondary cellu­
lose hare been laid dosa, fibers differsntiated later may still be in the 
process of eloogation. This jorobable differential in age and stage of de-
relopasnt diring a oonsiderable period of tixoe proTldes the mechanism for 
a differential effect in the Tarious parts of the fiber array measured by 
different variables# If, for instance, favordble grcwrth conditions pre­
vail at the til® of, or shortly after tbe first or longest fibers begin 
their elongation, and if the growth conditions become unfarosrable idiile 
the fibers differentiated later are elongating, we mi^t espeet a Tnaxlmmr: 
leiigth proportionately greater than the normal spread between mnxlTnmn and 
mean length of the fiber under noisEsl conditions. On the ccotrary, if 
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growtii cGnditions are txafavoialsla darij^ tie first cf the period of eloages-
tiott and later Impiore, wa laigM: ea^act a TasT-jimm length. ^ Siich. is propor-
tioaatsly Is as tiian the uoimal spread "between, maximaa and msaa length under 
Bcasaal conditiozis* these as escamples of the effsot of fsrorabld <>011-
ditiCQs at the begiimisg and the ead of the period at elcagation of the 
fiber distribution, it is logioal 13iat fewcrable or TanfarorEible jeriods any­
time dirlag the period of eloz^atiOQ. may exert their mazifflma effect on scss 
partiaalsr part at tie fiber array. The differential bahsTior of the va­
rious length variables strorgly supports this tteory, both in the unifor-
mil^ tests and in the location-season comparisons. 
Too irariaibies, per cent by wei^t 1/2 in<Sh and less, sad per cent 
Height in three I/I6 inch nDdal groups, BisasBre tie relative weight csf fi­
bers in different parts of the distribution. The first Tariable is con­
cerned with the relative eaaount of short fibesps in liLe sasple, ifhile tl^ 
second me^r be visaalized as loeasurins the tddth of the tcp of the frequency 
cvarve. There is no consistent seasonal rank in either of ths two variables, 
althotigh significance in rank is frecLuently attained. LikeErise, no ccaisis-
tent loeationsl rank in tbe different seasons is present, altlcu^ signifi­
cance in rank within one season is freqi^ently fcnxd. 13iese findi3Qss lead 
to the conclusion that both seasoa end locaticai may significantly affect 
both the per cent ^ rt fibers aM the per cent by wei^t in the modal 
grotQ), and that the distribution is dependent on the esvironmental cozdi-
tlons present during the period of fiber development. This finding has an 
importmt bearing on the utilization of laboratory methods as a basis for 
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the eoomsrelal handling of the cotton crop, for it indieates the adrisabil-
ity, if not the necessity, that laboratory anciysis should b© e^jplied each 
season in each conmnznity in ^ ich the -variety is grown. 
Three variables, per cent mmber of fibers in the primary modal 
group, per cent mxsSiep of fibers in the ssconiary modal grot^, and per cent 
mmber of fibers 1/2 inch and less; measure, respectiTely, the relative 
non&er of fibers in the primeary mode, the secondary mode, sad 1/2 in^ and 
less in length. There is a partial duplication in the information frcm the 
last tTuo of the variables, due to the fact that the secondery mode in ell 
cases falls anong the length fractions constitating that part of the saz&-
pie 1/2 inch and less in lexgth. Hoirever, each contributes infomation of 
value, for one measures the total aaounfc cf short fiber while the other 
^ows the amount concentrated in -Qzs secondary modal region. All three va-
risbles attain a hi^y sigaificant rank between seasons at FayettefTille, 
althou^ the seasonal rank of naiier of fibers in the primaxy mode is the 
opposite of that for the other two varieties, and to the rank of April to 
August precipitation. On upland and delta no hi^y significant rank was 
established for any of the vcsriables, and at ^pe only the zmsiser of fibers 
in the primary mode attains a significant rank, idiich in this case coin­
cides with the precipitation rsak. In lie srasEsry of locetional rank in 
different seasons, significance in rank in 19S0 is found in per cent num­
ber of fibers in the primaa^ modal group and in the per cent nunteer 1/2 
inch end leas in leng^, althoa^ the two ranks are opposite in direction. 
The rank of par cent 2HnS)er of fibers in 'tiie xsrimary modal grsup attains a 
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mcce jtisarly dafizdlse rank tlian tljs othear two variabiss between, locatioss in 
1931» #iiie ia 193S thsps are eases of high sigalfieaaca between certain 
aaibers of the ranlc for all variables, bat no clearly aatablislied rani: for 
all locations* These findings oontribate additional evldeaee that specific 
ei£7ironssntal conditions jsj^ differentiallj inflnense tie den^aloizssnt of 
Tsrioiis pcE'ticsaa of tie fibap distribution. 
The coefficient of variability attains a barely signifieant rank 
between seasons st Fayettevllle, bsrely significant dlfferenes between ex-
trama mejflsers of the rank cm upland, no significance on aslta, aid ti^ 
significanee at Hope. I^he presence of significant differences is sapOTfi-
cially associaisod with the water-hc^diag capacities of the soil types at 
the aifferenfe locations, saggestlag that a eaQsta::.t soil moisture ixrob^ly 
coatributas to the dev^opmeafc of a unifoaa lint distribution. In the sma* 
sary of locational rank in different seascQS, slgaificance betsreen certain 
zosi^srs of the rank is established in 1951 and 1S3S. 
Tensile strength attains a consistently highar significance in 
rank at all locations and in all seasons than any other constants ezc^t 
those into iSiich weight of seed enters. The high slgaifieeace of the dif­
ferences in tensile strength indicates that soil or climatic conditions 
exsrt a pronounced infJaeace on sferangiai of fiber. The znodificafeion in 
strejjgth under different environmental conditions mi^t reesonably be ac­
counted for on the basis that iSte "Siickness of the individual rings ot se­
condary thickening maybe iiodifiad by the nutrition of the plank, or 12iat 
the fOTtaation of rings msy be entirely errested by unfavorable conditions. 
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It is also SEtirely possible tliat tl© eariroaiaaHtal conditions •andep ^iCh 
tlis plarct iB growa might affect tl» strength of ths bonds between the cel-
lulosa micellae, 
Terying Rates of 4-10-4. FibOT saagjleB for a study on the inftoenca of 
fertiliser on seel end fibear chsresteristics •ss'ere cfctaiaed from en estab­
lished test in wMeli a 4-10-4 fertiliser ^sres ssplied, in iacrenent steps of 
200 potC3ds» from none to 1,500 poimda par acre. Ssc^ples were eroil^ls 
from three tests, Scott Ssparimanfcal Field 1931, Marienna 1931. and Meriaa-
na 1932. In each of the tests a systematic plssting plan •5?as •used, the 
plot size being seven rorrs tdde and 136 feet long, isits. a ©xsrd rOH betroen 
adjacent plots. The san^plss takai for fiber analysis consisted of cms lock 
from each of 100 plants equally distribtifeed anoi^ the taree central rom of 
the plot. The relatively large plot size sgjsead the test cftbt a considera­
ble area of land and, unfortunately, the blocfc on ^ ich tls tests were lo­
cated at the branch, ezperiment station at JSariaana has a reiy mariosd lack 
ox soil unifounity. 
Detailed analysis tables showing the aaoimt, direction, and sig-
nificence of differences for all compsari sons irsre uorked oat for each Tari-
able in -fee fOT-tiliasr teats. Considered as a infeole, these aiBiyses were 
disappoint iig. ^Hiey failed to show any consistent and logical trends ^ dai^ 
might serve as a basis tar predicting the effect of the raxying rates of-
fertilizer included in the study. It is believed that the irregulBrity of 
the soil within the ejcparisseatel area was sach that, under the conditions 
of a systeactic arrangensant of Isrge plots, it seriously interfered with 
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obtaxaing reasonably accurate data on the effect of the different rates of 
application, A considerable number of significemt differences were found 
in various comparisons among the variables studied, but there is an almost 
complste lack of coherent pattern, either within or between variables® 
Coa^quently, it isas deasad advisable to omit the detailed comparison ta-
blso from the mainisepipt. !Eh© length distributions on a percentage wei^t 
basis are given in Appendix Tables 125 to 187, and on a percentage esti­
mated number basis in Appendix Tables 128 to 130. Slaple sumeflpy tables 
for each variable are located in Appendix Tables 131 to 146. A footnote 
accompeaiying each sunmsry table gives the differences between individual 
values required for the three levels of significance corresponding to odds 
of 19:1, 99:1, and infinity. 
Considering the different variables, it is apparent that the 
higher rates of application contribute to an increased seed weight, and 
wei^t of seed cotton. The wei^t of lint par 100 seeds shows no definite 
trend which mi^t be considered due to tixe rate of application. Per cent 
lint tends to decrease with increasing rate of fertilizer, this being due 
to a relatively stable amount C3f lint per seed and a seed weight ^ rtiich in­
creases with saoimt of fertilizer application. Mean length shows no defi­
nite gradient, althou^ the data suggests that a slight increase in lezigth 
may be associated wi-titi the hi^er rates of application. Per cent weight 
of short fibers shows no indication of a significant trend. Maxlmm Isagth 
and zoodal length on a weight basis barely suggest an iocrease in length 
among the higher rates of application as compared with the lower rates and 
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ciiecijs, ao significant cozwlusioas may be drasm from the per cent wei^t 
in tiiree 1/16 inch modal gpoups® SUhs primary mode on a maaber hasis, per 
cent miniber of fibers in the primary mode, secondary mode on a mmber 
"basis, per cent number of fibers in the secondary mode, coefficient of va­
riability, and per cent 1/2 inch and less on a nnaber basis fail to attain 
any significance in ranS "mb.ich would permit valid conclusions to be dravm# 
IThe data on tensile strength indicates that a decreasing strength scccaa-
panies an increasi23g' rate of application. Ihese results are in general 
agresaent XTith other findings ishich indicate that a decrease la strength 
is usaally associated with more favorable grofrth conditions# 
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DISOTBSION 
Tvro limitations In tli© ppsssnt study wera listaTOidalJls. A euffl-
cieafc quantity of piors lias ssed, adapted to tliis regios. of tiie eotton 
tslt, was zsot avaiiaJ>lQ, aecessitatiag the uss of iiaas origiaacing as 
plaat ssiectioas aad daveiopad tbroagh. progeay testing. Ths second limi­
tation was tiie necessity of using samples fros: systejiiatio plantings far 
part of the comparisons. 
The significant eoatribution of varieties, in the analysis of 
Tariaace for the unifoimlty tests, indicates thsi the strains incladsd in 
the study rspreseatsd different types of cotton, a feature ifiiich is pari-
cularly desirable in this type of investigation. 
The highly significant influence of locations on all rariables, 
except secuadary mode, shosrs that the environnjent significantly swdifias 
the genetic possibilities inhareat la tbs sti^las. !Ilie particularly 
great influence of locations oa wei^t of seed cotton, weight of seed, 
aad 15-eight of liat, is erldeaoe that the development of these variables 
is clossly associated with the aatritioa of the plant. 
Many reacticais of the variables analyzed indicate stroag3y that 
environmeatal conditioas, particularly sudden changes such as the inois-
ture ccBiteat of the soil occasioned ty raias, differeatially affect the 
development of a csrtaia part or perts of the fiber distributioa. 
The results of the f srtili zer tests, while disappoiating, givs 
••85» 
anou^ indications of differeases to point out tlie desirability of desiga-
ing a carefully controlled ezperisiant for a critic el study of the effects 
of fertilizers applied in Tsryiag rates and analyses. 
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CO^CLUSIOES 
1. The analysis of Tsriaace for "ths uaifonoity "tests gscre 5" values show­
ing infinite odds that there veis a significast ct^trihatiOB at varieties 
in each variabl©» 
2e Ei^ily significant to infinite J values were found for the contribution 
of locations in all -^ari^les except seeoodary mode. 
3. In all variables except weight of seed plus lint, weight of seed, and 
secondary siods, the interaction of variety x location afetaisss significance, 
thereby estgajli^ing a differential resjKJnse of varieties to the envlron-
jBsntal conditions represented by the different locations. 
A comparison of the relative contributions due to variety and location 
show that. In gsneral, l&e contributicm of variety greatly exceeds thai; of 
location, from ishidi the interpretation may be drasm that these variables 
are controlled primarily by genetic factors. 
5. ^!I?he hi^y significant contribution of location estal^Lishes the fact 
that, althou^ the variables are primarily ccntrolled by genetic factors, 
the environment undear which the fiber develops is capable of significantly 
modifying the inherent gOEtefcic capability.N 
6. Three of the gin data constants are sharply differentiated from the 
other thirteen variables with reject to the relative contributions cf va­
riety and location to total varieoiee* In weight of seed plas lint, the 
contribution of location exceeds that for variety; inwei^t per 100 seeds. 
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tiie contribution of locatica alsost eq]aalB wiat fac TOTisty; and in wsi^t 
of lint per 100 seeds, the contrihtttion of location is about of that 
for variety. In other Terieibias the relative contribution of Tarieties 
is smch greater, the Tnp.Tl,Tagm ratio beisg more than 140 to 1« 
7. The contributicai of block wit' in looatiaa attaias a clserly significant 
/" 
eontribntion os3y in strength, indicating t M t  atreagth is a»dified to a 
greatas* degree by saiall soil TEcriations than any other -variable, 
8« An examination of iiie detailed comparisan sheets shosiing the direction 
and significance of differences, establishes a differential response of 
the varioas vsirieties to different environassntal conditions. 
9* The Tsafiety-location part of the variety-location-season study substan­
tiates the findings established in the uniformity tests. 
10. In the location-season part of the varietyrlocation-season tests, it 
is found that, amoag the gin data variables, freight of seed pins lint and 
wei^t of seed ahoar the greatest similarity in re^cazse to different loca­
tions and seasons, while the reaction of wei^t of lint is rsasoaab2y para­
llel to that of the ttro preceding variables. The first two variables 
appear to be closely associated with rank of precipitation, indicating 
that tl» weight of seed is largely dependant on the nutrition and water 
supply of the plant. The rank of per cent lint is xisaally reversed in re­
lation to rainfall rank, indicating that tie siount of lint per seed is 
relatively independent of rainfall rank, aad that the weight of seed is 
the largest contributing factor in determiniBg par coat lint. 
11. The group of variables cQncemed with length show, in general, a 
—SS— 
reasonably good egreasBiit in the rank of seasons and locations. Excep­
tions whicii occur may be attributed to a specific influence of envlroiBnen-
tal conditions on a particular portion of the developing fiber distribaticai. 
r 
12. Per cent short fibers is dependent primarily on -variety but is signi­
ficantly isK>dified by seasonal and soil differences. / 
13. The aaount of fibers in the modal group was, in certain cases, modi-
\ 
fied significantly by emriromcsntal oocditiona. 
14. The group of variables concerned with the relative distribution of 
various lengths of fiber on a number basis, show only partial agreement in 
rank and significance but add supporting evidence to the differential res­
ponse of certain regions of the distribution to environaenb. 
15. The coefficient of variability verifies the differential response of 
certain parts of the distribution to environments ccmditions, and suggests 
that E well distributed rainfall during the growing season contributes to 
unifoimity in length of lint. 
16. Tensile strength attains a highly significant rank in locatioisal and 
seasonal comparisons, ioiicating that relatively small environmental dif­
ferences significant;ly affect strength of fiber. 
17. The analysis of data on varying rates of application of a 4-10-4 fer­
tilizer Tras disappointing, when considered as a ^ diole. The irregularity 
of the soil within the experimental area was such that, under the condi-
tioas of a systematic arrangament of large plots, it seriously interfered 
with obtaining critical results. 
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SDMMAHY 
1. The investigation consisted of three parts; a Uniformity Test, com­
prised of fire varieties replicated ten times, at each of three locations, 
using a singly restricted randomized plantii^ plan; a Tar isty-Loc at ion-
Season Test, including four Tarioties, four locations, and three years, 
the sai!5>las "being taioBn in part from siystematic tests; and a Yarying Sates 
of 4-10-4 Fertilizer Test, in which epplications were nade in iaeremenb 
steps of 200 pounds frcsn none to 1,600 poiaids per sere, iucltsding two lo­
cations and two years. 
2. The amlysis of variance aethod was used in analyzisg the contributors 
to total variation in the unifomity tests, and frcm iiiis analysis a gen­
eralized stanSard error tos calculated for use in the parts of the study 
hased on sanples from systematic tests. 
3. Sixteen variables concerned with seed and fiber charafitoristics were 
included in the study. Four variables, wei^t of seed plus lint, weight of 
seed, weight of lint, and per cent lint, constitute the gin data. A sec­
ond logicel groitp of variables includes those concerned with measures of 
length, aad includes mean length over 1/2 inch, maxlmm length, modal 
length on a wei^t basis, primary mode on an estimated nomber basis, and 
secondary mode on a number basis. Two variables, per cent by weight 1/2 
inch and less, and per cent weight in the modal groop, measure the r^a-
tive weight of fibers in different parts of the distribution. Three 
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vea?i^lQS, per cent namber of flTjers izs. the prinary modal grcap, per cant 
mtsiber of fibers in the second esry nodal grcjap, par ceoit nuaiber c£ fi­
bers 1/E isci aM less, 2jsasare the rslatire aaaber a£ fibers in TCTIOUS 
parts of the distribution. The coefficient of Tariability indicates the 
relative uniformity of the usable portion of the saisple, and tensile 
Btresgfcb. estiisatSB the intrinsic strength of f ibsar. 
4* A detensination of tlis slgnifioance cf differenses was obtained ^  the use 
of ftszr levels of significance based on Mean Difference 
Standard Error of the Mean Differense 
•values, as follosrs: 
Level M.D./S.E. Odds 
Barely Significant 1.96 19:1 
Highly Significant S.58 99:1 
Tery Hi^y Significant 3.S9 999:1 
Infinite 5.40 1,501,501,402:1 
5. The unifornity tests ^ow that the varieties included in the stady 
differ significantly in all of therariahles analyzed; and I2iat tie envi-
ronsnental ccnditions present at '&e different locations significantly in-
flueneed each variable, with the exception of secondary mode, 
6. The variety-location-season tests furnished evidsnce that the varioas 
measures of fiber properties iittluded in the study, are significantly mo­
dified by locational and seasonal differences. 
7. The various grcsips of variolas, and even diffeiesct variolas "srithin 
the sane group, respond diffeareatly under the same snviromoeBtal eoBditiooB* 
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8, GoijciEisiTe eridsaee ras also f otrnd tlist a dlf feraatial rsspoEse of Ta-
rious portions of the fitar distribution occrrrs between or saong t2ie dif­
ferent enrironment^ conditions studied. 
9. Aa iifli'vldualil^ in fiber distrilation ^ as identified between varie­
ties, and a differertisl response of the msnBrans Tsriabl^ for eaeli trari-
etj- or sss^le sstabli^sS bet-ffssa diffeient seasons and locations. 
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17 8.41 • < 9.IS -»  «  7.94 ; 3 8,7S 
Z 13 1T-5A » o. !;n ; IS. 11 a Ci ties 
25 sIio jm • s3»S3 m 7.06 •A » 5.41 
U Ss33 4 ' e,3s • * ' 3.S3 4.^  . 
is 3,32 s « 2.07 S.77 • # s i g.TO 
12 . 2.69 « 4.14 c 5.80 « .^34: J 
U. 1 2.5S * • 5.3-3 • 4 ' S.77 ' •  ^ 1.78 
10 2a £9 ' a i.94 • . *-' *. S,05 a « : 'S.45 'J 
. 9 . l.Sl • i.Sg « . 1.SI: • 1,S5 ; 
S 3»Qd • 2.S3 e B,M • . 1.-75 j 
'? 1»55 a. 1.2S .t-• . 1.01 « 1.22 J • 
s 2.17 » » 1.31 « 2.M • . 1,62 j 
s 1.53 • 1.S1 « 1.S9 9 • « • 1.4S « « 
•4 2*17 i»Sl «• « l.x^  « • i.2S « r 
•7. 
<v 1.40 •-* i.OS a .76 » • •• .31 • 
a .S9 » • .6g <• ' • .&3 % 1.08 «' 
J. .51 * • .sd 1 • »2S « • -54' J 
100.03 V « 99.9S 99.98 tt • IQD.OG J «: 
Total ssa^s s^ps. ?8,5 * 77.S • 79.S a. 74.0 • « 
Par sent §• iaoli eM less 15.88 9 11.IS « SA5 • -«' 9.74 « * 
Modal leaglSi (class) 19 « 19 * • 19 * .19 9 0 
'Jest v:ei^t ia S ncfial 1/16 iseh ^ ai3S SL.-eo s 35.70 • ' • 30.90 • 40.54 s 

gibiatioa -f^tPsycsatage^alji&t Saaig Locatloa; l;ariaa2a gplsad 
- lloete 
• 4 5 ; 6 7 3 9 : 10 
v%2s!ipv23. a 9 
« 
» " l.ss .34 0 1.37 .9s « « .75 
.89 » 2.84 2.40 • • s.(» 3.s8 « « 2.0s 1.45 1.86 2.s4 
>79 » " 5.81 3.60 « « s.$2 6.® 5.s8 s,29 4,39 5.28 
.61 .« « i 12^ 57 io.32 ». 2,00 • 9.50 • 9.81 q.qo 5.s5 10.75 
.45 • 3.: is .51 s.s4 ; s«5q ' 7,08 « is.oo 10,8d 7,^  9,30 
.84 « • 14.45 if-i.g4 <r 13.12 15.37 9  » 11.si 12.57 11.04 ig.ss 
,34 c s,"® 7.56 « s.oo ?.© * 7.74 ie. 00 1? ,70 5,54 
,ii •  ^ •• 9.59 12,85 « 13.75 13.24 * • 1g.45 13.14 ?,57 11.60 
.06 ' 0  » •" 5.41 7,(^  » 3.s7 8,96 » • a a. 71 7.1s c-.sj 
,8s • 7,44 • s.8? ?,44 t .  7.71 3.75 f 9>thf 
,9? ' • 5 s.to- 2.76 «-• 3. so 5.72 » 3.s5 3,57 4.79 3.^  
,80 « 4.sg • » 4.33 4.^  * » 4.55 3,45 5»1§ 4,35 
.77 1.4^  • 2.5? 2.64 j 3.s1 2,89 5.46 2*62 
.os « i;a* 3.40 • 2.75 2.40 3.id 2.57 5.4s 2,65 
.64 1.s5 1.44 * 1.7^  1.92 g.6s 1.4s s.ss 1.ts 
.34 'a o' . 1-76 1.80 « . 2.s5 1.92 « oj rr<-* 1*57 1,8s 2.0© 
,0i  ^ l.sg 1.03 1.50 1.5s •» 1*68 1.14 2. is 1.41 
14 • .•  ^ 1.62 3,0i • • . £.00 1.80 • 1.94 1.43 2.13 1,91 
,39 ft « , 1,43 « 1.37 1.06 x.s& 1.14 1.50 1.4s 
.2^  « « x^ss 1.80 • « 1,12 1.20 « 1.16 l.qo .1,43 1.41 
't'e • a - *31 .96 « « 1.00 .84 » .90 .57 1,20 .95 
.63 • ' «> ' 1.08 .72 s. • .75 .60 * .90 .71 •@5 : 
,25 • .54' .54 « • .37 • B .30 .43 .40 i .40 
m «. • iqo.qo z 99.97 « 39.s5 79,97 * 100.00 99.99 100.02 : 09,«v 
g 
• m.6 83.s « « 80.0 83.5 « 77.5 3 70.0 75,2 ; 778,4 
45 « ' « 9.74 9.96 « * ao.s9 9.^  * 11.10 ; 7.39 11.71 ; 10,38 
« 
.as 17 » • 17 •r « 19 1* 9 17 17 i 17 
80 • ' ' • . 33.55 t « 34.87 - • ~ ' • 35.42 : 37,71 32,51 ; s2,® 

ysrlgtg: 'Salges i5a:0®»»gSl Saaasgfe' 
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' r Ti.C22:VOS J % •t «-•;(* *y^  iye,.«y! ; 3 
iiSii^ Ie si^ ». ; 7S,S * i^ X.S • r 
-csSitS g ;• xs«os V jtS' K,.63 f 
i«2ig® (etey.3» /• •* ; £a *iO: '  * • •  IS 4 
0<Sit w?i, iix S iB&Stoi isssssajs A 
-w SS^ Si' « •• w S^ .9S- i-

ffisisrio 
^s^9 . Zaeattos;' ^riistzs. ^ lassS' . ^ 
1*' 
5CJss5»®2S« 
«> T t & a ¥ S 5. «' 9 tti « 
« 
« s s .ss 3 »se •.«8 1 =•5? • .6  ^
# 
« « ij.S? « • l^BS. K « r • I«4S » « Ia4? i«3i « w 
S ' « * if.is : « • S,^  « 4«as 4,^  ; e»B0 
i <« • c 1S^4S M # 7»6S 3 • s.s? 
• si ' w « « 1S»49 3 • 1^b'S4 « •t i)»es M 1S»3& lO»S9 2 12. SI 
* r^ 
. i c • Mf.:a4S * * r. * 
«t 5P«  ^ y - Si«S6 «r X0««4 z is,^  iO^SS I 
£»M • * z ».«8 z 6>fSi f fas « iSalS 
"r* s^m ; a,n§ « 7rS0 8».9§ •* M 
Z ^<»-<W~*C7 ist C««(k.K« • :; *K 3SJ!\ •• rf-* « OR «u» 4,1S V 4,lf 
•s  ^
. 0 z £5  ^ J S .^S;3 > S -^SS 4.iS S 
-»B .5  ^ * &*31 , 7 Ji;.SIg.- c 5^04 • U"  ^w 2»A4 S^ <• « S»5S 
-4. 
. . w i>t€s?3. z SflS8: ia 0„56 * S« .^ ; 4r-nv?  ^ - e -5.XS 
•*  
• •« .  •• l» •S,9S J!* i„§3 2«4X S,fil *• 2-4i 
€sB£j .'•r &*<S£- c * V a 81 !&»W • , 2»2S 
•r^  
-
)» 1 II .*. . .  i„£  ^ ; i3.(a jS«©S • a Ih.^  
&S? » i,.S« •L « • «*»  ^ 0 S«a2 «> 2»03 
••j-
•4 : 'um »(. * 
t*> te 5» S.I4 « w 1«S? * » ic?0 
«• * uss J -t X^T y « 3*  ^ • 1»9S 
..;l I i.1® » i,§0 S<,5j3 « V £,^  : S<3S • » 3»e? 
' :5J2? .« 1^91 y 1«'S8 m « s^m 1^ •) 4' S.S9 w-
'•4 
-1-S?-: K i^m- * i»<?a T ff^ X t > .©4 •> it » 
A i^ 02 »• 1«SS w e 1»0S * * i^tm i.rs) • l»Og » 
•40. ,C, 5, « « , .SS J 
<iye»Sv - •; « A •^ee. 'jk • t :^«ss i 3,^ 0®^  ^ 9k • 1!^ .^  
74 .^9 , r . > ¥?5»S ^T t • • 7Si,S . .* •• m.s 
X4»S8 Ik 11.^  i 11«3B # tr JS»SS .<* M«3 J iSi*^ 
«•" m •«' • £1 !(• i® f » ag' • A 19 ff IS , » IS 





i/16 ijas 2. t 2 * m s • 4 , .j. 
21 « • • « .79 « 1.56 : 
20 .57 • « 1,36 • 4.74 * « 6»§4 • 
is 5.4? • « 4.50 5.^  >» * « — lo.og ; 
as 2S.87 • 11.32 t 11.38 • 1s.6s : 
•*n jb.e 14.5s ; is.10 lS.i6 a '••• 12.81 
16 16.27 ; 17.87 14.47 • 4.', « s.sl ; 
15 s,40 • is. 82 ig.^  11.85 : 
; 14 lo.gs m s.7s 7.s3 O se.04-
15 5.7s * 0,05 4.87 V 
is s.ss * 6.00 S.SS « « 5.20 \ 
11 3,s0 A-'# s.s3 3.is ; 5.27 : 
10 s.53 1 • g.46 s,16 s.41 : 
9 2.oe • • 2.5S 1.71 • s.8& t 
a 1.87 • 1.34 1.37 • # 
7 1.-ss j 1.09 1^  » 1.36 : 
6 £.0g 1.3s 1.84 1.65 ; 
5 1.^ 3 « i.se 1.9s 4 « 1.s6 1 
4 1.07 1.09 1.3s i 1.09 1 
s 1.30 .79 • .82 : 
2 .30 .41 .55 .s8 : 
1 .87 « .14 .23 « •
 
1 * 
total lOG^OO « 99.99 : 100.01 99.09 : 
smpla la. mgas* 75.0 :s 75.3 i 76.0 • 7sv§: ; 
par saaat  ^ Ixteh. »aa 'Lass 10.27 • 7.34 ; $.4s * s.ss ; 
17 • 15 ; 17 • 33' : 




•  •  '  -  '  •  r  ,  n  i i . i  .  , . i  . 1  ;cksapssit® 
S  :  •  4 :  .  t  3 : 6  :  ?  :  8  :  9  :  1 0  ;  
.?& i 1.36 j ; j : : : ; .21 
4.74 ; 6.54 : 1,67 : ,S& s 1.30 j 1.9s : 2.95 j ,51 t 2.20 
5.66 ;i 10.08 : 5.01 : 3.64 ; 7.2s : 5.25 : 5.65 : 2.05 s 5,70 
1.15 ic 15,62 s 9.77 : ic.is : 12.14 : 9,9s : 5*00 : 9.08 t ic,ss 
5.16 :c 12.81 10,15 ; 15.81 > &,68 : u.5s : 11.25 ; 1x,§1 ; lZV(y? 
sr.47 i 9,81 :  16*^5 :  is»06 :  15,58 i 12.48 t 12,10 :  14.71 s U.59 
5.53 > 11,35 ; 16.s2 : 10,92 : 10,38 : 11.77 : 10,13 s li,ss i 11.53 
0 5,-0^. «. « 12,9£^ « X24ir3o. • l^o^3 • lo,^^ • l^.o3 • xw,Q2 
iz87 j 4e43 i §s81 i 4,77 i 6,07 i s.s3 ; 7,31 : 7.9s : 5-s5 
>,5@ « 5,10 ' $  S,43 c &« 73 • 0,7S • 5,0^ • &,0o « 7,67 « o,lS 
5.15 t 5,27 ! s,54 : 4^ 64 ; 4.s2 : 4,82 : 4.s4 : 4,60 ; 4,00 
5.16 i 5o4l : 4,21 i 5.76 i 3,^  : 3,37 : 2.81 : 4,35 : s.4s 
l.71 i 2.86 t 2.06 i 1,88 : 5,02 ; s,55 ; 2,25 : 2.45 ; 2.20 
l,37 » <^ ,32 i 1,d4 • 1.7o • 2,x? * «^^ jl « <^ ,07 » 2.31 t a.1 
u5g : 1,36 ; 1,03 i 1.51 j 1,45 : 1,99 j 1,55 i 1,41 : 1,40 
l.84 : 1.6s ; 1,s4 i 1,51 ; 1,73 : 2.15 : 1,55 : 1,92 : 1,72 
l*m t 1,55 t 1,29 : 1.13 ; 1.01 j i.56 j 1.41 : 1.55 ; i.5s 
1,32 : 1.09 i 1.28 ; 1.13 : s i«13 ; i.ls : 1,15 : 1.15 
•79 ; .82 : ,54 ;• ,50 ; .87 s ,99 : ,70 : ,77 : .82 
,55 i ,ss : ,51 ; ,3s : ,29 : ,71 : .70 i i,ls : ,57 
«23 t .27 : .13 : .15  ^ .29 : ,28 : .28 : ,51 ; ,24 
1,01 ; 99.99 j 99,99 i 100,02 ; 100,00 ; 100,00 : 1c50.00 j 100,00 ; 99.9s 
i.o i 73,4 j 7v,s ; 79.7 ; 63.2 : 70.5 : 71,1 : 76,2 : 744,2 
i.4s ; §.55" ; 7,97 : 8.55 ; 8.68 : 11,20 : 9,99 : u.25 : s.45 
' ; 2& : 16 : 16 : 15 ; 15 j 15 : 16 : 16 
u8l i: . so. 51 ; 4s,92 ; 42.75 ; ss.ls : 37.7s : 28,12 : 58,52 ; ss,79 

z&bes 32 
vaarietg-: Acala S7 Slber Laeg^ BiatglbatSsa » Pgr 
• Length « • 
1/B In. 1 2 3 • 4 
S5 • 
S4 • 
SS « * 
• 
» 
so S^40 1.51 % RjS 
• 
• 7.37 3, 
19 e.4i 7.12 9,IS « • 9.96 10< 
IS 17.09 10.96 11.68 s • 11.25 15. 
17 is.82 12.05 12.82 • 10.87 13. 
16 16.02 20.S 13.39 • 15.45 12. 
J.V : r.oo li.23 11.97 • • 8.S4 8. 
14 7.34 13.42 10.97 m 9 10.74 7, 
13 4.27 5.42 6.13 • • 3.S9 ' 3, 
•IS - 5.87 5.4B 5.34 • s 6»60" o. 
11 3.20 3.29 2.71 • * S.;^- 2. 
10 2.94 2.47 2.42 . >• • 2.3®- 2. 
: • 9 2.14 1.10 1.^ • i.m 1. 
8 "'1.74 1.64 1.42 • l.ai. 
7 .80 .96 1,14 • • 1.03 1. 
6 1.74 1,64 1.71 • 1.® 
: 5 .95 .68 1.28 a a ivoa 1.4 
4 1.07 1.10 1.14 A • 1.03, 1.; 
• 3 .53 .68 .57 • .65. 1 « 
a .67 .55 ,57 • .39 • t 
1 .13 .14 .14 • « ,13.. 4 
2^tal 99.99 99.99 100.00 » • 99.98. 99.< 
Saa^le Wt. in la^s. 74.9 73,0 70.2 • m 77.3 77.', 
Per eeat ead Less 7.61 7.39 7.97 • • 7.62 9.( 
2^al Lsogtii 17 15 16 • • 17 17 
Per cent -rt, la 5 uasdal ctotit® 49.95 45.20 28.18 • 2©,37 •: 45.6 

2A3E3 IS 
Bigfeglbg.t3e3i » Sereegfeage Seiglit Sasis Locstioa: liiarlaBca g^plaad 
• .•RTOWJTO Composite 










• 7,37 5.0S 1,45 2,95 •r f>A Vf V 1.46 1,48 2,95 
9el3 B 9.96 10,42 2.92 8.71 7.02 4,26 5,59 7.1S 
J.8S • 11.S5 ! 1S.95 12,15 15.82 IS. 77 18.62 11,86 14,99 
.3.82 • m 10.87 13.15 15,50 14",^ 1S.15 19.95 11,59 1I>O8D 
• 4» 15 .So 12.61 15.64 14.54 15.21 14.-^  16.44 15.19 
2,87 • 8,54- 8.52 12,87 8.85 9.56 7,45 12.94 9.91 
0,97 • 9 10,74 7.21 12.15 6.97 8.50 8.58 9.0S, 2.21 
6.13 « • 5.€9 3^60 5.85 4.S3 3.77 5.9S 6,60 5.00 
3.84 « 6.€0 5.79 6,^ 4.SS 4.16 3,93 7.01 5»58 
2.71 • • 2.52 3.07 2,95 S«S$ 2.39 2.96 2,84 
2.43 • 2.32; S.70 5.80 2,95 2,85 2.3^ 2.70 2.76 
1.4S • • l.M 1.51 l.re 1,88 l.SO 1.86 2.43 •1.74 
i.'^  • » 1.31 1,80 1,90 2,14 l.o6 1.88 2.0s 1.79 
1.14 • • i.es 1.29 1.61 1,47 l,t>9 1.20 1.62 1.28 
1.71 • • 1, :^ . . : 1,80 1,46 2,28 2,08 1.60 2.02 1.79 
1.28 • m i;os 1.16 1.52 1,61 1,95 1.60 1.48 l.Sl 
1.14 • « i.;0S; 1.29 1.17 l.Sl" 1,56 1.53 1.21 1.21 
.57 * * »65:. .77 .58 .80 •81 .66 .54 .67 
.57 • • •S9:, ,64 .58: .40 a 6t3 .53 .54 ,55 
.14 • • .IS- ,26 .15 .27 ,26 .27 .15 .19 
0,00 • e 99.98. 99,99 99.98 100»(MB t 99.98 100.01 99.99 . (99,99 
0.2 • 77.3 77,7 68.4 74.6 76.9 75.2 : 74.2 742.4 
7.97 • • 7.S2..' 9,01 8.77 10.18 10.85 9.05 9.56 8,79 
6 « • 17 17 16 17 17 17 16 17 








. . ..•• 
w « '• S : •;•• 4 «, < 
• 
«• «.£- ! 9 * « 
• 
<# is « S«41 * « »49 s i 4.SS s 1. 
a 14 « » 9aS9 gO.48 • S 7e^ s t 
IS * «f 13.75 4 « H«4iX S 2B«a3 « 1^4 
<» 
no «• 1?*^ 12*^ « * SSaiS i .2i»:§? s m 
* X5«7i 13,^ S3^ S-IO^SS ; ISi 
« IS • 3 IS^SS $.§e e # A AJS 3/'9WV I ••iO*e4 ; n. 
« 9. V » •  4WI0 » 1C^.6S * -,-' t a 

















S ---^ S«22 
S . 4i 
! . S. 
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« /s.-' « « s^n • wav^ • S»i© ; '. 3«Cj6 ; . S« 
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•< ' X' 
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• <r 2 « •91 i.19 « » •SS !••••- .«23 » A< 
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1<»«QQ s ic^.osb-. 
S8,6 ^ 




Peo? «sat § 2a<ai aa3 Less ' « 20.82 14,30 « « it^ei • : .22( 
^al •a « IS • • :is i IS*; s ,1s 
B©r cent 'iit# ia S SiOdel Oaretiise • 47«44 ' m- 5^»$s^ 
•% 

Sigfegiba^aiga - gegeeateae 3aais Loeatiog.: IferSaa'd?: C'Pla 
BieeJas Ccsa^site 
s 5 -i 4 i 5 ; e : ? * « $ » S ; 10 
»47 
• 
• s •54«8S 
4  ^
• 






a * leSl 
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• • 2.68 
7.S0 I iLS.-IS : >«89 6.12 : 18*38 • • 5« SO T» Il»5l 12,S0 a c 10.?0 
a«4i J IS.IS J :^ 3«Si? : 19,S3 * • 12*5B i2.2S 15,8B o • 14,70 
L8»13 ; :SX-57 5 |.6,S9 'IS.38 I 22.13 » «• * «t 1S.95 iSiSS 1 IB .05 
?s,a&- * /TL n C\Ci 41 ; 1S.04 i9.9S I 10.?S A 9 I6«§4 « 12.3? l$e62 
: S n.92 3^e96 1 9«60 s » ll<fS4 11.&5 • li.4S 
!X^»S5 s'.:'-8^42 : S»2l ?.S2 S S*9S « 10.^  ScS@ 5-,lS ?.S7 
I 4654 ; . 5eBJ £•«€! s 5«se » » S^3«> O 6.S6 e*si S.S8 
4o® « "v i . d- • "xja We«>Lr 'S jiSi WQiT G. K.fl «4»» 'S.'*' 
X'»D3 *.-.C : . S'cOS ; 1.S7 « S'tt • 9 1,§S « g.?i 2.05 S.S& 
E»19  ^  ^ • 4*. K-vr: ^ •-' £ri^ S . Se4S S.S& ; i,Sg ? '&,S£9 ••rn.* S»SS" ' E,2v 
a,2  ^ :•:•• le4S J , StSS U7Q 2 1.(53 0 » x.-iie i.s 
I.OS 5 :^ .' ioCS '!• i,ei 1.70 s .03 • • 1*6-6 laOS 1.42 I,S4 
•SS t'r~ .»3S- s , !.•?? J.36 : •SS • *t • SS s .85 •6S . .91 
* S :. ..23 s •4S .a5 ? . •.^ • * .5© « a? .50 
i0*oi S : lOO,0i:v « « xoa,Gi loa.el Sd*@S 
J ..68sfc' s 58,8 ; 30»4 in S0.7 3 S9.1 S21.G 
:?eSi • 5 .2S«,§& ; iSoS? ; i?*55 Ir SS,24 s lS.il IB .46 1S..70 
LS s . s .is X2 5 13 « <r IS « P 12 22 12. 




mtSHSEf ffl^rSfei- S>i»fet^£SbS3 4M P«3!CS 
e •' » d j0 
. iR • 
* 
l/lii xa» « 1 « «1l «w » » J » » S 
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« 3S » < < 4k tf « « « 
• 
^Ir' « I->: S 3 3 1.: 
« c !>?> m •o ; .c •* • 3»< 
. J g^' S ^9S « <•> • •^11 '» « a c ^,'n. n « g»i 
a 
•Jf ' fi>^ «r»r*« 2 f a i f &  » e**. «t % • •n ^  vs^ M> tf* » 9«t< 
* «l • * • A « j» M 3 - •>.*•-••*• •• « W 11^ 
•4 4 'S,SS « «' <« ••• 0 « lUaii 
'5 ->»^• S .>.'i>eO& « •  •11,^ 9 2,4 *?S « « « 
1 1? « e •» • •§.?& « 9 .•s»^' « 
tf •f 9 •S,31 e *' 'W^^-O '« a s»ss 4fc %» I r 
* S «> 3 ?»0» «* « •..-.•6.sa « 
• 14 « •» . i?O0X s ; s»s2i « •k -9 •. S,tB 
• 0 •Vl' c • m i « « -s *• 
* ,  IS •tt « * *• "s,a7 V « • • -3.4 
5 n «r-•tf ' A <» ' 4» 2.,@9 « « .i»9e « 9-
. « 
»" 
5 A *«-V tt * M » l**?© « « I,7S « w •:i,m •* 5» s 





« • X.8S C -» s l.?g . « « xM ', » . * 1.1 
7 * X-Oi «• Ml • ImtB • •» •* ••• 2.«Gru • #• • * 
V 6 « 1,58 • * 3.o6i2- s • "^ ~ ^7. (T • - 3l»^S « A US 
• V •A.*' o «• 31« A? 4* 5 "h "icc a » •.; 1.35 •« U1 Sf 
« 4 9 » 1.1? •' « I,CS 2 i« CO 5 * » 
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Vgri&%; Delfos 6108-551 . gjbep laatglTretjotty Perca 
: IieiglSi : 
S i!l 
; 1/16 « . 1 •  •  2 J 3 w ^ ' S * *X « 5 
S 25 :: m * •  •  > * 
24 « « • 1.28 i 1.16 1.'82.^ 1.^ 
i 2S i l.SQ •  •  5.sa : 5.S6 6.845': 5.1 
- 22 : 5.19 15.75 12.32 U.OS^.-: 8.i 
21 : 3.48 «- 12«86 13.90 12.575: 15.^ 
20 I 19.48 •  9.19 1G.14 12.S5S: 11.: 
19 : 11.69 « 14.30 8.41 6.8^8: 2S},4 
18 : 9.48 •  •  8.27 6.67 6.42>-: a,i 
19 1 t 4-:2Q 7,25 6.9SSS 5.C 
• 15 . t . 6«S5 •  3,81 5.94 5.59c: 4.C 
15', ; 3,00 « 4.20 4,49 4*sai-: 4.£ 
14= 5 « 2.3C S.9i ! S,93£ i s.c 
35 1 , -^,38' 1.71 2.52 2.09&: 2,4 
is : * » 2.32 2.61 2.79^: 3s3 
11 i : -2.08 •  •  l,^57 1.45 1.82&': l.-i 
iO : 2.47 : 1.57 1.45 1.82S: 2.6 
Si S 1.56 t l.Sl 1.74 
s t iiiSa # « 1.57 2,17 1.9^.: 2.C 
?. : •  •  1.31 1.88 1.2e?': l.-J 
3 2,21. « 1.84 2.46 1.^.: I.'! 
5 t .1.95 « 1.71 2.17 1.54^,: 1.5 
4 t 1.30 : 1.16 1,4S 1.9&?j: 1.8 
S : 1.30 «  •  i.a5 .87 1.8^j 1.1 
s : .91 J .66 .58 l,mji : 1.1 
1 t . 39 • •  .29 .7 
Total ;1GG*C52 e 9£^4??9 59.99 100.02 100.0 
Sas^le Wt.» mgm 3» • J 77. 0 » • . 76^ 59.0 71.g 69.1 
Per ce®Lt ^  SatSi md Less S ll.SS,-. • . 9.51 11.87 11.90?^ 12.1 
Modal Lesg'Qi ' : 20 , . 
- •  
21 21. 21 : 20 
Per Cent ia Z l^al G^ups. i 40.65 •  S7i80 35.36" • 36.45 ^  S5.? 

2&3IS. 25 
Bfatglttttaon;!-Pereeatage Weight Basis Loea-g-oa; i&ttlaana Bel^ 
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. • 1.33 
36 6.845;- 5.21 3,34 3.84 6.94 7.51 2 .SI ' • 4.75 
38 11.0SS;: 8.54 10.63 10.67 14.52 11.96 6.88 • . • 10.78 
.90 18,575: 13.75 Is .48 13,09 14.27 15.30 14.89 « .« J5.1S 
12.S5S: 11.58 1S.82 13.94 11.31 11.40 14.33 • , • 12.G7 
4l 5 •6.84-SS 10.^ 9.27 9.10 7.71 9.04 9.69 • • 9.Q7 
67 ; 6.4S-J:-: 8.54 7.33 3.53 5.14 6.82 8.85 m • 7.69 
OC « A AO^"* 5^07 4-59 4-88 f=S3 S,S2 • • 5.73 
94 5,59c: 4.05 5.93 5.55 4.24 6.82 J.02 : 5.51 
4S : 4.2S.>s 4.20 4,57 J 5o27 3.86 3.34 4.07 m 4^03 
91 S S,9S; J 3,(k 3.34 2.84 2.70 2»78 2.81 ' • m '2.91 
3S I 2.09f:s S.45 3.21 2.28 . 2.06 1.95 2.53 * , • 2.41 
61 I 2.79"'I 3.18' 3.72 2.42 2.70 i.95 : 3.23 . •. 2-.73 
45 l.^S: 1.74 1.98 1.71 1.80 1.25 1.83 « 1.73 
45 1,828: S.60 1.73 2.28 2.19 1.39 1.97 ' • 1.95 
74 . 1.74 i.4S 1.56 1.54 .97 1.40 •ft . • 1.47 
17 1.9^:?: 2.05 1.85 1.99 2.S1 1.35 1.69 • « 1.86 
38 1.2&5S 1.74 1.61 1.42 1.41 .97 1.69 • 1.52 
46 l.^s 1.74 1.65 2.28 2.31 1.81 1.37 • • 2.01 
17 1.54^: 1.74 1.73 2.23 1.93 1.39 1.54 • , • 1.78 
4g 1.9&'m 1.88 1.73 2.84 1.41 i.39 1.54 • • 1.66 
87 l.S£?.,; 1.16 1.11 1.71 1.03 .70 .84 • . • 1.16 
58 l«i4Q- cS ; 1.16 .74 1.28 .64 .56 .70 • . • .86 
29 .2s:cs .72 1 • .28' : .51 .42 ,28 • .«!)8 
99 100.02 tcs 100.06 S9,Sf ; S9.9S 99.98 180.01 100.00 • 100.00 
0 71.5 ;:,5 6S.1 80.9 • : 70.3 77.8 71.9 7i,2 • • 720.0 
87 11^.90^,4 12.1*? 10.87 : 13,95 11.55 8.49 10.25 • • 11.23 
21: S 30 21 : 21 21 21 20 * . • 21 
56' SS-'«4& 55.75 38.23 J 36.70 •^.10 38.66 38.91 • • S6.S8 

IfUmE 16 
tBsleiart Bowdea £068 
Leiieth ! 
ia # 
1/13 IB. « 1 : 2 5 - *  '4 • * 
23 * • • • • « 
22 » •» ,79 • 0 • 
21 « * .5? 1.74 2.51 • .80 « 9 
* 2.44 4.27 5 .17 2.Sv S 
19 « 6.02 UD.IS 9.7S 0nr 3.5S 1 
IS . « 15.62 11.?5 14,02 S.OO « »• 
17 •• O- ' 11.75 12.08 12.57 ' 15,07 * 
16 s iS.^ 17.S2 16.67 3ci^I 19.20 : 
15 • 12.^ 9.88 7.14 12,00 • * 
14 s.bs 8.2& 8.47 o^' S.40 I 
4.73 4,2'; 5.29 • ' 4»5S : 
is « 5.16 5.21 -5.31 4.27 
11 » 2.^ 2.27 2.65 3.07 
.10 « V 1.72 2.27 2.91 •r> 2.67 
. 9 « 1.43 1.60 1.59. •iw 1.87 
r» a » » 1.86 1.74 1,35 2, CO. 
7 • « 1.15 ,93 1.06 • < 1.33 
. 6- « 1.72 1.74 ° I»S5 L,87 
5 * .57 .30 .73 ; .93 
4 • 1.00 1.47 1.8S • ' 1,47 
S «-9 .43 ,40 ,79 . « m .•53 
3 . i .72 .40 .,«?5 « :.5S 
! 1 » f .29 .55 .40 3 .27 
Totsl iOO.OP, 100.00 100.03 f HQO.Oi • 
SsBspls wt« ia ngas. J 69.8 74.9 7S.6 75.0 
j?ST csat § lodli 6Sid Lees • ' 7.75 G.Ol 9.13 • V 8.93 
Modal Length • « . « 17 17 if IS 
Per stot wt. in 3 Modal Groups • 45.71 •«J.06 4S.26 46.27 
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2.51 • .80 • * 2.09 1 .56 2,24 1.10 1.05 • • .80 1.4^5 
3 .17 2,67 e • 7.26 • * 1.41 5.87 3.16 2.77 • m 2.26 3,52 
9,79 3.53 : 12.85 s 6,47 s 10,49 10,01 9.09 • * 6.65 : 9.01 
14,02 8,00 • •• 15. S5 : 12.52 13,01 11.80 14.23 11,58 : 12.76 
13.57 15,07 » « 13.13 t 13,10 14,55 15.23 : 14.10 I 15.18 i 13.59 
16.67 19,30 { 9.36 17.16 16.92 18.X1 15,42 « 18,38 J 15.69 
7.14 TO nn » V"  ^ » 9 7.82 11,53 8,8i 9,33 10.28 • • 12,5S S 10.21 
8.47 S«4M I 5eo9. 11,25 5.67 7.5S S.56 * t* r • O .-vr* 0« 
5.29 ••V • • 4,53 J 4.47 7,74 s.ra 5.21 5.53 ' « « 5.33 5.09 
5.^ 1 *-vV 4.27 i 3.07 4.00 S,6A «T  ^A 3,82 • e * 4,^  4,13 
2.S5 a ^  »-v 3.07 £.37 2.81 1.95 2,05 1.98 ' « • S,S6 2,44 
S.91 2,67 1.5& 1,97 S.94 2,47 2.37 •» » 2.53 2.36 
1.59 e .« 1,87 2.23 2.11 1,54 X.TS 1.45 • m » 1.73 - ,1.7  ^
1.3& - 2.00. . .1.96 • 1.97 1.40 1.55 1.73. ' « * 1.73 1.79 
l.OS s"S 1.33 2.51 ,98 1.12 1.10 1.19 ' » • 1,75 . 1,31 
1.85 • ;* 1,87 1.68 1,55 x.5% 1.51 1.71 « * 1.4C l.SS 
,7S « .93 2.65 .98 ,98 .82 .1.05 ' » e .80 1.04 
1.85 • •* 1.47 1.40 1,27 1.58 1.55 1.71 ' « « 1.20 1.47 
.79 • « .53 .84 .42 .56 .39 .79 ' « .40 .59 
..5S' • .55 .28 .42 .55 .55 .79 ' 9 .o3 .53 
.40 a 4 .27 1 .28 .28 .23 .27 .40 ' * * .40 .34 
LOO.OD jiiLOD.Ol 100.00 290.00  ^ ioe.02 ICO.02 lOO.CO 'S 99*99 100.01 
76.6 « •75.0 ! 71.6 71.1 71.5 72.S 75.9 ' • 75.1 735,4 
9.15 • V '« 'i.' 8.93 J . 11.53 7.83 8 .U 8,23 9,35 « 8.26 8.7S 
17 IS } 18 15; 17 17 17 ' » • 16 17 
4S.26 45.S7 ! 41.34 41.73 s 44.45 45.14 43.75 i 46,08 ! 4S.14 
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sasis 23. 
Tsriety; Bo^en SPSS gjlber Lsaagth Dlatgjbntlos - PgeeBtaj 
LeasISi « • 
ia. 
1/16 Ia» I J 2 S i 4 
S4 : -
23 .40 •22 • .14 i ,07 
2S ,75 .51 .29 • ? ,55 
21 2.18 1.92 .98 :^3,26 
S) ?.i5 5*19 2.70 •;.5.a0 
15 9.1D O.DS 5.9S 6,75 
13 • ?.S4 •ll»4S 9,75 v 6.38 2 
17 9.S7 7.47 .-v 1 
15 IG.SS: S.69 9.33 •;.3.3g 
15 ?.5-- 9.e5 g.OS •r 0.94 
14 6.42 .^25 6,69 ' v-'6,i£ . 
13 
€.51 c,04 &.S4- 5.®1 ' 
is S.5i 4.57 • 3,SS 
11 S.17 &1 ;7e 
10 £.93 2.58 S.02 J ^^ S.06 
3 S.65 1.91 S.S5 • 
S S.52 2.15 S.7S . 2,68 
£.03 S.22 S,33 = £.63 
5 £.06 • 5.16 &.^ 7 > 4,0s 
5 £.S0 «.07 2.0'S: . £.67 
4 3.67 &.0S • -5.18  ^ -.6,88 
S 1.8S 2,30 4.23 V S.57 
2 S,67 a. 58 4.76 . :3.0s 
1 l.ss 1.72 sas ; 4.59 
Total 99.99 99,99 100,01 :100,00 3 
Sum W/L • • ;5.456« ' S.SOSl 5.2991 •: vs.ssea 
JSeaa §• lac]^  15.98 • 1S.6S 15,34 i5»67 1 
P, E, Bi Ovs-r ^ laci l.OS .39 ,99 • 1,01 
Co®£fieisat i£ Variability 15.71 1S.3S 20,26 SQ.34 1 
frlai&iy. 2Scde i& 17 1? IS 
lotal ^  Est. I?o. ia 5 Primsy Modal <S«?ups 26.36 5S.65 26,49 : 2S.81 S 
Seeoadery Mode S S v' 5 5 
Stet&l 5S Sst. Ho* la £ Secondary Modal .Ci-^ ps sa? B.25 14,25 14,63 
Par C-92t "A- lEdb said Lo a^ !?&» Basis 20^ 8? l^ S^S ; 29,5? SI,IS s 

tfiBis a 
aLstgibutloB ~ gsrcsEtaae Eatiaated Hoaber Basis Locatjoa; FayettevjUe gania 
s . 4 5 6 s 7 S 9 10 
OoG^^osl'te 
.14 .07 ,18 ,S2 .28 ,4^ .24 ,15 .23 
.29 ,35 .54 ,S0 1.02 1,01 ,50 .38 .58 
•98 I ig.as 1,76 3«30 HI 0«! ^«v.r3; 3.54 3,G3 1,52 2.^ 
3.70 ';.5,30 4.07 6,74 4.35 5,40 5,90 4,31 4.85 
5.9S ?- 6.76 8,96 7.19 7.97 lu,5S 7,49 7.47 • 7.74 
9:»7g v 6,38 13.26 14.57 9,94 I4.sa n.K 12.48 11,03 
7.47 10.34 11,40 7.58 9.85 10,68 6.74 9.57 
0,33 • 9.8£>' '9,56 7,55 &,m 8.36 7.71 8.97 
A rtns 7=5K' 7-S9 6.5i 7.57 8.24 .8,56 7,65 
6,69 C."6,l£ 5.1G 4.2s 4.52 6.15 6.51 5.78 . 
6.34 ."i5.Sl { S,9£ 4.21 5,01 S.50 4.29 4,78 
4.37 -7, S,Sg J 3.24 S,5S i- 4TC5 S.S6 3.59 4.7S 
S>.6i rSi i73 : 2,69 2.15 E.^ s.a3 2,B9 3.84 2.85 
S.02 J vS.06 2.5S S.55 g,70 '2.81 4.05 2.92 
5.SS r,t ^ sS 5 13.67 1,82 2.S5 1,55 2.29 2.65 2.40 
£.73 •4.2,58 t 2,31 2.05 • s.ts S.09 2,11 S.3S 2.59 
?.,33 s S,3S 2,0S 2.iS 1,60 2.65 2.32 
5.97 .-4.CB i : S.GS 2.7S S.'.'-S g,}.7 2, oO 2,82 3.17 
3.04 .,£.57 ••> c% r*' £ii •t'.rfj l.SS . ^,2S 2,93 1,87 3.04 2.59 
5,16 ,i.-.6,88 4.16 4, 5*? 6,44 S.72 S,28 S.S6 4.50 
4,23 .5,57 1.85 S,43 4.S0 S,4S 2^50 2,2o 2.82 
4,76 . ,^S.05 • 5.70 5,64 5»3'1 1.85 2.81 3,58 S,54 
3,18 3,70 1,S£ .1.31 1.8S S.6S 1,6S : 2.77 
0,01 1 f\!\. p»f% S9.9S 399:.9S S'ff -J '••V iOO,GG loo.oi 100,02 99,98 
5,3991 5,4S40 &.4899 5,374S 5,3406 5,9215 57.8314 
5,24 m»Q7 16«0S 1&,40 16.11 16.44 15, 09 15,60 13,91 
,99 • :i.oi ,99 ,96 1,04 .98 1,02 .99 ,32 
0,26 BQ.54 18,60 18.00 19 .90 iS,S4 19,12 20,10 19.4S 
7 16 17 17 2S IS li 17 17 
^ , 49 I ? 23.81 S&,4S S^*S9 25.49 34,S« 30.89 28,93 29.57 
S 5 5 3 • a 4 2 5 3 
4.35 14, ®3 ' 9,46 10,62 16.38 «,1B . 10,93 9,24 10.88 
9»57 - SlalS 23,41 21.2s 20,90 19,29 22»28 22 .£>8 24.31 
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: Lezigth : 
J j|_jj : . • • '' 
1/16 In. 1 S ; S 4 
25 - : 
34 •17 • '  • 
33 .5S .28 ; .14 *23 
gs .95 -.59 3 *29 ,23 
•21 2.S4 1.54 . 1,29 
go 4.09 4.05 4.4S 3,38 
IS s 8.51 5.12 5,87 S.fS 
2S 11.93 7,39 12.44 11.26 
17 S.7B 8.11 7,48 9,04 : 
1$ lOelO 9-5S 8.86 10.13 
15 7.S6 . €.82 6.33 .7,99 , 
4.68 • 4.87 5.® : 6.76 
-
13 • 4.S9• •4.87 5,70 : .5,85 
• 12 • • s-^u- 5.14 4»56 5.21 
32 2.42 •»4o.57 2«93 : 3,07 
10 ' 2.25 •S.7S -^90 .3,21 
9 1.59 '2.89 -2.15 2.25 
8 ' 2.55- 3.25 2,42: 2.74 
7 • 2.54^ •2ts5- -2,30 2.65 
5 5.07 • S.79 S.22 5,38 
5 5.27 S.25 3,28 3,38 
4 4.50 5.68 4,83 4.65 
5 2.73 4,87 3.76 1,69 
S 4,09 5.68 4,83 4,22: 
1 4.09 1.62 . 3.22: - 1.69 
!rotal 100.03 100.00 100,01: 100.00; 
Suai w/L 4.8683 6.16S1 6.S>36 5.9201 
Measa O^Br Inch 16.23 15.29 15,72; 15.48: 
?. S. m Over Insii 1.07 1,02 .97 .94 
Coefficient of Vasiability 1S»50: 20,48 19,38 19.11 
Priasiry Mode 17 17 17 17 
Total ^ Est, I5o» is-S J^riaaiy Modal Groups 30.81 s 24.83 28.78 : 30.43 
SecoMary Mod a 3 J 3 3 5 
Total % Est. So. in 3 Seeoisfiary Siodal Groups 11.42 ? 13,23 13,42 11.41 
Per Cent ^ Inch aod Leaso I'^ o. Basis 2S.75 : 
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.2§ 1 .IS J .67 f • .22. s •BS } .SS i- .SS 
,29 .S3 •94 s .71 X.41 S .59 S .48 1 .SI t «?0 
1.89 3.4S ; 1.99 5.94 2 2.90 ( ' 2«23 : 2.56 t 2.36 
4^ 3.38 6.S7 i s.ss 9 .92 6.58 4.47 S 5.71 5.45 
6.8? 5.re . 7.3S 7.15 9.35 7.97 • 5.56 7.!K ?.m 
XS.4^ il.SS 8.S2 iS.i^ , 8.05 S.95 6.64 9.83 9,67 
7,48 5.04 : 7.12 9.74 5.78 9.10 3.01 8.19 8.12 
Ss86 10.15 : S.07 10.37 6.25 8.54 9.46 • 9.54 9.0S 
6^S i 7.99 8.3^ 5.92 . 5.98 7.02 7.97 S.-6i 7.S3 
: 6.76 . 7.28 5.75 '4.68 5.76 6.49" 5.5© 5.77 
5»70 J -5.35 : 5JL5 4.69 3,85 4.81 • 5.01 4.65 4.90 
4»56 5.21 3.32 3.34 2.o9 4.25 5.91 4^20 4.01 
S«9S 3.07 2.61 S.S5 2.35 • 2.84 • 3.03 2.90 2.97 
• 2.30 -5.21 3.03 3. SI 3.10 3.2S 2.88 3^52 3.14 
- jl3 . . .S..S5- 2.83 2.38 • 2.02 2.42 2.29 
2AZ " 2.74 ,2 .59 2.40 2»5S 2o4? 3,03 2i52 2.66 
-2.30 2^65 2.50 2.49 1.97 ^ 3.06 • 2.59' 2*88. 2.54 
3ftSS 5.38 3.19 ^ a.90 '2.88 3,29 S,53 3.08 3.24 
3,22 5,38 2.55 2.79 2.7S 1.32 3.C» 2^35' 2.78 
4.83 4.85 5.58 3.48 '4.31 ' 4.52 5.68- 4i20 4.57 
3.76 1.63 . 3.19 3.32 4.02 , J 2.74 S.CS 2i.24 3.07 
4.85 4.22: 3,98; 3.48 6.04 4.1«L 4.54' 5^36 4.44 
3.22: 1.69: r5.48 S.05 S-.S6 
100.01: 100. OOi 100.02 99.98 99.99 100.01 100.00 100.02 99.99 
6,3)96 5.9201 6.2774 5.7392 '5.7977 6.0777 6.6062 5^9593 59.6S34 
15.72: 15.48; 16.01. 16.00 16.60 15.95 15.62 15.87 15.87 
.97 .94 1.04 .98: ia5 1.01 .98 1.01 .33 
19.38 : 19.11: SO. 92 19,11 • 20.66 20.10. 19.78 • 20.03 ^.04 
17 17 17 17 19 17 16 17 17 
28.re 0 50.43 23.51 35.09! 27.32 26.60 25.34 ' 27.61 26.87 
3 5 S S - 3 • •• • 5 • 2- • - 3 S 
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J' £«.ai t S«SI s S»&B ! SoSI : ;>®3i s <>9X4 : S.SS . a»s5 
a»5i J *' s S«S5 : #£•»<*}? s 2,54 S«4S" SsS? 
g^ss i -: S«04 t S»0? s .2^74: « %QQ 3 ; So &9 ; 2.89 . 3.a5 
S«ll a ' . » • .!»,0§ m' l.SS i » S .. ; ' s,as • IT * • 1«S3 2.g-« 
BaS'f J' . •OolS • i «» » S.21 a 2.S1 3 S,?3 ""T 2e4? 1 £.64 • §*&4 
l»?g •:' i^'C^A. i' ie®'? •  * '  v 5i,m i I«e. t '?^m 3 « • 2.6S 1,37 
S.4S • .; S» 6S • 9 « 2»SQ » « .Si»8x O -•s JioS-g s • S.S9 « • 2.50 ^o<l>3 
3,?S t SeOS v SeSft # 2.£5 <0 5 S»5S. » « S.t>» 
Jkl? « a 55a OS a e 4«B1 I « » 4»Sg « •*• «; f'ls?* « « 4*4S S.So 4r.S5 " 
-SsS? i !5 !?t 9 * r 4»J?? J9 tc *s •s«> » it e. V/-4S ' rtht J 0 « 2. OS 3.0? 
4-« SX 9 'j s,os « * s#a * 4«2^ 9 » 4»m # ffs, «fiv »1k'»47 / « • 4:»-49 «t • 3,S6 . 
« 
. .S«3^ » » >» S a <e • # f.aB • <* S.OS 4o(^ 
* 
* 
o lOSS'SC^ ; » » §9o9¥ 
g: ••: ©«sss® « §®S159: • Se^a i; 3.ag&3; S«>SSX4 J 0»5s-^3'.5 A • §«^99'S 
1§«^3§ • •IS:oS2 * 18e.'S> « • tS^TS » « i&Sfg « *5 ?•»•<»» « ie.8a * a IS-.SS IS.'fS 
»99 « •95 » le.sB « •• 1.04 « tt I<»Sl « « A®06 « « i«CJS A a . 3? tsfy 
SS«^* » 4 •IS .38 • 18»as % • • ISaBr -»/•% n ^ B » lS.S-2 
If s 17 • 9 • X? 9 o 19 1? V IS o «r 1? m 4 17 If ' 
J-;^o38 : SleOS • ? B9,m : 37,S ; 5:^,^ : : 5Saa4 S m>37 
3 J 3 S s s 2 . i S s s • s s J S & 
12,55 J J I4»a2 s u«oa z is .oe : I4»S3 s 14«3^ a « 3.25 ISsSO 
JU. JL^ • n-"^ vt'-r.' SO.SS 

2&BIS S3 
?agiety? Half & Saif 
s 
• ia 
s 1/16 » 1 : 2 S 4' 5 
J IS 
s 18-
S 19 1.24 £ .58 .28 .70 
i 13 S.41 ; 4.49 1.S1 . 1.87 
J 15 . 6»S2 : s.si 7.46 .5,83: 
5 14 15»4S s 17.S4 11.49 j.a.99 
i 15 14.08 • 12.41 14 .35 a5:.i7 
S 12 9cS5 13.31 13.13 J.'2.08 
s* 15. 8.80 • 6,68 10.09 .vii;i4 • 
i 10 ?»04 e,7i 8.52 .7.32 
. • - J 9 • 6.26 4.44 5.CD .•-•5.31 
5 8 4»84 S.40 5.2-5 .,4.30 
i 7 t S.S2 S.65 S.68 •.••3»42: 
i 6 4,4d " 4.26 ZJTo s . 4.23 t 
s 5 1^32 3.22 .2.59 
— • s 4 4,40 &9X9 4.42 ^•.4.4S 
• • : S iii7 2.3S i.61 o" 2*49 
! . 2 4.46 4.79 S 3.22 ^S.74 
• 1 1.7S i.so .^4.48 
S^tel S«*99 100.01 IGO.Og ©t.99 
Sssm W/ L 5.6819 6.2603 6.2184 16.6920 
Mean  ^ laeit- 12.60 s 12.79 12.54 , 12.34 
p# 3« a SiF©r !• Sach •66 .59 .58 .57 
Coe^loiea:t of Tarlabililfjr 15.83 14,81 14.7-7 14.96 
PidasSjf Mods IS 12 IS 12 <•> « 
!^te. ^  Fo* in 3 fximary Modal S9,S7 43.06 33.97 J 38.39 
SeoojaSsry Mods 7 •s 7 7 
2etal Sst * SIo. la S Secaadssy iJodal Qs-oaps 12*76- 12.11 12,66 •11.95 
?€^ Cis£t &zid less* Ho* 3&sis S&.S6 S5.93 S9.6S 

fAKL-R ^  
feributioa -^"Pereeafeage Ss-aaate^ iSaBg>er Basis ' Leeatioa: aarlsima Bella 
Blocks ' 






.S8 ,70 •S3 ,25 .44 s ,59 1,55 • « •31 ,56 
L«S1 .1,8? . 1,92 1,90 1,57 2,(« 4.05 o .99 2,30 
^46 »-:§,88 . 6,26 5.02 7.61 . S 8.89 7.71 • 4,-40 6.75 
U49 - * ^v• ^v*oO 12,61 12.06 i 15.70 9.77 5 11.§1 12. SI 
t.35 • J.5:.i7 : 14.21 16,0S 15,50 s 12.70 15.65 : 11.59 14,15 
5,13 J£^08 H,&4 . 12*54 • 12.10 J 9,75 10.08 « » 9.5S 11.41 
Km JX,U 12,05 9.47 9.16 2 S,?9 9.03 m m 9.01 9,45 
».5S /•7,SS 8.S1 7,§S 5.0? s ?.67 8,77 -s « 7.93 7,'5S 
>«© .^5.51 . S'.79 • s;76 s 7.7S 5.S1 
I.SS .^4.50 .5,66 . 4,34 4,82 : 4.^^ • '3.95 * • 5.44 ^ 4,47 
5,68 i--5«42 4,40 3.SS 4.44 S • 4,26 » • 5.S5 4.00 
»S93 3 a;: 4i.23 s 4,62 , s 4,10 • 3.9^ 4,17 : 3,51 • • • S.SS 4.33' 
>,82 ^<2.S9 S,39 2.32 2,96 5 S.OO : S.51 t 4,23 2.96 
i.42 ^'.4.4® 4,52 4.34 4.07 » 5.00 t 5.51 « « 4.96 4.31 
.,61 . 1--2.49 2.CS 2,89 ? 1,9? ; 2.22 : 2.92 « » 3.08 2.23 
>,22 ^3.74 ,3.08 : . 5,07 ; 4.-.44. t 5.30 t 3.51 a 4.52 4.22 
.•f4.4S S.OS 2.89 . .2.56. s S.SS 3 1,75 f 2.M 
'.OS @g.99 100.00 99.98 99.98 ; 99.99 100,02 « 99.99 100,03 
>,2184 c6.392D e.497S d«9092 6.7495 s 5,9976 5,7034 • 7.567S 64.277S 
us^ 12.84 12,25 12,33 12.46 ; 12.53 X2,.52 « 12,08 12.42 
•SB ,S7 . ,55 RtJ m > f V •64 .69 s ,59 1 .19 
.77 14.35 lo«lS 14,68 14,8S ; 1P,40 1S,S7 « • 15.84 X5,S5 
22 : 12 iS- 2S 5 15 IS * • IS IS 
.97 3B.S9 <l 57.78 41,18 39.66 s ss,is 35*50 tf 32.68 38,07 f aj - 7 3 S 7:5 5; 7 «. • 7 7" 
,66 li.95 12.68 12,33 I 13.22 ; 12.22 11.72 « 4 18.68 S 12, e& 
^,88 « 36,89 ft ' • 













^SSSttBBillfi ^ 'asSE ^ ^y>Siaaaa!i U-sliaid. 
Jdfleaa^Es ; D&2£^ t HSBfea 5 .^sals sz^aiaBs It. .miiSsiA : Masaim : 
17 : eaag^SEi, : : S7 17 X ^08-SJ51 ; 2®S J 
^210 88'!^ W210 9^J70 879S0 9SS^ 
SMIC 7mm ssLsa 96730 SS970 8S^ 9QS!&} 
8&I40 75080 62930 ?M20 3SIS0 88480 92Bm 
807^ S72aS $3486 30510 9513S 
81040 72100 ?3S»0 94030 89140 94030 
?4-19C» 314S0 7SJM) ^70 @0120 
84?9Q 84810 74L«) essTO 
SS830 760S0 8S120 7^0 S4tE^ 89270 9S<m 
86810 77(m 7S0S£f 92910 874^ SS42EI 
8?2,00 im7^ 86990 mm 94^ miMi 

i^ bbesssr os Staiepgia» 
.£aar£i!HS2£s vi>I iisaris2s& 
furtigratifeWiS ; : iii58^«l T A«o?« 5 liaifas : Bersdm ; ieeala 
17 ; ®ue-ssx : 2C^ ; S? 17 S9 
mt'm b7mo sbsiq • 9iS3LO 81^ SS940 ai0€9 
S2S9Q S(^ bsbiq 91I@a ssm& ^3430 80C^ 
9S190 83480 9IS40 8?S@D smo. S9S20 ^210 
9s€sa S0710 931SQ esssD 95100 "mm S0260 819^ 
94060 &s14p 940S3 ssosea m}si KSTO mioo 
^90 ^570 mm 8451D ^SOQ mgeoq assoo 779^ 
9^00 8^?0 86410 91230 78  ^ 9caso 
^270 334S0 87^ .. 833^ 9ga70 88050 78^ 
92910 87^ 354^9 sssoq 30ICK} msmso 7§S70 
94300 ^?C» 8SI10 87448 89^ 7^30 89;KS 795^ 

TABLK 35 
. WEIGHT OF SEED PLIJ.'S LIM', GriAJ;®. 
AWALYBIS OF V-miSSCE 
J Sum, of t Moan » • ** F 
V : D.y. Saucvres • * Squares • « S,E,Incl, J?ound : T3r^ 'Wo'" 
I'otal • • 149 6O3.B39S90 I 4.048586 • « • • * 
Varioty ft • 4 305.340143 t 76.335030 : 864.10 : 3.51 i 2.46 
Location » * 2 S5S.68J3a05 » • 180.831403 • • 438.80 ; 4.88 i 3.09 
Varioty x Location ! 8 0.9S7195 t 0^490899 • * 1.70 : S.69 t 2.03 
Bloclc within Location • • 27 9,098908 • * 0.336774 ! 1.17 : 1.98 • 1.03 
Error 1Q8 31*816842 • 0.289039 { 0.5376S3 X • • 
TABLE 36 
VtEIGHT PER 100 SEEDS, GRAMS. 
mhlYSlS OF V/.lU/iJ]GE 
. 
* 0  Sura, of Mean • • 1 F 
V t • D.F. » Sciuai'os ScLu^ea : S.E.Incl. • • Foimd ija 
Total : 149 * 361.433646 • : , ' 
VOPlety . 4 • • 333.454766 S8,36369ie> • • • ""475t82~~rt.5r" • • 2 , 4 :6 
Location 1 S : 107.379553 5;5.689V765 • • • • 437.71 ; 4.88 i  3.09 
Variety x Location 8 4 « S.466181 0.308583 • « P 2.58 t s.69 • * 2.03 
Block within Location 27 1 4.883917 0.180886 • • • • 1.47 } 1.98 • • 1.63 
Error L^ios- i  13.S47S89 0.182660 j 0.3508^58 • • * * 
TABIJ5 37 
OF [,INT i?im 100 REMDS, (5HM1;5. 
AlIALYSia OF VARIA^]CS 
1 :3iutt. of Memi F 
V s i./•F* • Bqunree 6q,uaroH J Found If, G% 
Total • 149 : 188. f391613 1.B8S434 
Vuriatjr 4 : 141.408838 38.S50559 547,70 3.51 • 3.46 
Looatlon 1 S i 31.310S86 15.650113 842,61 4.^3S • • 3.09 
Variety x Location • 
• 8 : 0.6701040 0.083773 i.ao 8.69 • 8.03 
Block within .location : a? : 1.930107 0,071488 ' 1.11 . 1.98 1.63 
Error ; 108 : 6.970778 0.064644 0,2540ti[> « • * • 
TABLE 28 
i.iNT pm G]©rr 
AtiAJ;Y?5lS (A' 
** " • • 1 -n IHMIi MI.J 1 1. • w lakia 
Sum. of Mean } •'•"•r" 
V . D.F. yquerea ; Squares ; t5.E. Ind. J Found i4 












e'75. ^60002 : 






• • >09 
, Vai'loty X Looatioji . 8 17.0507470 i 2.131343 : i 3.08 i S.(39 s «.o:5 
Blook within Location • 
—az. a9.292976 • 4 1.084925 ! : i.7S : 1.98 : 1.63 
Error J 108 "^3.088254 t ••U7?9iCfC57 « » • t 
TABLE 39 
mm LMGOT OVEll ^ INCPI 
AMAI.YSIS Oy VARIAMCB 
V 
s Sum, of : Mean 
D.]}'. ; Squares ; Squares S.E.lnd. 
F 
Found i'ii 
Total 149 : 486.S16788 ; 3.2635300 
Variety 
l.ocatlon 
Variety x Location 
Block within location 
4 ; 446,998183 j 111.749540 
2 1 81.919773 - 10.959887 
8 1 S.901503 ; .0,368688 
87 : 4.63605S : 0.171700 
, 
iS36.41 : 3.51 ; 8.46 
m.S6 J 4.8S : 3.09 
4,01 s S.69 } 8.03 
1.90 ; 1.98 ; 1.63 
Error 100 • 9.761S75 ; 0,090388 0.300636 • « • 1 
TA13LE 40 
Pim CE]JT BY V.HOft'f ^  INCH AND 1J5SS 
ANALYGIS 01? Vj^RIANCE 
5 X Sum. of • Mean • t • F • i 
V s D.F. s Bduarea • • Squares S.E.lnd. tFound 
Total • 149 ; 1554.75S46?, 10.434S80 * 
Varloty t 4 : 937.663777 334.418944 :1S3.83 : 3,51 J a,46 
Looetlon t 8 : 156.088349 • 78,044175 : 41.23 t 4.8S : 3,09 
variety x Location » • 8 z 177.648386 • • 82.S05S98 ; 11.73 t 8,69 8.03 
Block within Locfition t 27 ; 78,902413 • S.9SS312 J 1,54 1,98 1,63 
En'or 108 : S04.4855^7 • « 1.893107 J 1„375902 « • i ... 
TABLE 41 
MAXIfvTO LEWCr'lH IN 1/16 INCH UMITO 
At^ALYGiy OF V.'iriiiL'CS 
• 
• Bum, of S Mean • • F 
V D.F. : SOLuares « • Squarea t Found 
Total • i 1S43.440000 • a.345834 • i 
Vai'iety 4 i 1077.640000 : 869*410000 J • • ' 8014,97 3,51 * S,46 
l^oation 8 119,080064 t 80.B4003S « 4 • • 445,31 « 4.8S 3.09 
Variety x Location t 0 87,919936 : , 3.489993 J : 26.10 • 2.69 8.03 
Block within Loomtion 87 « 4.35993tii 0,161479 • • • l.Sl 1,98 «> 1.63 









MODAL LElIOIH, EIGHT DA;.!;:: 
AI\1ALYSI» 'Qg VABIAI-iCE 
ft 
* Suia. of • * i.'ean S • • 
^ , 
"~5^  V t n-TT» Rq^iinrfln amio'rnp • 1 • II ]?ound u 
Total t 149 t 946.060000 i §,349396 • 
Variety 833,493333 • t 208.373333 » : 493.78 3,51 : 8.46 
Locntion B t 3?.560005 ; 18.780003 t S 40.89 4,88 : 3.09 
Variety x Location * • 8 • a.506068 • • 1.063353 ; • 8.38 8.69 : 8.03 
Block vdthin Location • 27 • 16.899995 : 0,625926 t 
.««.*» ill, * 
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COT KUlffil® 01? li'lBiSRB IN '2m, mmW. 1/16 INCH 
PBIMM"<y MODiiL aROUPS 
MALYSIS Oli' VARIANCE 
J Sum . of I Mean i F 
V : Sguta-es f • SquareB a.s.ma. • Found i/^ 
Total • 149 M8S ,002150 t » »6.795719 • • 
Varie ty t 4 4003 .841426 • • 1000.7103536 : 118.6S : 3.S1 : 8.46 
Location • 8 7B ,798982 : 36.397991 J 4.38 • • 4.88 • « 3.09 
Vai'loty X Location • « 8 8B5 .297318 35.66ai51 « • 4.23 : S.69 « 2.03 
Block within Loeatlon • 87 ElO .7S0968 ; 7.804460 : 1.08 J 2.10 • .jl^ 1.67 
EiTor • « 108 910 .906868 I 8.434380 S.904190 • • • ' • 
TABU? d-G 
SEOOliiDAHY BASIG 
ANALYSIS OF VARIAJ'JCE 




• Squareo * Squares : S.E.M. « 4 Found ~w ' i5i "" 
Total J 149 1 35B-79.'5SSp. • . 8.087870 ; 
Varie ty 5 4 t 95.293333 83.883533 « • 13.96 . 3.51 • • 8.46 
Location I S : 0.373334 • « 0,186667 : J 9.14 • 99.80 ! 19. SO 
Variety x Location « 8 s 86.886665 1 3.3SSS3S « } 1.97 * 8.69 : S.U3 
Block »dthin Location : 87 * • 49.019998 J 1.815505 • • 3 1.06 ! 1.98 : 1.03 
Erroi' t , 108 : •~wrg9mjo"s~' • « I 1,306853 
—™JL,. ,5. 
TABLE 47 
PER CENT iJfaiffiER OF FIBS'^S III OHE MiniSE 1/16 INCH 
SEGOmitT MODAL GDOtJPS 
ANALYSIS OF vmxmcB 
t Kum. of Mean :  F 
V D. 15 Squarea Squares • • ffoimd li 5^1) 
!rbtal :  149 ? 1450.009186 t 9/734966 ! t 
Variety • e 4 $ • 616.564809 s 154 .141808 I * • 30.07 0.51" 2 8.4b 
Locntlon } 8 • 4 56.856856 • « 88.178188 : • • 5.SO 4.88 i 3.09 
Variety x Location » 8 5 111.785131 • 13.968641 t • :  3.78 J 8.69 i 8.0E 
Block Tdthln Location • 87 3 118.879990 :  4.158518 f « • 1.83 t 8,10 s I.^^7 
Error » 9 108 • • 5fj3.583940 :  S.1S6768 • 8.864016 :  
TABLE 48 
COSFErCIEWT OF VARIABmiY 






-UkLluSLeJDldU SouKE! 3^ miz: 
Total 149 
Variety ; 4 
Location • g 
Variety x Loootlon j 8 

























PER CaiT AliD LliKt), ^a3f>il3BR BAOIS 
AEAIX>IS OF VAlil^l.Oi: 
»• Sma, of • M«(ITL ; * • w 
V D.F. • Scj^iiaros « • Squares :' S.K.lnd, « iround 2j 5^ 
Total 149 • 43D2.797874 t 89.8]. 3407 > f 
Variety 4 • * 209S.1965b6 « 5?.3.049139 : « • 48.05 : 3.51 S S.46 
Location b J 291.664979 • * 145.838490 « • x 11.78 t 4.08 ! 5.09 
Variety x l.ocQtion G 368,865889 « 46.033SE9 { « 3.70 ; 8,69 ; 8.03 
Block within Location- : 87 857.388495 * 9.530460 • 4 * 1.31 ! 8.10 ; 1.67^ 
Epror loa 1:543.348015 J 13.438408 : 3.586813 * * 
TJUJLE 50 
TBNSILB STlJSKaTH» POUfftia PJJR r;iilj;,RE INCH 
AHALlLilS 03; VAT'.IA2iGE 
J • Siun. of ; fiieau s ; f 
I SaafiSpa i SgigirLia i,„ snmiIIIZ^II!ZDE!IIZr. 
Total : 119 ; 826815(54.^3,5 {__ 44810801.953708 j !_ , 
Variety ~ ~ ~ t 3T"216625252^).1G70 : '72SOQ4170.3089 3a0,"65 ; *4.04 
location : 8 ; S467D60165,0000 : 1333730088.5000 s : 531.84 ; 4.88 j 3,11 
VoriQty X Location ; 6 ; 114013948.333:5 s 10l:5S6fi8,0Rll s j Q.7I : 3.04 j 8»S1 
Block within Location i 87 : 338B60!i4.R.ROOO j 12428168*2407 : : n.Cifl t fl.oa t l.ftB 
Error [ ; 81 1779698477!f000 ; ""aimSl.'aOai"' 1 "1488.870087 ; 
yasz.e'cy - iseatxcea. 
—mr-
VATHr.Tii 51 
- Seastsi, Gin Data, leigBfes i 
Variety « Masiaona Mg-rf 5mT» Sa3©tte- * Mstriaisa Mariana 
* tJoland I>el&a vllle • • Ifpland *  •  Delta 
Seed CotttZi • 15.800 18.160 3S.815 • • 18.230 4 V 15.8K 
seed • « 10.595 11.680 12.855 • • 1^.160 * -•' 10.^ 
Jsik&asss 17 Liirt; • « 5.190 e.465 5.965 »  •  5.170 •  m 5.100 
Seed and Xilat •  •  15.785 18.145 18.800 •  18^330 0 »• 15.855 
Per cent Liatt • 32.88 35.63 31. 7S * ^.21 • ' 32.17 
Seed Cotton •  •  18.985 20.150 23,100 • 22.6C0 • ». 19.040 
Seed a 12<iJ.85 13.020 15.840 •  « 15^795 « 13.385 
BoMea S08B Idnt •  e s.res 7.125 7.260 • 6.985 * 5.655 
S^d aM L^at •  •  18,970 ^.145 23.095 •  22.580 »• ' 19.040 
Per ceiA list e • 35.77 35.57 SL.44 • 30.05 • "  29.70 
Seed Cottoa •  •  16.750 18.270 20.290 « • 1S.540 15.980 
Seed 10.850 11.245 13.660 • « 12.900 •• • » • 10.825 
Ac^a S7 Lint J 5.880 7.015 6.620 • • S.SSO • 5.155 
Seed ana Lint • 16.7S0 18.260 20.285 « * 18.530 15.980 
Per cent lint •m * 35.15 SB.'SS 32.63 •  30.38 • 52.26 
Saed Coftoa •  •  17.000 17.285 22.450 •  18.970 J • 17.400 
Seed • 9.080 9.425 13.600 •  *  11.250 . •  •  .  10.845 
Half aM Eb1£ Liat • 7.895 7.860 8.850 * 7.740 •  6.555 
Seed and lint * • 18.S75 17.285 22.450 2S.960 . «• 17.400 
Per caat Lint • 4S. 51 45.47 39.42 «  •  40.32 •  37. S7 
1951 

Lid<m - Season, Gia Data, in (^rsast 
1S5X a 2952 
a i: JajBtte-: SSarioma siMarisoma • Hqpd •> • Sajett©- ^garta-wnn « S^Tiasia B>pe 
« « 
* * vUle • « Tltiland 0 DeiL1;a • • • «• * • • Uplemd • Belta 
• « 
« • I8.S15 •• 18.230 <•— 15.855 • • 20.820 • • 18.820 • • 14.940 • • 17.700 15.220 
» « 12.835 m is.ieo « 10.755 • 14.220 • • 12.435 • 10.230 o 12.175 10.420 
• •• 
• « 5.985 • m 5.170 • m- 5.100 4> 6.600 • • 6.360 • • 4.705 4» 5.485 4.780 
* • 
« • 18.800 "m • lBi33Q • 15.855 • 20.^ • « 1S.800 • • 14.935 « 17.670 15.200 
m • 
» ^  51.?S * m. 28.21 32.17 m 31.70 * • * • 33.83 * « 31.50 « 31.10 31.45 
• » 
• • 23.10) * 22.600 • 19.040 • 21.600 « • 21.900 • « 18.980 J 18.780 16.725 
• • 15.840 • • 15^795 « w' 13.385 -* 14.320 • « • * 14.500 « 12.500 • 12.275 11.260 
• « 7.2S0 • 6.985 5.655 • 7.230 * • «. * 7.375 » « 6.460 • • 6.475 5.450 
tj 23.095 • • 22.580 • 19.040 « 21.600 • » 21.880 • 18.960 18.750 16.710 
• * 
« • 31.44 • 33.05 «rV" 29.70 « « 33.70 • • 33.71 •- 34.07 : 34.53 32.62 
« * 
• • 20«290 « .18.540 • ' 15.980 • m 17.9ff5 « « « « 18.625 • • 16.145 « 18.600 15.295 
• « 
• • 13.860 • 12.«30 • •••' 10.825 « 12.070 • « » • 12.145 • 10.570 * 12.105 10.240 
* « 
• « 6.6S0 # 5.630 «: ~ • 5.1^ 5.925 • .• • « 6.4S0 • «' 5.545 « 6.495 5.035 
• « 20.^ 18.530 « • 15.980 • 17.995 • « » • 18.625 « « 16.115 • 18.600 15,270 
« « 
• * 32. 6S • 30.38 A .. 52.26 * m 32.93 i S 34.79 t 34.41 34.92 32.97 
« • 22.450 « «• 18..970 «. ' 17.400 • 19,740 • • • « 18.960 « • 16.895 : 17.675 16.370 
• a 13.600 • 11.230 • I 10.845 • 11.200 • • m * 10.325 • • 9.050 • • 9.915 9.945 
i: 8.850 • # 7.740 • 6.555 • 8.540 » • • • 8.615 a • 7.825 • 7.750 6.415 
« 
« « 22.450 •» IB .960 m-^ * 17.400 * 19.740 • « 18.945 16.875 • • 17.665 16.360 
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.81 « » UTf * »Qi • 0 S, . .48 » « a • t! 
"itSS 1 S*&1 2»3E'5 * A .35 a ft * t « um •* as 
s « ^ sSiCr i S.f^ s X .3*§3 « A tfLA ^4 Wits • 
s.^  J 6»ivS •» « & 0^  ^ » •J" • S*K- z*m «r * ?»26 S»28 8*m : 3.S5-
S*S4 • % 4 3,3S A » 13L»£S '• Ji.eo < « 51*35 iSi.?5 14»w0 : 9,.S5 
?»m • * 18.07 II-S3 : : S.S io»a^ s T ?i fV» i2«l? 1 
B,W « . ?.a.sc. « 9^34 K^»£2 J IS as 4 ls,§g 13,.^ * to 
6»^S A 4-» is«gs % S#2.S 1S,S? J 5«6© s*a. « <> 
. a a-44 4 S-'TS ' « • a.sa 13..SS il.c^s e.s? 4 T' 1G.54 
5»l50 ; S,HO w S.e5 * iO.i^ Xv s > 'ftW * 6»5C" 5,® • »' ^ . 
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1.61 < «  *' S^Q5 « «- S»8S 1.83 ; 2^04: ; UB9 f> <' s.s^ 
1.®S 1.9§, '• s»so 1.70 » g , ,^9 J M-' 1.31 % • T.,^^ 
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Per esst §•" I'i.sS- is&c 
iiodzl lsi^tk 
?cr- csat i-?t 3 •'^©E'sl i/i5^ gst-spn 
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?arle'&r! ArSsasas 17 • giber lea^ SieUgj'ba'feioa-gereeataae Sstfcteated IS 
Leagtli 1930 1921 
in Saiiama FsyBtte- Marjaajsafe. 




•sa .16 .48 •95 ,58 
ss .92 5.02 : 2«12 1.4S . ,35 
ss 3.44 4,S3 2.70 2,35 t, x«12 
SL e,i^ 4.16 4,TO ^,1,98 
20 S,30 11,^ Q,QS a,5G iS,S4 
. 19 9.^ 8.S4 6.80 8,47 .5.27 
is 8^95 S.S7 7.27 10,16 c S.08 
17 S,6o 5.S1 S,78 10,38 .5,52 
16 6*83 5.07 6,76 8,68 ..:5,56 3 
15 7,03 5.S8 5,82 S,34 c8,22 
14 4.S6 S.S1 4.99 4-ra 3 
IS 4. 28 3.4S 2,68 3,25 8«54 
12 5.99 4,80 3,20 ^5.04 
11 S.4S 2.11 2.54 2,66 s.cs 
10 2,11 2,70 S.49 2.56 :2.95 
9 2,55 2.15 1,94 2,23 1,71 
8 2.40 2,&S 4,:^ 2.51 .4«05 
9 1.64 1.9S 2.24 1,S3 s g.20 
6 t 5.20 S.54 4.0? 3.35 4,S9 
5 l.SS 2.70 S.14 1.8S 2,47 
4 3.3S 4.8S 4. S3 4.11 .5,78 
S 1.28 lc93 S.49 1,83 3,08 
2 2«87 3,86 5,24 2,74 S,94 s 
1 l.Sg 1.93 3.43 1.63 S,08 ; 
Total 100,00 99.98 "Bo.oo 100,05 9t^«98 9 
Sm W/L 531?4 5«1794 5.7293 5,4702 S.^0 
Steaa mes ^ inclt 16.66 17.412 IS.SO 16,7S 25,23 
e?@r ^  1.1242 1«2^€2 t 1,243 1^790 % 
Coefi&ieot of varialjilitjr S0.64 21.25 22.S9 19.99 ^.S5 
PrSmzy siode 19 20 IS 17 14 J 
Total % estiEets Ife, in &5eaEi£i2yiBod^sp*ps 27.9S ^.48 20.SS s 29,16 24,25 
Seeoadazy : s 3 5 S 3 
T-otel 5^ ®st* Ho. ia S ass&Mais ^Boaalgr'ps 7»50 10.S2 13,09 J 9,^ 25,80 
Pq3? cest s" ead less, 35&. basis : 1S»1S 23.38 30,19 20.03 31,97 i 1 

Sistaitaitios'^srseatsg^s Sstteatea Basis 
19SI 1932 
Fsjrstte- ^riaaua.® Fasette- : Msrimm 






«4S .95 rZQ •wO .0? * • .20 
3*02 3.12 1,43 . .S3 1.32 ? .35 ,96 ,07 
£•59 2,?0 2,33 i-1.12 i 1«S1 2,35 ,29 
3,^ 4.16 4,70 ..1,9S 1,25 4.60 ; 3.09 J 5,56 2.10 
s»os 3.S) ,S.24 5,00 7,S5 £ 6.61 9,49 0,60 
3.§& 6«S0 8,47 ,.5.37 .7,15 7.Q5 5,95 8.6S 5«31 
^.2? 10,16 o 6.08 7.10 9.09 i S,57 10.15 7,88 
>•91 6,98 10.32 ..;:5.52 v.oS 7,66 ; S.S9 6,63 6,40 
>.07 .6,76 8eS8 ..•6. 36 10,55 8,25 i 3,91 7.27 7,88 
i^SB 5.82 6,34 a0«22 S,5S &«64 i 32 5,07 S,05 
$•31 4.99 4,70 .7.49 10,07 4 ,51 I S.25 4.29 4.73 
5«4g 2,68 3,33 ;8.54 2,90 3,93 $ 3.12 2,79 5,94 
i«SS 4^80 3.20 « e s5.04 3,41 S,&4 : 4.50 S.77 5.38 
Uil 2.54 2,65 5.08 2,03 2.53 : 2.93 i 2,30 4,30 
i,70 5,49 S.56 -« « J2.95 2.13 5.06 -3,24 2.59 4.73 
5,15 1*94 2.2S • « :U71 1,82 2.25 ; 2,40 1,96 4^0S 
\*&5 4,15 2.'a : 'djss 3,07 2,74 ; S.SS 2.72 S.74 
2«24; 1.83 s 2.20 2,81 2.24 * 2,48 2.09 3,38 
4,0? SeSo * « 4.37 5,00 3.41 i S.92 3.41 4.7S 
l,70 3.14 1.8S » 2.47 2. 62 8,56 J 3.50 3.11 3.47 
b.3O 4.S6 4.11 « ,5,78 4ao 4,53 : 4.S4 4,03 5,52 
e9S 3,49 1.83 • • S.OS 2,73 2.70 : 3.89 5,00 3.15 
'•S5 5,24 2,74 • .6,94 6,56 3.04 • 4<i81 .3,66 3,15 
.9S 3.49 1,83 • « S,08 3,28 3.$9 : 4.89 5,94 3.15 
.98 3 lOO^OO lob.'os' • 9f,98 99,99 99.99 t lOb.Ql 100,01 99.99 
794 : 5,7292 5,4702 * &«4S€0 6.101S 54.2480 t 63.3601 53,3023 6,3422 
,412 £ 1@.SD 16.73 • « 13,23 15,79 16.-© ; 15.97 16,85 15,16 
562 s l,24v 0^790 « iwQogs .8964 0,3350 i ,3435 ,3661 1.1075 
.25 : 22,3^ 19,99 « « 20,65 17,32 20.96 » 21.^^ 20,23 22,78 
30 J 16 17 • «* 14 J 15 17 i 17 13 17 
«48 : 20,85 29,16 • 0 S4.S5 : 29.14 24,93 : 23.87 23.31 22,16 
5 1 5 5 « 41 S i 3 5 s S 5 • 5 
•62 : 13,03 9,29 « 15,80 ; 13.39 10.32 ; 1S«04 10^69 13,72 
.38 : 30,19 20,03 s 21,97 s 28.17 24.74 I 5i;06 25.97 J 30 .SO 

.Variety: Bonrden a08B 
57 
Lsis^&a^eQ-i?srttastsi'9 
• . Sjs 





















































































Si® fc-/I» I c 
ISfisg® erar § issegs i 
Su S« s^»s orer If ; »3;^Jl 
SoafJfciwre qs t 
Prtetr? JssoSk® J M 
% i©t» Sse £a s g§«^ • 
seea^s:®' seS&- i-
fet.sl jJ .s'st, j'^3» is 3 ^^sesaSsft^iBoasl sr^ 
.SBL£2Sl*^ «SE^ -S^ »i^ S«&-l5^ SwMS&L*.^ h^ N 
SaSS^ 5 J s 
• iscas :. w^m i xa^m i • i4,s? 
s flS3(» : UmBS i «8S£7 
• I^J«45 ; : 2Q,SS j 
19 ; ..19 s ' If ' •: m 
2i«a§ ; Sl»?2. J a-i«44 ; -m^SiS 
'5 : S • : S ; S 
J iB»m -i is«2i ; is^a 
Za^SB i Sg«49 -t ; .-SSaQ 
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@ IS 'gjlXs MMSifeiSnlHGMM 
M^-asiaa 
:JMla. 
.19 ^ it ft a « » Bl A •ss R 9 « » 
« 
- • « i' * : *2S 
A^-iS • V K a »- jsas 9SS% as * «so 
S.34' S«4I2 gt <« 3.x? ft 4 8oSS y I.S5' » -SoSS 
s.i3- <1 S,^ A w * : * 7^U * S*6i • -«• &S0 
; '3»§4 « 9«S3 -)« ; ^,m sl^QTS s ?»34- s»e^f a.oe' 
sa»{5? * ' .  * • w f • Si^m > «< I'um : 9«S? V V S,9$- t IS>SS 
B^m It 10®?© » 9»?8 V .  * s « s»s? *• Ji s,os 
t,§-s •* goi0 • ^a39 5 s 1§«^ • 9»^66 ; §.M «• •o ©•as 
?,oe J S<i?5$ «»' V SB@@ »' « ?,4§ #«SiS f»33 
a am Uf it •iSL tibn '«r«>«909 j<- j;'* '^<PT«Ub - •.. •* raM ' ^titeatnw (t <t«X wctrvf - a met Mrarw » <ASf «•« 4( « vS ftji •ttra » «aA rv 
SoM- « S®IS « , 2 • iJo'fiS ? S«03 « a- S»SIS 5 
•S .i^- » e tv • « « IftSG- ; S«0;i « • <o t*?8 *2»^3 
a«^ i ft 0 ; . 5,65 « n «r 49-1® K «• 
^ioSe *• 
.hPr-- 5 1) »» .  a«9S W. . 1.5? '5 Z !• s • Se4l S«6» 
> i» 
• -K^SS. s ' . Xsl^ . » SoS§ • .4.«ii 
A •> l^t J • 'Seas * •  *  - -',S3,0S •T W . gflS? •r •*» rt>*n A«'^>r9r < z*m s S*W 
w S.925 « •4*ss s •^•Si.§7 * - «t S»lf » s s»m z 4«?S 
* V y s«^ • I:' . i g»g0 « *1 Brnm 2*m 
« 
» % ?.74 » • •  3».Sg > "4*4^ ; 4<,m • V >r 
s«gs i* > • B 4 - » # S»SsS : -S«29 « •p S«<(^ 
g»ss « « ^•10 * 0.89 « '» •• 5^1 *• 6 «2i^9 1 S^0^!fc if * : S.S3 
* : : si.S© ; . * g»SI V •S.S? '^4S 
N l» a . » Sf XaDetfc, M % "Ss,ssd 
&.J»S^ «t li * S.091S » 6i»a??9 » s»m!s& 
1S«3S J 5 •• 1-5^ 1» ft jr S,Sft9l • w * Mo0& 
« 1,04$S r, •» «8S£^ f * « •& •«S5S1- if : «SS4X 
. i9*m ; H » ; t^a^B 2.5 »S5 z lRe.il ISeSS 
If ; ,.19 c 19 X". « •• 15 5. as « If «/ . 4 j,§ M 
SrUm * Slo?l s .5P *^«E ft SSb^ « m^Sif ; :ga-ei:a 
s w 3 « S •: : 3 w s z s •» » - 3 • « § s 
* 3.3«M > ISOX « z iSsSa % 2.0«8S •R •e lS.f& 12,»£9 
^.«SE- ?S8«49 •* , • .•ssao u. S?io(K5 •« .•*• - t 3©,&i 
i-n^i;. 
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Jssffsa «Br«? f lae^ 
p, sir 5$«;»i'0¥sr I SSSlS. 
C««ff ^oisJsfe ^  w^S'iaaiXS.tj 
"i--rSfsSffS' 
total 'IJ Il^5» 
."<«c»5aSi>»y sssse 
f-jt'Sl fet-a •|5?>» tj ^  sssts^^jsa^i-JK; 
J A » • * : 
+ 
•* td •* * J « i»4S > 
J 32 A f t)l-S « sSS * «.64 : 
» • aX'^ 1 X*4'S • S»3S l^QS :-
« m Jr i * S^S * •9« 
•j 19 a^' SsSS » Soil 5,"3$ : I I.«W 
to. 5 « lias i * 1 §«@$ . t • s,s 
• if 4 • li.lS • ^ r u s,gl eflS& .. : Se-y 
IS « --? -?2A • i^.as K 1I«S9 5 
; IS ScM : « «wr5i f •O'AXVJ - •: : 
C 1 &,ss ; s«sf -3»iO : BoW • 1 9.9? 
3 3.^ «• ' 6«.9? ; 4«?;s - iSa®? - i 4-,4f •• 1 ««g5 
•a 12 » • • l&,?3S I ii;,45g : 
•> 
« li J P> S,"SS • « SeSS * .s«^ i 
* m it ' 4*11 A. 29&e # g.©€ : : y«4« 
A V 9 »' V SoM •R l,-3® • 9 « * • :^g»-25 
•1 > S m ' «> &.,so <r * n « siis- KS 
I ; s •P 2^ 5 • S»05 s.»«® i 
tf ¥ : s»ss J • ; 4«£*S 
'.Vf a r 4.40 ; .S«6I < d i« t'^Sg m SOS 
t * A V '?,m « s.n » a«Kj ; S^SB M 4«S55 
J • s « » * s»^ •k /• S^0 « •a ^ •• -4 a^e^i 
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S»-44i H 8»S5 H 2.04 H " —- : 
3 
MS 
1,S® i-iU ' 7,97 
• t S>27 .^  
0,2'7 S i,70 Ao l-»56 S " 
1,42 m i 5. 44 H 2.17 H 3.74 H 
0.94ia|. c. 
» 
••-» t>»20 So 
O.IS He : ® 
i.74 Ho ; 0.15 212 
0,23 JU J 0.04 Ho 
XaO 4 

a j J i j  5, 
£S; : HowSea : Acala ; Half 
; 3^8S i 57 : - Se 
rkr.ngas: P.oif?fi3i ! Asa^ fe -; Ssif & j Ail 
If :vai-i(3tles; 17 i £^ 8 t 37 : H?a.f ;ya£'-ietiea 























.^ 15^  7,9? 25,44 ? 8.14 
7,31 10.is 1 0.72 • 
Ac 1»5S H .1^ 7 • 0,19 




10 • 0,02 16.28 







; 3.4S S 
0.70 Ho : 
3,48 E 

: Iccatioii ?aycttsyl31& SBSS: 
; ' : 3 Jscdcaasas; kmunas^ z cicala ; • Hsif &•-
; .• :; Tayiaty t 17 t S0Q5 ; &•? , : ' 5c3Lf f'f 
i ' } }Sam t IB ; 17 i IS : 15 : 
i : 
jJayettefilis :A2ksBsas 1? 
: Farm :Sowdea 20S8 
% jAeala S? 
! lEalf & ScJ£: 
i • jAii varietfes 
18 J  ^  ^
1? : 0,99 A 2 
15 : 2.SS A 1,89 S 
15 : 3«98 A i.&9 H 0.00 ~~ •—-
16«2S i 
:IS3ris.zai& siirlaBsus 17 
t 13pls.M" jBowdea 2088 
: :Ac,?5ia 37 
t tSsiT ?<. Hai? 
: :A11 vari§t-2ss 
017 I 0.9G 
1? 5 O^OO 
17 : 1.99 m 
IS : 1.99 PF 
1G«0C : 
aina s&rSaaeas 17 
? iSailta -iBowSya. 2(BS 
J !/«cala g? 
; :EBlt & Half 
; . :411 TarietieG 
14 : 5.98 F? 
15 : l.SS m 
14 : 0.99 W 
. IS : L,99 ?F 
14.00 i 
:Hape :A2&aasas 17 
: tHo'roen SOSS 
J jAcnla W 
: ;Half & Hal? 
; , •• ;Ail Tariaties 
15 ; 2,98 W 
16 : 0,99 FF 
15 ; 0.00 
IS : ; l»§y FF 
i4.?S i 
I 




Verlsl^ - - I^ aUoa - Ssasoa 
?2iaerj 2soc[s, Ssisbs? Sasis 
Mgsfa Blttereze^ 
i Jtea • • itaS:iSS3.S. 
- ?! j^ariaisi 
; •mif & J m 








m i f  









































c L,99 ST 
4.47 T* 



















t i «&y ?F 















iiariasEia iJelta HC559 
stssas: 
.7 
?vC>tTd«a ! A<Sela i  ^; All 
208S ! 37 ; Baififarleties 
iff3£»j^ .sast Bcfsasa : Acala : : All 
17 J 2058 : r? -r I&if iTaiieSies 


















.99 H 2 
.OG 0,99 2. 











l o g  
0.S9 i" 2 
0»00 u*&9 H 




; i?3teasaBJ JJesSea 
J 17 : aoep. 37 ;Ty:?£e 
1 * {5^Hystt-;-?iiiejA3te2isas I? 
! lam sHo^dsa S08S 
so.ss Sl«71 i ao^ 26.?3 S 25.0 
lAeala 3? " 




cro AJMUCUUCt. W'f 
. *• .=1 ~ •' ,• n ^  t ^ i ^ 
"voXT-6 "t 
: 20.85 ; 
$ 51.71 J S.e4 
30.S5 : O.OQ 




1.20 B 1.44 H 
® 
|(n tlteiaiaa 
' ° ; iJ&lsad 
1 § :^JlaiE.a' 
i Ijeita 
jl' {•rit 
2e,ie ; 3.02 
24.44 : 


















i::Sbpe ;a2fcaagar; 17 
fHc^sden rD85 
: Aealii 3? 
;Sslf i 
;AiI Y'>ri«'tie£ 










a 4- Tiajit &. : A"?! 
I. • :TSi2l£ti 








2t oX3 llo 
'T'&ytT.'ii! 87 
Ysslety - loeatioit - Ssasoa 19S1 
Per <^at llosbeg of Fibers ia f&ree 1/15 
!&£» SilSeresic® 
faKclaima gpla:^ 
17 J ^SS 
Aeala t & s &ii 
37 s ^lfr?aSett€ 





4,^2 0.92 ^5V93' 
l » l t j  " "  ~ ~ — 1 0 ,  W  
0.2? As ls5? -^'C -^5,06 









, ' ".*'.1.4 
Siaxisaas 
-^iSsansas: Howdsn. : Acs 
1? ; S088 : m 







S.98 2» — 
1,70 R 1.7 
l.gft ^-c G .44 JS 






317 aaal QcQtgs 
Siariaana Dslta' • H0s>e 
siDsas: Ho^ asn. ; Acsia ?'Esif-.Si All 
17 ! S088 fSpi':' s tTcrieties 
itW^ ak : Ae^ la. i Half & ; All 
1? : S8S : S7 ; E lf svarie-fclss 




















. 70 R ?S 10.95 -
.gft C.44 B -^ _2.S,72. 











——. _ _ _ _ ^ 4 » 2 6  • S,.40 X1.S2 
i.u4 H 7.55 
0.6C -i 1,G4 E 





i v". u 
r-i=-
' ffi I jr" 
^ iS. 
I J"; I IMt 
' 1 
f l9 
i i ;*i 
FSTS SiBTi IXe ?arjs ff •• 
localiieai : APicpmRs; Rowfies s Aeala : & 5 
i , ¥ari&ty • 17 J 20SS -r S7 ; -Self fVE 
'« • 3 ; Z ;: 3 : Z i 
« 
fssrsutefcilie zAyfeisisas 1? «,/ 0 0 
{Howfieil 20SS O..GG 
— 
0 
sAcala S7 >3 G.OO 0.00 
sHaLf Halt s 0,00 0.00 0,00 
, jj&li varieties s*oo 
Msrie.aaa ' :Ayfensp.8 3.9 s i.os ssr 
Bplasid :Re®dsii 2^S 5 i«08 m 
jA<jala 37 <2 •:>»oc 
jHalf £; Half 2 0.54 FF 
J All S.*?© 
Mariaaaa tArlfensp.s 17 b 0.00 
j>02.v i&owdsa SOoo s 0.54 F? 
jAcS.^  37 s 0.00 
SHBXx ^ ^iXX 2 0,00 
T'i.'t-ie'tws 3.75 
lope rArfeixsas i? S 0.00 
sSowa^  208o is 0.00 
;.ixjaia 37 5 0,00 
r:C &-*l. J, 5 : O.GO 
:A13. varieties Ct OG 

2LABLE 88 
Vasisty - "joealioB. - Season 1951 
Seecsadary Ho5e, Smaar Basis 
Mem Sif^arstee 
» Pam.v i^.Q£iasia& Marlajsaa Ui?lsad « • . - -r.- —-
I Hair & s All t^-irteas as^:~ Boi^a : Aesla ; Half & t ^ 
17 S 8088 ! 2? 
•lEelj .••TOsietiSrs; 1? 37 EdL f STiSTi «14 ©s !• 






















0*75 - f 
• s S 
S G.OO s 3 <• « 
'• 
«> Ae.«? J. ^fi 
rF 
.p.ex 11C 
1,52 A 1,S£ S 0.54 ^  
• 
p 
* i.OS S5J • * 
I ieS2 ik; « « 
m 0.00 « t 














« ' 4 
« 
* 
G.QO « m 
0,00 « «> 
0«00 ; 









ffioziaEuaB Seita Saifi! 
i .aeala : Half St : iOJL 
J SOdS J 3? ; ^if :'Vari©ti8s 
.^jfessaas; Eossgsa i Ac?iia ; Half & : ' All 
1? : SG3S' i S9 t Half ursjieties 
































0»00 ' ® 
OeOO OiOO ^ 0 
O.GO ovoo o.eo 

J ' Loestioa . . . • 'F&Tsttevi lie 
I ; • : : ^fcsaf»es!: ; ^ aia ; Ecif. S: : iil 
I ®: ! J . Tarl«fty : 17 ; ; 57 ; Ealf iTarto 
.01, •<• • • • 1 c- /^.ry^ 'V ' '•so'-'-:/.' ' s Vn. «/. " »• ,' .r ^  5  p« , ••• S i • i9 '»6jU 5 si X& O S ' 
:, • '  
^JS'ssyettetllletjafcaasas 1? 
Eazm sEo^vden 2GS8 
1 1 5-: :Scala 37. 
1 5 Js sHslf & Hd. f 







l.ol -i*' SWOS 
i%47 - •« 0,14 H 
0.9? E 0,64 B 0.50 ~~~~~— 
1 p 1 osMai'iaRsa' ^ jArtensas 17 
! ® f «! U-plsnd sHo'waen 8068 
1 § 15: " • JAcala 37 
1 V. 11: :Haif & 











i c ' i-A^icnsas 17 
1 1 1 Delta jHo'^dsR ^088 
1 ^ d: rAceaa 37 
i 1 ^ .lia— 










1 ":Bepe :ii.icEssas i? 
1 ; rHowdea £0S8 
j jAcsla 27 
j : JHalf EisLf 













Variety - locaii oa - isasoa 19SX i 
Per egji o rjaaber of Fibers ia Itses ijLoT^h. Se«<»ti'^sry Modal Groups 
Ebaft Differeaoe J 
r«ill<9 ?a23S Maaifima Jplsad "fe 
La, : ErJE:f S: : iill 
! HJO.? sTrarf. Gtiec 
Aikwn»)?s: Rows^ : ^ ; .iiil ? v^teasss; fio«^«a 
17 : 2CJ38 ; 37 : Eirlf :viarietiesci! 17 » 2088 s 
lo 9,29 : 15.11 ; 10.13 : 24,75 : lg.570C F"""'15.SG""I""''L^':^' ' 12.! 
a 3^10 
1:4 
0 ^-5 — 
h-
SrSO , ; 2,72. 
S.IS . : : 2.78 
7.67 _ .. tj 5.« 
1.4«! 5--




l>»^ 6 j. 6«5i 
2-J.5 . 1.S6 1 0.53 
O.go ;.c 1.B7 R ; 2,£ 
1*70 S 0.43 K H t 
1,54 ?? 
2»0S S.£ 
0,p0 MJ . . .. : O.IOC^^ 
C.Gi KD J I.IS ,4'-.: 1.0? B 
0.s?t31 : l.so A 1.10 S O.C 
0.80 MD s 
2 Ft 
Q;59 ttsr 
1.S4 ? '" 
1.28 So ; 0.75 rS.v 
G.ei i® • : 0.63 5S 
8. IS Ho t i.g 
•J.-M. l^0 { 
l.]J. So t 

J Modal G-rcups 
i' ' "'•* ". ' " "•" " ' "' 
• ilariaJiaa iJelta ?135>G 
riU-sesj Howd«a'25'Bis!!jala : Half « : 
1'? t 20S8 t : Half rrs^ ictxss 
iuSiCrjisas; : Acsia : Jlslf & : ill 
1? : : 27 : iiaii svarie ties 






















O i . m y i  — 5 » 5 I  
1.125 1,0? B —^—....Oj^ i 












C - . 0 4  R  — 0 . 1 7  
1.16 -C.C i.lS -'C 2.75 





Lesatim Faj/ett©"?! 11© 
'•« 
• 
: i Titrisi^  
/irkajssas; Bow'dsn : A<sa3a ; Ifelf & : 
1? ; 288& : 3? : Half ;vsi; 
J J ISeaa r .^yo J I n 
! i 
•0'ey®ttsvSil©:Aj4s.issas 17 t SS*39 
S'aaa ,iBe®<5ea 2<S8 i 17»o0 
:Aeaia 37 j 20.90 
;Hal? &. Hair : 1.S.55 
•:ill Tarietiss .: 19«Sl^ 0 
•"•'---.....4^  ^ 1.-SS 3*?4 
4»46 A ' i 1-U5 
L.56 A 3,10 AC .^ .g^ S 
5.41 A • 0.96 H 2.i€ AS  ^
JSarisaaa jArfeissas 17 s 19* 9S 
Bpiead jRomea 2<^  5 20 .S2 
:Acais S7 : la.sS 
:Hal£ ayJU? ; 14. 71 




• 3.50 2'}f 
Jaariaaaa JAi'k5n£2S 17 ; 5G-.o5 
I>alt& jEos-dea 3G88 ; 17.36 
jAcalt: 37 : 1?.SS 
-.Half f,; HOX : 14.3S 
;Jill Tcricties ; 17»9a00 
US© FT 
O.IS ^  
1.16 iiS" 
3,89 W 
Heps sArlcsaisas 1? : 17»62 
tKo'^^'des EOSS ; XCy:i5 
;>,ealr'. S7 ;. 19.64 
:a?lf & Half : 14.07 






! (k 4 o 
Zi 
M 





Tasiety - Locatioi!. - season 1931 
0oe£fieieat of Vazlii&iiity 
l>^££er-eace 
He jferieaaa vplaifi 
t ixScsssBSE: Boirdea 






Q.94 A 1,^  H 









0.00 o.as lio 

Jaailaaxkt 2' slta * rfope 
Hcwdea J «ea2a • • HaiX Si •* i • is&Eises; a^la : Hi-lr £: * ATI * 
17 : 208B : 37 • Haif :varifc:ti66i 17 J r-:oss J : &.1S tvcristice 





1.27 « 1,25 
« S.S8 
g.yycX; ; 2.7900 
0.S6 • 2.57 
a.4S a •i,37 
0,67 ; 0.68 
0.^ 3 J o.ai 
0,6400 ; 1.5757 
3.29 1.02 6.37 X S.05 
5,00 A __2.37 3.08 lOl 
0,9S 4. 2.G? AO 5,35 : 0,01 
5,81 -- g.81 H 4.88 Ac 0,39 
'— 
0.9S50 
3.76 m l;37 2.02 2.25 
1.01 i45) J ** S'.SS' l.SS 
O.OG • 1.S4 ---« '5>U9 _,^ S7 




I* mm «» 4« {« 
o 







<A C.: t^f IZ M o> CXs 














•• V* «a 
;•»; J' iB o i~- (H 
H ^-. 
c> M !•<> 
<ii 
Q9. «« Jfj p q f5 
O W 
8!? 
Cfi n ci w 
• o -4 ?a i-» 
w I » • » fi to « IJ o 













4ii «• «• 
•: ;Tl tr. 33 h eg 
«&|f 
-3 ^ sa ffi \i p' (?' ta la 0< 'f y .?e; '.-.j «.> « 
'D ;a O 




•« ./>« «« «« b. as !-?• M fc. H rt o Rt 
^ [J I 
M t.-? 01 4'.' « W 
* b-' 0' 5» o >-• s • • • 



















I H I ^ 
(5. Hi ii! M M 
» u) Q i» o H • • o • 
«JI ft) (.-I 1&, 
^ W O O «3 
f- J M O 
* • " f-» CI »Ju O) <0 c» 






/M ei} /* <• f M Cfl 
.VI 0» 













Tariely - - Ssnsr^a 19S1 
•.<w 4.^ Maxi smsi 'QplmA ' t 
: .: H&li: & ; m 
« W« B j  * 1 * ^ *  * ^ '  
' x*i5^icc^^sr ' < •  *sCs l S L ,  J  &  r * : H  ?  
.- H . : scse. i Z7 : HeU? rBaristiwei 
• -s: .'sapssf 5 3^«is^5 Id ^ 5 ; ^5.79 : 23.54 J 51.09 ! £y,ll^ 5 
3.SS 




^ ?.0^ t 
EF 
0»9.S '££' 
15« 7^ 3.D1 11.0^ t' 
S,75 R «._.^0^23 2.70 < 
Q.'/Q A«i 2.0& ft "" S: 
2.i£c H i- 1.51 S —____ ': 
« « i!. h' 
3.39 m • • • •:! 
0.34 ^  ;:i 
0.S2 im ; .:; 





:-..(54 HO ; • :| 
i,36-M<7 .si 
1.54 ia> • ; . t; 
0.34 B? • ?! 
. O.Q'jS. 
Marisi 
ja:kssBss: Bc-^ea t As 
17 : goes ; 















i&iidaQtta iieita Hei?e 
sasiaas: t leaia : He,!!* & i All 
17 : S063 ; 57 s Splf jvnristtes 
•Aa!4<snBRS; r -^ cSis j Hsl? c '•"? i 
17 : 2QS8 : 37 i Hail ;var2eties 





















(.03 • l.£}0 
!«S? 0.^ 0 K -,^ ___^ S.19 











•^^ ——-^ ...^ 2.1'? S.-O? 4.14 
0.4S 0.31 
0.6S •'•'e 1.05 Ic .^^l.OV 
O.SS E 1.26 H 0,21 H 

I,cs>Qstioa J. •m 4 « SswsaR i i««i2a 




« £esa i» .. tf' ?8S90 ^>80 : ei«S£0 
S 
s Arfesasfis I? 
« 
or 
-* 90550 $ ®so 
t.l «K W V VW-WA-WWW t ^9^ai 2?^ .<• •m <« -^-.....0460 
?«£» ; AesItL 3? t 61^ • 4*S?A 3.0S£t 
I Ail YffiTidtSas SS.956.7s 
t Agtesiaees 1? » * TWaSB s 3.33 m 
S^iemm s Soii^ da £098 • • f X8S^ 
t l^sac { &CS3&- 5? . • • .r » 
s All 7ejrtetle«. s 79.68 .^73 
.: 'irkEfo&sis 1? s : 
Hagianaa •1 j©a@ * s S.0  ^
$ 3? m • Torae I 














Taristsr - Xoea s^t » seesoa, 2981 
Tsisile Stress^, Pom&s per S^uasa ladi 
- . a>fign»i» 7> 
AXKaasas i Ho8S«g& $ SS i.ii:eBsa» s gOfeflm ' t jC^ a 
agjse .V s9 
es,y58.? r ?7ag{? 






lihrilfflWftft L « • I 11 I 
B O T ^ T s  t All 
gOB8 t ay I ?agi«Me« 








LoeatiGa ?ay8tl:e?llle Feaa 
TTarlety 
Arkansas: Bov&eax : Aoala : Half & 
17 : 2QS8 : 37 s Half lYa: 
ISsaa 118.800 ; 2I488Q i 18^685 i 18.945 i li 
Fayetteville Arkansas 17 
I^s^dsss 20^B 
lAeala 37 






















> O Q 
Kariaaii,:: 
Upland 






sHalf and Half 
:An varieties 






































TTariety - Loeatioa - iJeasca 1932 
Weight of Seed plus Liat, G^am 
Mean 
'Fsass. 
: saif & : lil 
; Half jTarieties, 






.fisksnsass Rcfsrfiai : ac^ ; Half & : Ail : Aslssas&si Hcwdea : Ac 
17 ; 2008 : 57 j Half t7sriet4es: 17 : 2088 S S 
S_M*955 j_ 13^990 ? 16.11S : 1&::R95 i IS.THla , mSTO s 18.7S0 : 18 
« . 
5,865 ! 1,130 
2.920 . 5%130 




-.4;^ 1,3SG 1,940 • k 7S5 
IS. <'4S 2,085 j 0i210 
4.91&e li.SSH --0*2^ S 
8,07H 8,67R 5.1® • 
11.57Ff 
11.3SSS) . liOSG 0 
Q^Bmi , 4r-.4aR^ 
10,S4£i^ j S,S7jliO 0'.62H 
S«39S£D ! 0%03A 4?, 51H 5 
^e9B3?!]i 






fSarieana Delta ?t Hope 
sasas: Bowdea : Assla : Bslt & : HI t ijrtcansas: Hcwdea : Aiaala % Half & ; Ail 
17 : 2088 ; 57 ; Half sTarietles; 17 : S088 i S7 ; Half :7arieties 













































































ef •£!? el o t* i» » iN H 
§  « i w  ^  
•» «« •¥! «t> <* n 4)1 «« 
9 
tW 
«» «« B» #» 
1 £S 
5®N' 8?«' 




«« •» •« «ft 91^ 
#4 *» •* #<l c« 
a* 





«» k« «« *ft «s 
«i w ® <4 M M IW? M !»} 
n 
«C «« tf* «• 
-3 
n 
^ If M 
i l l ^  














^sarftst^ «• Lseatiss • %ssoa 2j§S2 
p®" sawHs, Qstism 
y MMm I—1 ffTiri^iittHawiy 
S 3 mit & i 4 , * Ail s 









irkaasas : Bsi^deQ i 
1? : 2088 t 















Marian?!,f9 Dalts Hops 
>as : Sm&m : 























































































s siir?®a5s^ • • Brwfaaas. 5 AeaXa : M2ir & 
* 
• s Variety s i ?  ^083.. _ •; 3!? 5 
« 
• 
4 « l^asa S S.S0O 3 7.395 : s S^61S ; 9i 
* 
• 3 





: yer© ; Bo^ai-80^ : 7.37S 5 8#9S< — Xm^ 
« 
* s ^cals 3? f §>483 S l«CSj§fi ^.SSgl 
* 
« J a • « S^SiS iZ0«85H lO.SiH 
» s AXl Tss'J^tiss • « s 
« 
• s />2?K«aiS!fts 2 4i?8S S14.S7F? 
• f.i£«s*4jgi«aft ; iissfeleiii « s SeO§l^ 
; UpSaad " J Ami®. ^  S &.S45 » 8i35?F 
s i Si • 9 .g.9S|1? 
«. .. ^  ....... <» .6i,15:5^ m 1*1 I' 28 
» t JiS'. j>a®a» 1? » « S 7«SaFF 
: ^szimne. ; BOWSsb 20S8 <» 
.2 
•: Oslta t A<ssl& 37 » 6«^S 5 Oiisiii) 
• 
-• 
: Half St ^ a 
: All tsriei&Ses &^SSS? « «• IX 
V : ,^ sixism 17 i 5 5»9S|E^ 
t-p 5 S08S 4 * §*4S0 « ?»S5Ff 
S Hcsp® is AjssIs ^  • 4 5»42FF 
s : Belt .k StOf * 9 • s^aiFF 
$ s Ml "^^isties * i-.4£00 • •» 13 

95 
TarSaty "• Loca^oa - Sesasoa 1932 
'Sei^ i at I4atf per iOO 6eeos, Sz-ass 
Ksaa OtffeTeEos 
,!?a3s: Msiyimsa Ucleafi jsSia^Sji&'Bas I/JS 
:• Mif ^ : 




8s 17 : 
Bcss i^sa : 
£088 : 
i usiJT 
; Hsif :vi^ eties--««-«3Z--«-L " <«« .,N.r.,M,...,i.,.v*.,, 1. 
; 9»^5S , * 
• 












J 9«a5iiO 8»0Sci 









, is^ssa Il»2Ss! 










• Loeatica i S^ayettevilie Farm 
• 
• ' tixicmsas i Hawden s Aeala J BBlf & J 
» 
« 
^ vsriQty • ' 4 ' 17 1 2Q08 J 37 • CSIol'4" . . -, A a« iiipfa 1 
e • • i Msaa- , ; 23.83 : - 33.71' « 34,7S s 145.47 3 
1 
- •' Fajretteville 
t 









• i'stm S ScBidQa 20^ 6 S 33,71 s 0.S4A -.4,08 11.76 
« 
• 
* s Aeale 37 » 9 S4,79 I 2.70AC 
« ' : 3alf Hal? « 45*47 s S3.7BH 5SJL2H 50.0^ 
* •! ill"*srieties • • • S6«3S003 
*-
# • A2?iC22252lS X? • gi-SO » SsSSS? 
• Msgjaiina * Boisdea 8068 « 34.07 : l.OMJ 
-* iTplsnd J Acsfibis. 57 • A 5&o4l 5 • -X.OTSF, 
• i Stelf & Half «• C ^r3»^7 S 2.5<2^ 
• 
« ' : All varietl^ •« ' 35«3?5i 
«• •r 'f -fiaicexisas 1^ 1 Sl,10 ; 7.69Eg' 
• 
.• . Mariaima ; Eowdea 2088 • «' 54.53 : 2.SmD 
% •  D^ta t j&esla 57 54.92: '% 0«3?ISS 
J t Sslf & t. 43.S7 s 4.51:^ 
I s £11 varieties i 56,1050} 
« 
« 
• i ia&sasas 1? • S1.45 ? 2.862!F . . 
• « BoBd@a S08S • « 3S. SIS S 
« 
• 
Assala ^  * 
-# SS.9? : S.2SF? 
#-
«- t Half & Salf t 59.21 i 7.®S^ 
t . All Yapieties • 9 S4r.@S25S 

26BLS 96 
Tarielgr - location - season 1958 
Per Ceat iint 
Mean Differsaee 
• Mariaana i-'plaad JSariaana 
a ; mit & s ill 
: gsaiif jirarietlQs 
.AaScansas i Roisd^ j Aeala : Half & : Ail : ixitsatsaaJRo^fisi s Acsli 
17 : 2088 : S7 : Half iTaristiss; 17 s 2038 : 37 . 




B • a.i,?6 
m • 
t 
S.S5 { 2.7S 
0.5S j 0.88 






" 2,01 14.87 .3 S.40 
7,2m 12,30 J ©.48 
S.2S&S OeSSAG j 




1.1^ J '——Sw® 
l.sm© : S»6®f ^  .a 
iv4S33 : i9»7eA« laOAC ^ 
?«0^ . S5«9Si 26«^' ^.3 
S.?^ 1 
• 






: l,7SiSf # • S.S 
7.5  ^ « 
6,9SfF S 
S.SQSS or 
6.«6SS 5 : 
: 

]>teiri32ma Delta i sope 
msasSKo»i35E s 
17 s ^8 s 
Acsla t 
m f 







; Itowfiea t 

















































































clocatios. gaysttgyjlle gsgg 
5 ?sr4ety 
;:&Efea3ji3aBi" -Soaaea"-:- • l.ca2a';' j Half 5; 
: ^ 7 ; ___ J 5"? J 3sJ£ :th 







s Arkaas ss 17 
: Bowdaa SCB8 
* wr 
s SiZf &Ealf 
« .fiil Tarieties 
Aricaa^LS 17 
I Bor dea 2088 
s Acala S7 
sa^feEeO-f 
All Tarietiea 
:3s. ^  
;15.5375 
ss-mc 
t 16.49 % 
*2iO«0IL « 




















: Jitoaases i*7 
: iSosnJen 2Qes 
s 6^la 37 











s: i Is&^ sas 17 :15»1S Hc^e : Boadesi SCBB :i4a0S 
s Aeala 37 sl5«00 
S mf & Hal* ..;32«W 






Tarietijr - Leeatioa - Seascaij 19^ 
Mem Longtli ovesr •J Inch 
Mesa Sifferensd, 
" Ifegiasaa gplaaa ; • • • 
! Hal£ 5; : all ? Ar35,ai;sas; Sowiieitt { Aca3a 5 Half- & : All i ' 'ii.'yEB>nR»a • T^owflaa : Ai 
HiftJf • S'vsrifftiAoiB« 17 S088 S? 
t • • 
Half ivarletles J 






























• S.^MD • 1.45 J 
• • • * 
• 5.212) 10,98A 
• 
-• 4.4SS® a.l8A 2.60^^~"" ~ 
c 
9- e.4?MD i 32.9SA 23.1^ 24 






















Half & : Jill 







Half & ? All 
svsxleties 










































































: Loeatioii. Fasretterille Jsm. 
• Arkansas : Bowdm : Aeela s Half & : A 
• 
• Variety jt- 17 I 2088 : 57 : Half :Tari< 
« • t M sqbl 7.88 : 8.04 : S«82 : 12.72 : 9.31 
« 
: F^ettenflll© jldcaasas 17 7.88 ^ 0.16 Qm94k 4.84 • 
•; Fasgi RosdoQ. SOBS S.04 0.26R 4.68 
: Acaia 37 8.S2 1.53Ae i.27Ae 
* Half ^ iSolf 12.7S 7.87H 7.63S 6.54H 
: All 'Tarietiee 9.3SSQ 
-•• 
• Arfeaasas 17 10.58 4.o®sr 
; ISsriaxwa. BovfleK S088 l 9a4S Z^SW 
i Uplazsl Acala 3? 8.7« 0.05F? 
•0 Half & Half 18.70 s.Tsssir 
« All varieties 11.8SCX} 8.03 
« 
• AdcaBsas 1? 8.02 0.23MD 
; Mariazma RoMea 2088 8.79 l.lsbey 
« qoXJeqi. Aeala 37 3.47 0.57PF 
• 
« &Half 13.64 1.82S2D 
• 
• All Tarieties 9.7650 1.30 
• 
•0- Jcel&sjases 17 U.7S 2. 67HO 
• BoKden SO® 11.89 2.53S6 
:: Hope Acala 37 9.13 O.^Bo 
0 
m Half & Half 16.81 : 2.83H0 






Tariely » LpeatioE - Seesost, 193S 
Per «ent lay Wei^t ^  laek md XesB 
Moan Differe&ee 
BtefflasBaL Cslaid iiTi I A I I $ & s All 
s Half sv^ieties 
Arksasas: Bowira i AesQa : Salf & t All 
17 : SQ88 : 37 t Salt zrarletlea 











-^0^ 1.59 8.SS 
leSlA ^—^.,0^8 9.25 
2»58A 1.07R 












is: P-csSm. t 
s SS8S s 
Aea 
3 








0.94HO 2*57 B> 





iSsx±Bs:a& Bess . 
t AeelA ; Snl^ &. ; All 
6 2(J88 s . 37 $ Ssif STaristies 
^i^aisas: Scssg&t : Aca3ja : Half & : £11 
17 J S)a8 i S?. I Half x-vsaristiss 
















..0^ 0,43 5.eg 
501 
0.4S R 







3 .OS HQ 
S.S5 5*08 
A 5«12 
1»S!L A X.29 H " "•-












• jU&aasas :Bovd«a : Acala : Half & : 
• 
• 
Variety 17 J 2088 J 37 : Half iva 
« 
« Mean 24 : 2S : 24 : 18 
• - Arkaasas 1? 34 — — 1  0  6  
: FasretteTiliB Eowiaa 20SS 2S _____ i 5 
f yara Acala 3? 24 0.00 e.liAc^^------..^.,^^ 6 
Half ^  Half IS 36.6SA 30.5^ S6,69Ac 
111 TajTieliies S2«SS 
Arkansas 1? 23 6,iagP 
Ma3>iezi&a Roardea 2CB8 SI l2.23yF 
D^pisaii Acala 37 20 S-i-4S?B' 
Half & Half 15 18.35EF 
All Varieties 19.75 1 
ABfeaasas 17 24: 0,00 
SgwTl anna Eowdea 2088 22 8.12[FF 
Delta Acala 37 22 l2,2S?i' 
Half Half • 18 0«00 
111 varieties 2i.a> 
Arfcaasas 17 25 2»6iS!F 
Hope Bondm SDS8 21 5,32?F 
Acala 37 21 J 7.82PF 
BEalf & Half 18 : 0,00 












TTarietsr » Location - .Season 1932 
Masitam Leng'^ 
Mean Difference 
Mariaana Pplgggi Mariana 








18 19.7s 23 20 15 24 22 
2«s0 







MariaB.ua Delte Hois 
msas i Eowflea : Acala : Half & 3 111 
L7 : ^ 8 ! 37 : Half :Tarieti88 
^kesEsas: Bosrdea s Acala : Eslf & 8 All 
17 ! SOQS : S7 : t-mrietida 































3 2 6 
. S S A  — 0  4  
•SSA 0,00 4 











—3 2 5 
S.S7A 0 S 
5.S7A 0.00 S 



























ArisHnsas; Hcwdaa r Acala : Hslf & 



































t Arkansas 17 
Hope I So-Hdsn 2088 
: Aeala 37 
t Half & Half 












Variety- Loeatioa - Seasoa, 1933 
iioct©! Lmg^ - Wei^t Basis 
Mean Difference 
ISnyj Masiaaaa UplaBd 
Acala : Half & 111 I Ai&ansaa : Hondm i Half & 
t Half 
Ajicaasss: Rowdeni 
17 ; 2088 HalC iTTarietiesi 
12 ; 15.50 I 19 17 16 
6,604 
6.604. 0.00 —• 





ansas : Bowden : Asala : Half &: All 
If : 2C388 : S? t Bait iTarleties 
AiJcansae : Eondon : Aeala : Half & 
If : 2088 : 37 t Htelf 
All 
varieties 





















—. 2 2 6 
5.60r~^ 0 4 
i.eas. 0.00^ 4 












1.04& 1.04Ae 2 
3.134 1.0®R 2.G9AC 


Loeetloji Fayettevlll© Para 
•Arkassas i Hovdm : Aeala t Half & : 
Variety ; 17 : g£>83 : 37 : " Half J 
Mean ; ^41 i 38.31 : 35.92 » 47.93 : 
AXkmsas 17 S&,41 * 5.40 S» 53L 14.52 
Fayettevilie Boietea 39^ S.81 S 3.^ 9.12 
3 fazm Aeal& 37 35«Si2 X.TOAe 1^9® 12.02 
Ka^ & Hal* 47.S5 9.8Stt 6.1 vS — 
All TCrietiss 39.0175 
A2kaasas 17 SS.9@ o.sagT 
Marianzia Hoidea 2068 ;»«79 O.Ol^T 
Upland 4. Acele 37 44.03 S.491IJ 
Silf ^  Half 48.67 0.50^ 
All varieties 41.1200 • 
Ar]^sas 17 sg.si 4.SCISD 
;]iliBrieBKugi Bovdeo. SdS 43.14 : 2.9^ 
Delta Acala 37 99.47 : 2.4(S^ 
Half & Half 4i»77 ; o.amD 
All Tsrletiea ^.7475: • 
As^Bssas I? SL.4S : 0.5SIF? 
Hope RomSea SS68 t 35.46 ; 0.97FT' 
: lAcala 37 : 39.14 : 0.9SHO 
• 
• Half & Half : 40.96 : S.OIjBT 
t All varieties : 36.7825: 

faRTjg 101 
yeriet^ * Locatlca - Seasca, 19SS^ 
Per eent lei^t in ISiree 1/16 Indi M^el^oaps 
Mean Difference 
Half & : All 
• aalf STarietles 
Arlsmees : Bovdca : Aeala i Half & : All s 
17 J 3088 : 37 : Half tvarietieei 











5.80 11.04 15.88 : 
3 1 9 3 5 " ^ — 5 . 2 4  9 . 8 8  :  
?.47ASi 4«64 ; 








































Mailaaaa iSelta S&d® 
bss: Bowdea; Aeala : Half & t AU : ^kgnsasi Bawden i Acsla i Half & 1 All 
« 2088 : 37 : Half sTac-lstiesi 17 : S088 : 37 s Half :Tari«tiaa 































9.30 : 0.35 
5.81H 6.SfiS '— - •» 1  • «  
—  • •  
7.81 
5.9BS0 





















.^^kaasas : Bovdesi : Aeale s Halt & 
Yariety : 17 ; 2098 i 37 i Half :u 








17 0 0 4 
17 : 0.00 0 4 
17 J 0.00 0.00  ^ -4 




















Axkansas 17 i 19 
Hd«d  ^ S088 i 1? 
Acala 37 : 17 
Half & Half : 13 
All Tariatias s 16«S0 








Arkansas 17 t 17 
fiovdati S088 ; 15 
Acala 37 : 16 
Half & Half : 14 







Variety - Location - Seasesi, 19S2 
PslBiary Modft, Nosiber Basis 
Mean Difference 
All : Mcasaw : Bovdea 
ivagietlear 1? i gpffi 
A<«kia : EBi.t 
37 
All ! 
Balg iTearietlea i 





a.29A . 00.00 





« SasSm :-5 s Ss 
.JlSIS 
Asala I Bsi; 
.3? 3 Half gyaarlgfttse 
: 




S !•««& ~— 
S 0«99A 0.99iU 


























t ^ka&sass Btnrde& t Aeala t Half & : 
17 : 2088 : 37 : 15alf :<s 
: liean 24.98 : 29.57 t 26i^7 : ^ «05 : 
:?ayatt«vlll0 
: ?fi33& 
^kansas 17 : 0&I.98 
: Bcwdas. SC968 : 29.5? 
Aeala 37 s S6s8? 
& Half : 37«05 
All Tarieties i 29*6175 
4,S8 1,89 12,07 
2.70 7.48 
1»45 AC, ^ 10,15 






Arkansas 17 t S3.87 
Boisden 2(B8 i 29«59 
Acold 07 £ QS 
lalf & Half S S7.24 










Ar^sas 17 ! S8*Sl 
Boisa^ 2068 .OX 
Acala 37 .. $i S9.S7 
Half & Half j a».07 










Adcansas 17 i 22»ld 
SOBS 3 26«59 
Acala 37 ^ 31«19 
Half St Half 1S1»*24 







Yapioty - i-ocatioE - Season, 1932 
Per Ceat Nusaber of Pilaers in Three 1^6 lach IPvissaxj 
Mean Diffeiresce 
: fieOf & i All IrMcsas: Howdea : Aeala : Bait & : All ; jzftsssas i BosFfien • 
: 3Salf :7arieties 17 : 2068 : 37 ; Half {Varieties; 19 2088 J 37 
; 57.05 : 29*6175 23.87 s 29.59 t 32.55 : 32.24 J 30.8125 i 28.31 1 SB.®, : 














5,78 8.68 13.37 0 
^»4SB 2.96 7.65 • 0 0 S.^ 
' 
* AO A A O <3Q A^T""^ a oa • m 
• • 0«A 
0,15MJ 
1.8«SJ 













3.9815} - •  
















S • • 




t Bm&m i AeeHa t Half & t I&li : Ar&miisas: Ecw&cbi ^ S WeHS k t All 
7 ? 3088 t 37 J Salf jTarletiasi 17 : S068 i 37 s Half xTarleUies 





















S.70 1.0S 8.78 
S«e4 6.0« 







» . S 9.0S 7.08 
1.7BiaD t 1.<SR ^—-^^60 8.^ 
O.6«30o ; 2,20^ 
2.90Mi> : 1.7Sa • 0.6^ MfMS ^ 
S.GSKD J " 

Loeambk' gagrettsTllte Farm 

























1? : 2088 57 ! Half tVi 

















Half & Half 












a T* S> Mariaasa 
Delta 
: Ai^assas 17 
: Bovdea 20SS 
: Aeala 37 
: Half & Hal f : 









: Hovtdesn 3088 : S 
: AcaLa S7 : 5 
! Ha.f & Half ! 4 
: All VarietleBi 4»75 







Varie-^ - Location - Season, 1932 
SeeoBdazy Mode - msstbex Basis 
Seaa Diffssenc* 
racKB iSarimaa IBPlaad : • Mag'»«Ti«w 
. ^  ^ /t _ _ « _. ^ - w ^ ^  A ^ ... > ••-«• *" .. * .. ; Half & ; All : ij^aiisas: aoHden I Acala' : Halt as S jSll !S Arl£ESlS8E t Hoffdeai $ 
J Half iTarleties; 17 : 3088 : 3? ; Half :Tarietiea a & : a0€B : 









3.42AC 3,42AC — 





0.00 i 8 1 
5,42MD 3.42R 1 
3. 43i3U O#Q0 3.42E^^ 
0.00 d.84& 3.4SH i 












iSariamm Delta Hoiie 
szis es : Hovdm i Aeala i Half & 
s 3088 : 3? : Half 
iLll 
Varieties 
irlcenses: Hoffdea : Aeala s Half & : 111 
17 I SQ8B s 37 1 Half iTaristies 



















-— S 0 4 













^—^ ^ 0  0  1 
0,00 i 
0«00 0.00 





«- Lod&tioa Fasrettsv ill© Fasa 
m- » t irIsEmsas: SoTsdea : A-cala i Half & 
•-
«- { Tarie  ^ } 17 s 2088 : 37 Half 
«-c ? Mesa 10.32 : 10.86 s 22.0S : 11.10 
• 
•- t i:ricaii8as 17 10,S2 0.54 1.76 0.78 
• Xajr 3 •iiS'Vi lxS§ <«/88  ^ c»  ^ 1.2S 0aZ4: 
•' Fesa t Acala 37 12,08 1.74AC 1.2Q^~~~ 0^98 
• 
« J Half 66 Half 11«Z0 0.-77H 0.24H 0o9rAC 
•• s . t All Vsrleties 11.0900 
ur 
• : Arkansss 17 1S.04 2,e9M  ^
a 
• SSsflsasa tJ t ^8S S 10.72 0*14S? 
tr Uplmd i Acala 3? 10.82 1.24iFF 
» ' t Self 15«12 Se97MI 
s J All varieties 12.4290 
• : ArJsstns&s 17 10.69 O.dT'MS 
•-
•- Maaleniia f Rm&ESBi S088 3 10.67 0.19iF 
•-
» Delta t Acala 37 « • 12«3} 0.41MD 
• 
* i Eslt & « • 12«65 
t All Varieties • •m 11.6775 
s : Axksneas 17 • IS. 72 1.4S HO 
•-
#• 3 BowdSD. 3>88 • a 12.27 0«S9Ho 
Sol® s Acala 37 : 21.0S 0,43E? 
•' 
• ;  Se l f  & 3alf m I4.S8 
• 9 ; All Varieties • 12.8576 

sms 105 
Yerie-ty - Loeatloa - Seasoa, 1®32 
Par Csnt STaiabers of Fibers Sa Three 1/16 lacii Seccadary 
Modal Groups 
Mean Difference 
























































































































Marlfinaa Delta » • HOPd 
Esisas: : Acala • Half & ; All : : naif & 2 All • 
19 : 2<S8 : 37 ! SalT :Varietlest 17 : 2Ce8 t 37 : Half :7ea?ieties: 



















1.81 S,16 3*0S 
.02A 1>8S S.IS 1,60 
.79Ae 1.8iAC 0.35 1.45 






























: LoeetioB : 
i ; Taarlety 
Aikaasas: &o«ds& : Aeala : ^ If & : 
1? : 2088 : S9 J Half sTa: 
: ; : Mem 20.96 i I9«43 i 20.04 : £5;S9 : l! 
: : iarkansas 1? : 30.96 
: Fesr&ttevills: Bo^ m 2088 : 19.4S 
: Farm : Acala 5? : 8G,04 
: : Half &, Half : 15aS9 
: t 111 Varieties : 19.00S0 
1.53 0»92 5.57 
4.4LA~^~ 0*51 SSi 
l,76Ae"~~^--~-^__^ 4^45 
15.4^ 11.07R 
; S AS^ssam 17 i 21^08 
; !»•«<« % BssdSL £86 ; la .ag 
J Bpland i Acala 37 s 1S»17 
s ! Half & Salf i 






: : .^siEsnsas 17 : 20,23 
t BSariarma : SowSea 2068 : 18.11 
: Delta t Aeala 57 : 19«11 
J ]felf&fialf : 1§«35 






i ApSaitsas 17 t 32«?8 
S BensrSSi: S)8S i 19«S6 
Heps : Acala 37 : 19.^ 
i Half St Self s 17,36 










¥ariaty - Location - Seascss, 1932 
Coeffieieat of Vsrisbility 
Msen Difference 
lilfi Eana Msrlanna Upland 
; Half Sc : All •  •  Arkans^: Ro^ds t Acala :i Half & : iOl I itSESasas: Hosrdesi : 
R9 : IBsXt sVarietieo •  » 17 i Sim : 37 : : Varieties: 17 : 8086 } 
}.04 : 3S;5S : 19.00SO «  •  21.08 : 18.85 : 18,17 t 13.92 : 17.9550 i S0«S3 ; ia.ll : 
5,93 ; 5.57 •  * 0.12 • ,  0.7S 
>,61 ;3;84 i . 0.58 • 1.3S 
'4»45 : ' 1.87 
i83Ac ' 1.S7 • 
1.050Q i 
2,SS 8.91 7.36 • m 0.85 







































4.4^0 •  •  
4*28Ho : 

caasas: 'Bow&ea. : Aesl'& : Eeit & : All 
17 : 8088 t 37 J Half Waxietiss 
•AriaaosaS: :'••• Aeala i Salf & s Ali t 
1? : ao® J 37 s Seat ;Varleti©8: 



































.-__3.4S 3.50. 5.42 
SclSfi. 2.00 
S.19A 0.07R 
4.94A l,8gR 1.75AC 

M£ 
• « ^s -^Sta •ulils Fee® 
. 
* 






« TfiBPiaty o 17 s 2QB8 : S7 s Self :\ 
s t • Mesa • « S4«74 s 8&*SI : 3S.8S t £•6? : 
: • • ^easas 1? » S4.74 -• 9 0*4.S 3.09 5*93 
sFey&tte'sille a « S068 « 34«SI « • 2.9S 4* 3S 
-




































yy Kffl fM *• » 
•. 
« 










J « • AXX V«I^€^S$S * 2&.egoe0 
BS s « 17 s 298 97 Osl®!© 
* 
« Meoifsma Hd'aSsei 2(^  t 2S»  ^ o.ae&D ? : I l^ta t Aoala lSs3.t & Half 3 • • 33*63 2-S.45 - 0*491  ^
: s All ?a7i9ti@@ * Se«93£(S 1 
: « • 17 t ^*20 I>9d HO 

























Tarie-^ - Locstim •» Se^on, 
Pot Cssit 1/2 Inch ctaS - ifi3^»er ieeis 
£lBaa Biffareaee 
era 
^ i"' "s' " Ail'" 
s Bfikt sVarietleaj 
MarlaBaia gglaifi 
















0.1«i5 3.JSHO i 
S.0SHO : 

seosas: % aslf & 2 -^il : izicis&sas'; Bowddxi' 
17 ! £OSS s 39 s SIB1£ sTspietiea: I? i SOSSt 
aisai& % SelT & :s idl | 
S7 : Half sVaSletiei 
S.97 : 25.8S t Se.6e : 2S.4S : ^.9^ ; 30.33 : S9.S& 2&»3Z X 36.50 s ge.8?0& 
i»23 : s.se 
X.&4 i s«o$ 
0.17 : 3.51 
Q^ TB t 7.83 










0.22 0/69 S,48 
( K f e - — 0 . 8 1  3 . 6 0  












0.94 . 6.98 S.30 
0.iiA ^ 6.04 7.14 
1.4>0& l.Slii 13.13 
1.24H • 1.43B 1 

i<« 
• Fsss t^&wtlle BSES 
» 




•' T^sft^ s-ty t 17 « ^8@ s S?- s 1 
: s, t Msmy 1 84QSSS : 74  ^ : 
s 
» V 
3 Aafecaastss X9 
* 
S S4&SI '':^sT'~~~ 
k* 
* * a 'Am&m SC^ t B4sm 1»SSA 
14*  ^• F«aa m « AcsSei !S7 J 742S2. 16«Q^  ^
• Alii 7? 
4 « t i^s i^msm 1? s 9m& : is.^  
» Smrtaazsa •9 I^ufSm B(M t m9m s ISoSB® 
4 Ujti*A«3AM Z «BiTO>nhq %^r m «ji»vw«» s ^voiaKudiiV 





s S»Oi^  
s « ft ? @949S 2 • Sel^ SS 
: • • Ac&la 37 J eoDox S 




• Aj&mstas' 17 : $6826 « « 7»51. Ho 
: : S&Ofsdm SQ8& : 9mQ ; 7*?SH© 
Hops : jStcsOa S7 i 9QS70 « « 








. . .  — ' ^ 1 0 8 *  '  
:m •• ^2§ 
S?SK'3^?ga 
Esssj, LifJartsaos • • t 
ss ap i 'xtsfis  ^ ssssTissm ] ^ •«it 
£^>e8ilQ 
S9 
,; 41^ ' t 
i V&ri&tim s 
J l^s!km(m& s 




























S&rnm  ^: 





































































































































































































1.5575 i 4.0 
6.66 IMi —^-
1.15 Ho; 7.8 
CO 
Pasrattarille 

























Hope Delta Culaaas : Delta s msland Delta 
18.4587 21.15TO 19V6000 t 17.0SS7 20.0387 19.5625 : 16.7212 18.1712 15.8850 









1.5675 : 4.0888 
2.5^3 
6.66 

















— 2 . 8 4 L 3  
23. SS55~7~"~~~---^ 
ll.STFF : 12.06aaD 










S.f)« Mean piff^ rence 

Sgbls 110 » 
Wsigit per 100 S^ fis^ Orteits: 
llesEi iiSfTa^ saee- . • 
19S1 «. m 13S2 
Payetts- l£Banam& : ^systta- Ssarir^ na 
(11® ?i3ls }3vlsai. : s 25etite B®)S i •villa l^and - ; l^ aita Scpe 
34S&. iS*SS£5 ; 12.SS12 10.^ 75 : 10.46S2 
,SS50 2.S3S7 : « 0.0900 i 
s a^ noe ; 0,27S0 
1.0012 : 1.63^  
• 2.SSIF -^ a^ -^81S7 0.a87 ; 2.68S7 : 
4§*a IO.S22I- 7«SSEa7 — ; 0«1650 
44lS?r . t 6.06 He> m g.4SS5 
8.89*31 ....^ 7^537 : . i.8ssa 
• 22,522? —~-c>^03ao OJLSIS 
SQ'2® z 0,90»^  : 9,S?F  ^ lG»i52^r; J — 




ai' i^ at Par 100 ;:»eiig» &geffs 
22S3EI Utf Ssi'SEsse 
®20 USEianae Xiply^vS. 
iislta 
assQ • IS'SL. 
isariajsres sfegBtte-
: Daj.ts t ?ille 
l^arSesna 
Salcsad L'el' 
laeaa 5 8»45^ S : 7.2252 : 7.m7 ; 6»^ a2 
6.^  ;• TCTEr 
7»ll&2 : S,?8 i!D 5 
jU| Fsyettaiiile ; 7.1737 • • 4 ' « * * •^ . • 0.842S : 1.5S 
•pl Jsariasas : e.2SIS J 0.53 J 4.as st£- 1 z 0.7] |^^32 X^ lts I S.S1S2 w I 8.35'^  J 8.S7 l?F : 3.SS.3J : 
M!,, : •ii'.aasE » ; : 0.49 W : 4.2CK- : 8.11 
iSasri'-iisa  ^ Jpj.r2<? 







farie tj-Ixsaati ac-.sessOE 
&.i5sas : 
CTm": 
, . ,  
0*8425 : 1.5&78 
Q.nso 




a. JJ. Mean iJirrerence 
• • « « 
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2fiBLS 112 c. 
ViffilSTYrrLOCMIOK-SEASOI!! 
^ esTit. l.int 
SSssn Diffsr«2es 








Hoxis Delta Wolead : D^ta ypland Del'te 
38.7225 SS.8050 32.5650 : 52,9500 55.9975 36.9500: 56.5875 56.1050 54.0625 






































S, Do Mean Difference 





itigfimiwiiMi flfati oa 

2&SLS 114 « 
Per Ceat Wel^t ^  2n^ md £esa 
Se6s l« f^Eres2?8 






Booe Uelta i^ialssid BOlta •VLLLE Ultleaig Salte 



























































20.75 ; 22.00 21.50 22.25 
VI 







































Tarie ty-Locatl an-Season 
WffX-tinnia Lei^lfa 
Mean Difference 








SODO Upland Delta Upland I^elta Uclaad s. Delta 












































S, D. Mean Difference 
t-» M t-' l»» M H M W 4(1 M C* O 
M ta 

116 ^  
« fsr-iTrau:..*^  ^a .;• •^ %r 
Mpgal X-ggrSh weig^jkt "BateSa 
laesB 
SO s :r 3S32 
i;»aa sffsm^O"  ^ llariaassa : 
^ -viH® 
Iis?l«aas 
^>sa ; Delta ^He Os^^d f seite I SKs-e : : S^ta 
S 1S.75 i7.g5 24^  ; 15.50 17.iX3 1S«50 : IS-Sa 15»S0 











gs.<^ s^  
3.00 5 
2.S5 ; 1,00 













4. gggF •: 
1.50 ; -.u,55 
^ 
'6.SC?S:S r -J 




S. D, Mean Difference 
"W » W H 

g5BI.5ll7 . 
VjffiTRiy»ixtCA'n: fi^s.gBgA.'y its 
Peg egit Wed^t iB aroe 1/16 ladti SSo^BI Gsoape 
lSea& Biffi8r«sted 
: 19S2 
la £asfet&e» ; Fsnp^e- MetriaaaBa 
»Ita ville UDlmS Del'fea H«5e : Tiiie Uplafid s Selte Bope 
S5.8S35 38«S9  ^ 41.12S& 42.7700 ; 30.0175 41.1200 S 42.7475 36.76S5 
>•^ 950 X.4875 • » S»2100 t 
2.S625 s t 1.0S75 
3.S4S0 5.2700 6.&175 t 3*26S0 S 
1.S2SS? 1*7250 l.'^ 25 S 
..i4»3G' O i^'SSSB S 1.6  ^
S«3  ^ UM5.QZ ©57230 " • 
J.S3'2e s S.73Q0 2.2550 
0^98»3£ i 2.3  ^ 4.^ ^55 
ii«0«3e O.S4?S^s : 5,0  ^ 2.20MIi s ~~——, 








•»-" nr r' 118 
3>r±ggr3r S^te, aaga?gr Se^s 
Sfisaa Bi^ ersae® 
issi » * « * 
"I SSeri^ sas s •m ?•» lasrissi ie s 
; Saits 5 H0O6 m l^ie • UT-J STK -^^  ieit« s 
S 26«S& JUl^  t 14»00 ; • • •^00 *• li^ OO ;: 
o • ,  • « ««r 0*88 : m « * <• 0,75 : • » 
• 
« 
• S.?5 ; * -# • •^23 s 
• 0,25 t 2,25 ; S«S5 * ' Q,^  •> • 9 • ft 
» 
« 
•• 2  ^5 1«S5 « » * 49 l»cx? : m O' 
*so » s,mimz •» • * • • • 3.S0 s 
• 
• 2»4S i^ 1.49H: m » « 0.?5 
0 .67 '31  s • * tt » « #• 0..60 s CU5i> 
•  • « 
« 
» 
m •^235? » • s 0,90 
S7*S{> 9 • » • » »^4ia5 « « •^iSIDs • 
4 • »• «' « jU4S<:52 « •• «r IwS^SO; 

Mean Difference 
S. D. Memi Difference 

r tJsat Fss^ssr or Risers ijs ••Bssgry'i'j ^ es rsissrir iaotftei GrJKips 
Sess. Biff ec&ned 
iSSi ; ISSS 
3 
"AUs 
s^simm : l^sxs0«rt«»: Jiai'tasss : 
Selia I^leetS t ij&Ltiii 3ap& s trSile ; SoicasS ; Bsita ; Bk;9 
sam7d&0 S 5I.OTIX3 32»S«50 : S9*6i75 : SO.>aiSS £ ai«94ao : 
«»29SO 
s 1.4900 
: z Se7475 J i 





4*S^ S 6.7275 
US3B!> s 5.S£Sio 




 ^ *• 
laOTS I : 
5 0.i700 J 








2.m*  ^ 1»3SMF 
__^19SS 5 s,^ az& 




S..D» Mean Difference 
;.o  ^ cji cji 8 • 
<p •a 14 O O i/< <J-'- O 
p rp 
p i  S B  

Seec^ifery Hode Staabgr Stegjg 
Siffej-enc® 
: <• » 
Mosr^aos » £ : Fi^ ett&o 
ieiktft • mte . s Sacss 2. "5iZX?3 SS '^S  ^ S0<88 
S t^U s a[!% S«  ^ : ZJXi s 4»C& 
S 0.® »  « «  •  « «  0*0D : 
"—•—^ 
•M S <J«f25 
0»2S ; 9^*} 5 l*Cw «-«r 
1,00 t 0*9S S 0«?5 ! 
.62»2a o^ s^Tm z Uism •—^50«25 S S 1»9& 
O.CO i Q,BS  ^ . Q.^ S9T^"~—_ • • 1,^  
1^««2 • • ^**"" 
« •• 1 _ 0«£w » 
z S 1»72MI 
,S5*  ^ « 2,S5»SSs t l»72m o«oo 
1 3U^»  ^ J 2«C  ^ S 0-S6?5o 

Metal Difference 





t i  
p /r{« 

fSHLS 121 . 
Per Csut Ktsaar of Fib«2s in ^Ssss® X/lS 2ae!i Ssecadjsry iso&al Carotras 
asaa 3iS5Cter«aiee "1 
WSl idae { 
ISft 
Jfayatfes- Msri^asaa £ Sayirtap©-
rlllo 
iSBorir-mim : 
liplsssd : : Ic^sfss- : S«l'^ ; Eopa 
16.5S53 2£^5^ t 2S,8^ i ^ 3«30 1S.42&0 ; 21«7?5 s I2»S^ 
6^ i*^?5 t r 
• '2.2^ : 





3»7®)G 5 S.4?352S S ioSSOQ 
-..iiaSSTS 5 JUfsroc 
0.^3© T~~~- --.i_^482S 
« * 











u.._2j>35SC> J OtSeS&s 1.7S75 
O.SSS&& s o»§g^s • 

Mean Difference 
S, jj, Wean Difference 
*• «• «• 
« • • « 
«» «• %* «• 
H M H H H (X> ^  
•'/ 4 « • 
f -' S 
^ cm o 
o * 
TO H 
I I  
O H 

»PABr.-R 122 , 
Yftp T jjj^'v^T/vn ATTfig^cngA.ca'^Kr 
Co^fleieat of ¥ariability 
Mean. Ctfferened 
3S0 2S31 i : 1938 
oa ifajrette- Msrisma : s Sayetrtev Berlamaa ; 
l^ta "(rf-llft Upland t 33slta :  HoTJe ; viil© Hislaiid Delta t Horse 
28«^00 19«8S50 18*5200 2,7.9800: i7.0450 19«0050 JSiw9^0 2S,:2000 : 1.9,6950 
»,&725 S.3^ : 1,0075 .»• • 
: 0,4100s 0.1900 : 
0. 2159 : l.SSOr 2*7900 0.8300 • « 
O.SSEF ^  -^^^_^0,6400s 1,5750 0,66K3 m m 
0.v5*50 8*S8EF l.iaai? -—^^ 0.9350 0.S2G0 : 
S.09E? 2,8'MI f l.TKaDT"^'^ S A'AVSOO 
S«04'8i t : 1.0500 0,8050 t 0.69Q0 
• i • • 5.C5EF 0,§4S3 t 1,7400 
Q*47»30 : 0. 54*38 4.64E? 1,422® —-.,2^  1,4950 




























gpland ; Sell 








































Cent h Xttcli aag. Laas. ISaBiber Basis 
Meaa Dlf^ Beganeo 








H0739 Delta UplaaS Selta Uplsnd Dslta 






































































































: Selta UPXSSu Delta 
: 01253.3 6675S.7 7S68S.7 74056.7 9159S.7 aiQS4.7 9i2^ 7 85524.7 94313.3 













































Vajgyins gates 4«'10-4 
125 
Fibsr SlstribtitiDJi-Sertte: stags 
4 
* 
• Bate cf ^yjpl^ tSoa la poas 





{ J .89 •40 
s 21 • 1.07 J 2.S7 .55 3 
i g© « -^90 1*SL .^14; J 4*SS 3.45 2 
S 3.9 IP 4.!?8 5^1 9.2i  ^ 5»85 4 
;• IS t 1Q.?6 ' IS 
? 1? • 9»43 S.06 ii.es ; 1S,2S 3.35 2 
« -ia. 13.90 ,  ^er cs!  ^I 4^9%  ^ 14.SS •SI * 
; 15 iO*6S UsSS : 1S».3S 1 
? 14  ^«% #4/e IS* 34 .^43 i 12.S4 15. .58 
J 13 S«10 5.91 5.20 }S 4.71 5,S7 
! IS 
€sSS 6.30 4^1 ; 4»3S 5.84 
. : IX S,4S 5. 02 i.47 5 1»5S • r%-. <r»^0?7 
i 10 S«4S S.$4 S.74 :: ^*05 
J t 1»SS 1<»M 1.55- s 1.1S 1*19 . 
s 3«  ^ 3.4-9 S.DQ : 2.0  ^ ; 
5 ? i.ie 1.^ 4; .80 ; XJSZ 1.06 J 
6 i.§4 1.91 £.00 ; 1.27 1.72 , 
f 5 .50 l.SI. .6? ; .89 .80 , 
: 4 1.2S l.?l 1.37 a •; 1 Es « aata^aAk^ 1.SS * 
t 5 .m .6S » .53 
s S .55 .?9 1.20 «34 :-.80 
; 1 •52 .40 ; .25 
'Total iso.ck) 100*02 1G0,(» t $ lOQjcOO 10C.05 X(X 
Sas l^e Wt« Mgajs# s 78»Q 75-4 • 99S « f« 
Per ceat and 3©ss S^95 lO.'SO 9.4S s 7.7e S.02 s. 
Modal 2«sg1fe 15 1§ 15 s 17 15 
^•'9? esRt ft* la S modal l/iS" 47.80 41*o7 40.78 J 45.24 4; 

^EsBIjE 125 
Kb-sr Dist?Smt&«-?eree3>ts^ & Basis 
, Scott l^ SI 
Hate Gf Applicat3D3 ia pgaads -ger Agge 











, .40 ? .55 .S3. .5? 
• 1.07 2.5? <- - .SS 1.45 l.iS S.39 2.44 i.9S 
1.SI • SJL4 4.83 3 Sc4:5 2.a. .86 s.og 4.70 5.52 S.S6 
•531 9.21 5»85 6.37 4.75 2,69 7»18 5>^  7.S4 
10,?6 * « 11.^  12»31 9.1S 9.3) i0»a5 I4ei9 11.37 11,60 
9.06 » 11.63 15, 2S : 15.44 11.38 12.67 is.79 IS. 40 10.55 
iS,SO V 17.SS *8 CI <aa 9 nA em «jr» I3,SS •so Ska ie.GS 1 rti? .fcVllhU' V T% jsn TO «G 
10,^ 5 * jO.«8B iOs05 • IS I^S i4«5i ISe^  • i5»-5@> lletl 11,33 
' • •0 y.4S 12.S4 15.^  8*84 15.5^  1S»S4 5.14 11.34; 10.18 
5,91 # S.20 % « 9 « 4.71 » 5.9? 6.30 7.10 3.§4 &«52 4.74 5^ 09 
6»50 J 4^ 1 4.^  » 5.34 5.§4 7^ 0 4.&I- 4«5i 5.36 4.81 
'5,02 f 1.47 1.55 « ~# S»3? 2.^  S.57 i.S4 1.57 2.05 f> s:sc 
S.§4 « 5.74 » • * « S.05 • * S»52 sa? S.7S 2.25 B«43 2.98, 3,97 
1.84 » 1.^  1.1S * « 1.1S 1.15 «S6 i.S8 i.04 1.76 1.41 • 
• S,W 2.04 4 g^ y S.SS l.Sv 1.S3 S. i7 l.Tu 
» 
.SO 1,02 • * 1,06 l.OS 1.2S ,^ 2 •91 .95 x.4^  
1,71 # £.00 1.27 « l.?2 1.47 i,a l.Sl 1,49 1.41 
X«SL c e .S? .89 P « J .80 1.1S .7S • .79 .95 .81 •57 
1,?1 « r 1.3? 1.15 S 1*3S s l.S§ 1.18 ,51 1.23 • ,39 
.36 * «- .51 e .53 .55 • • .37 .68 ,m .41 .71 
A 9 1.20 ,6& • *< . ..ac .53 • .45 1.05 .65 ,54 .59 
3^5 • .40 « « ,25 • t .56 • If .24 .59 .15,. .14 .28 
l®^ a2 ; 100,00 :s 100,00 • 1QO,03 ICO.Ql A « S8.3S $&,93 9e,98 ioo.es 100,02 
9ti,g • ?4.9 * 9 5B.S • « 75^ 4 : ^.8 A « SI.7 7sa 76, e 7g.S 70.9 
10*50 • 9,43 A « 7.?S « • 2.02 8.84 « « S.20 8.28 S.79 7.71 7.S6 
is « • 13 * 19 • 15 16 4 « 15 1£ 17 16 17 
41.^ -7 » • m.'fz e 43.24 4S.9S » « 4S.M- 4S.2& 4S.86 38.38 40,18 

2&BIS 125 
Jlber 2«agtSj ^ istrlbuticsj-Psreea-fesge ^'s: 
Ysrsisi^  Bates cf 4~10«>4 
; '1 
Ist Bates of %siicefei< • 














« o SO .72 • «r 1.4B « 9 1.34 : 1.24 4.29 s 
« 19 5.46 a 9 4.18 • « 6.S0 : 4.9S 7.08 : 
3S • S.97 • r 8.99 ; 7.'71 •10.84 • 
17 11.10 « * 11.^^ • J 10.24 : 11.02 12. &L s 
- 16 9 • « * 14.98 • 14.^ : 14.46 M4.SS ; 
W 15.85 » 11.34 • • 12.97 ; is.a) 1S.2S : 
14 1S.S@ « e 15.11 • * 9.54 ? 16.39 10.3^ e 
13 5.04 • « 6.S4 c « 4.56 : 4.1S 4.79 ; 
13 1 6. @3 » 8 ?.96 • I* 6.92 J 9,64 4«79 5 
s n * *»JM K •* «/»dbr « • A «y<t • •vmas7 i JI etr9 rs«c/r n crt » Cn^tJGi • 
10 s 5,75 • e 4.05 • 4 4.9S : S.8S 3.40 ! 
9 J 1.S? • « 2.35 * 2,21 t 1.9S r.SS : 
S • J 2.S9 • 2=29 • « S»32 J 2.07 2.52 J 
? : 1.55 a • X.35 « • 1.9§ t 1.24 1.26 t 
6 1.75 • 1.62 • 1.04 • 1.65 1.83 : 
5 ; 1.01 : 1,08 • « .97 i .5o 1.01 : 
4r 5 1.87 * r 1.75 » O 1.94 : 1.24 : 1.26 : 
5 1.15, » « .94 « lai t .50 : 
2 1.15 « » .81 « .63 ; .41 ,m i 
1 .SS • • .40 s .K ! .14 .50 i 
Sofeal 100.00 • 99.97 m a ioo.ois 99 .99 ©9.97 J 1 
Saapls T't, ISgas. 69.4 « « ?4.1 • « 72.S J 72.S 79.5 1 
Per esat f ia^ sad less H.5@ ! 10.26 • • 12.45 s 7.85 .9.53 : ' 
SSodal laEg^ 15 * « 2S « tt 16 : 15 16 3 
cat-l Wt. la S modal 1/13 imcla .SCRUBS 4S.08 • • 41,45 « • 33.SS s 41.35 S9.72 ; : 

TAHititS 126 
Iwr ^stributica-^srsest^^e '%3^t Sasis 
• BaajpTTTifi 1951 
Rates of -^ pplie i^ca ia pcsraas per Aeie 









« 0 1.0*7 
1.48 » w X.S4 1.S4 4.29 2BS0 1.4S 5.76: 2.0S 3.44 B « 1.60 
4.2S • • 6.50 4.96 ' 7.OS 5.57 5.45 5.4S: 5.89 6.4S ' 5.^  
S,77 V p 8,39 7.?1 10.^  9.21 So8? 9.0?! S.90 10.^  7.72 
H.SS 9 xO.S4 11.02 12.61 11.51 11.S0 11. 40: 12.85 11.92 10.65 
! 14.98 « » 14 .M 14.^ 6 ,.14.^  1S»17 17.25 12 .^ 5 e 15.71 15.25 15.98 
11,54 • « 13.97 13.50 12.25 12.53 . IS.74 10.75 ; IS. S3 10 .8S 15.58 
15.11 • • 9.54 16,35 10.54 12.02 13.04 22.S1 ; 10.47 9.67 15.72 
6,34: c • « 4.5S 4.13 4.7S 7.0S 4.91 8.05 ; S.24 s.os 5.59 
7.95 « 6.92 9.^  - 4.79 S.31 5.75 6.61 % S,54 5.56 S.52 
<& c^n 
» 
 ^ «w  ^ AWI fer - BsoB 6.es 3.58 5c35 : 3. 56 d.lS 2.55 
4.05 m a 4.98 • 2.89 S.40 3»52 S.@S .5.57 : • 3.40 4.24 3.99 
1.S5 • 3.31 l.SS I'.Sw 1.53 . 2.10 1 .68 ; '1.33 1.85 1.35 
• Se29 • 4 3«S2 2.0? 2. 32 2,4S 2.S1 .g.G7 ; £.09 2.65 2.40 
X.SS c « 1.9§ 1.24 . 1.26 1.66 2^0 1.30 : 1.57 202 1.35 
i.62 • 1.94 l.€S i.SS 1.79 1.® 1.50 : Xe^ . 2.58 1.86 
1.08 * ,9f »OD 1.01 .77 1.26 1404 ; 1.2S 1.19 .95 
1.7S • o 1.94 1.24 : 1.26 1.15 . 1.40 1.50 s 1.32. i.5§ 1.35 
.94 » a 1.11 .55 . .50 .51 .56 , .65 ; .65 .79 1.07 
.81 • .63 .41 . .35 .90 •5S , .52 : .59 .66 .80 
.40 0 .14 . .50 .26 .28 .59 ; . .5S .55 .67 
• O lOO^Gl 99.99 "^ .97 lOD.ob 3S.97 100.03 S 99.S8 99.93 1G0.00 
• 
« 72.S 72.S 79.S 78.2 z 71.5 77.2 f 76.4 ! 75.5 • • TSa 
lo.ss » • IS 9^^ i 9.85 9.§8 ©.46 : 10. 6S 8.55 s 9.0S 11.93 lO.SS 
15 « « X6 i 15 18 15 i 15 15 ; IS : IS t IS 
4X.4S • • ^.sa { 44.S5 SS.7S 57.72 i 44. C5 53.01 i 40.84 I 56.05 ; 43.28 

SABLS 12? 












« g2 « o .25 
* 
» «5S » .12 .S« 
$ 21 o 2,$S • 2.11 1,® 1,9S ; 1.72, 4.7; 
• * 4,48 « • 6.06 S.19 6.10 4.90  ^ 3.SC 
; 1§ » 10,36 a 11.^  a.9G 7»m : S,74 12.11 
« a 18 o « la .92 « • 15.02 11.74= 11.57 « 11.05 15. 2C 
p a 17 c 12.02 IS.Sl 11.87 1S.35 •* 12.8S 11.61 
« • » 5 is « » 14.71 « 13.10 9.77 15.53 * 15,35 9,73 
• 
t i§ » e 10.74 a 8.70 10^51 9.68 * 10.05 9.2( 
a 14 « A S.51 « 7.58 8.65 7.se 10. 7S 8 .IS 
a o 2S 0 5.50 5e30 6.S2 6.10 4 S.62 S.&c 
• 12 * 4s 09 a 4s22 fi-Q« 4-^  4s 9*3 3=S£ 
• 
« 11 » g,®? « « S.ev4 4.08 2.79 2.70 2.30 
» 10 ; 2,-56 9 2.S4: 2.97 2e§9 2« 7S 2o5S 
• « a 0 1,92 « 1«^  1.85 3.35 1,72 l.£g 
9 
« S t! 9 1.79 • •» 1.45 2.22 ^  Bafi^  * 2.31 1.79 
« 
• ? a * 1.15 « 1.19 1.61 f i.4e «' lc2S 1.02 
« 6 ff 2.4S « »92 1.^  1.99 « * 1.47 i»6e 
0 
ff- 5 « 1.92 « a .53 1.2S 1.06 a .61 .7'5 
A > 4 S,05 • 1.05 1.51 1.S5 * 4 l.SS 1.1E 
* 0 S I .26 .87 < .07. «.Sl 
g 1.41 '* • .26 .49 .80 • .4S .22 
» 1 l.-Si .25 »1£ .27 .13 
i'o'&i • 100*02 99.99 'ibo.bs « « 100.01- 100.01 
Sas^ le iHo SE^ s, 78«2 • 75.9 J 80.9 ?5.4 « 81.6 78.3 
Par esst ^  lueli md leas S.78 « • 5.9S 10.14 S.95 e a 8,35 7.28 
SSpSal Lsagfe 17 • « 17 17 1? « « 17 18 
Per C93t ''t, ia 5 ssudal i/lS" 23?cfEpe 33.65 « • 41 .OS .^38; 88.54 • c 37,74 S8,95 

SSLS 1S7 
esaglfe Dletriisitloo-BsrcerLlags Sei^ t Basis 
l^ iagi^ na 195S 
Eat^  of-aTaslieatioB is. Fatm&a pi&r-%ye ^ 
0 S ^  J 600 s SCO i Soae : iOQO s 1200 ; 1400 : 1600 : m&e 
" « • * « « ft * 
.53 ; : . ; .IS ; .39 : .40- : .87 ; »54: .S? 
.11 ; 1.^  2 i«S9 : I.ra, 5 4.73 *. 2.27- : 4,75 ; S.52 ; 1,10 ; 3.SS 
.06 : 3,19 5 6.10 s 4.S0 s : S.SO : 4,81. ; 5.9? ? 5,42 ; 2,48 t 8.0S 
»SS s 8,90 : 7.6S : 6,74 s IS.lS ; 9,^ : 10,95 : 10,57 : 4.Sf : 10.93 
>0S : 11*74 ; 11.67 s ll.OS : 15,^  : 14.98 : 16,9S : 1S,33 $ 11,43 ; 15,16 
.91 : 11.S7 ; 13.^  ? IS.SB j ll^ S ; 13.4S : 11.0? s IS.SS ; 14,S3 ; 1S.9S 
,10 ' 9.77: 13,53 : 25^ 85 : 9.71 ; 15.0S-: 9,2) ; ll,ss t 1S.SS ; 9.84 
' 10,51 ; 9»6S ; 10,05 9.20 j 9.61 : 10.95 s 10,84 : 10,07 ; 6.^  
.38 ; 8,65 ; 7.56 ; 1C,7S ; e ,13 5 5.54 : 5.S5 J 5,53  ^ S.SS ; S.SO 
,S0 J 6.S2 = S.IO t 6.^ ,5 S.S6 ; 5,74 ; 4.73 J S.Sv : 8,14 : 4.2S 
s22 ! 6=06 ; 4c38 ? 4s90,: Ss-SS i 5c§7 .i SeSS ; 4-0? • 5-S;r' J ' 4-53' 
• &4 s 4.08 ? 2,79  ^ 2,^ © J g.io i £94-: 2.36 ; 2.35 j 3,73 ; 2.46 
,04: ? 2.S7 J S,3§ ; 2»75. ? 2.55 ; S.57 s 2.':4 : S^7 : S,5§ ; S.S7 
: 1.35 ; S.S5 ; 1.7S .t 1»28 : 1.87 ? 1.74 : 1.S5 ; 2.54 ; 1.64 
Ad : B*22 t S.25 j 2.21,; 1.79 : 1.87 ; 1.87 s i.49 ; 1.9S S 2,05 
,19 : 1,61 ? 1,46 ; 1,25 ; 1,0S : 1,34 ; 1.00 ; 1.08 ; 1.5S ; 1.2S 
,9S ; 1.^  : 1.99 ; UM ; Um : i.47 •; 1.87 j i,56 ; 1.95 : 1.7S 
,53 5 1,23 : 1,06 s ,61 J ,77 : 1.07 ; ,87 ; l.CB ; .5S : ,96 
.05 ! 1,61 : 1,33 : 1-5S ; 1,15 .: 1,20 ; 1,74 ; l.SS : 1.S4 : 1.S8 
»S6 ® ,S7 s .SO * .37- 6  ^ ,53 • ,3D * .S4 s »3i5 5 
i26 5 .49 • »S0 * ,4^  ..I *3^  i »o3 j ,75 ; e54 * .^ 5 ; 
•03 ? 99»99 ; 100.08 S 100.0J { 100,01 ; 99.99 ; 100,03 : iOO.Ol i 100.01 5 iOO.Ol 
,9 5S 80,9 : 75.4 i 81.6 ; "iS.S J 74,9 ; 80.4 s 93,S l 7g,5 ! '?3.S 
53 i 10,14 : 9.9S 5 8,35 ; 7,28 s 8.83 J 8.71 s 7,59 s 3,69 j S,47 
7 s 17 .• 1? J 17 s 18 ; 17 s IS :• 17 3 17 i 18 
)g 35,33; 58.54 t 37.74 s S8,9S i 41.51 s 53.94 s S7,2S ; 43.00 ; 40,08 
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Weight of Seed PlJ^a Lint, Grsms 
Pounds 
4-10-4 1931 1931 19S2 
Fertilizer Scott Mariasna j^ ianna 
Per Acre 
None .18,20 18,02 15,67 
200 19.91 18.22 16.75 • 
400 20.14 13,22 16.81 
600 20,39 18,89 16,72 
800 21.50 19,85 16,76 
None 20.00 13.00 1S,94 
1000 21.85 21,50 16,96 
1200 23.06 19,28 15.80 
1400 21.52 21.72 17.42 
1800 22.81 20,03 18.23 
I^ oxie 19.95 17.84 16.88 








psr 100 Sseds, 
Pouads 
XSSI ISSl 19:^2 
r ertilizsr Scott Marleriaa' Z' ^ 1*1 filing'' 
I'iCne 11 ..45 11,95 iO.37 
£00 1S.44 11.54 12. CO o
 
o
 ^ jTN -• • V -.i 12 .17 1C,37 
500 12.24 12.55 11.21 
300 13.^ 5 12.24 11.83 
•'lotte wuw A 1 — 11.39 11, iS 
ICOO 1 l4.d0 11.02 
150C. •* "?») ^ w I. 12. £2 i.", .31 
1400 16.4S 15«0c 11.59 
isec iD.Oo 14.S3 12.07 
None 12.80 11.79 11.08 





Weight of List Per 100 Seeds, C&ams* 
Foaxids 
4-10-4 1931 1931 1932 
Fertilizer Scott Mariaana Marieasa 
Per Acre 
Sons 6.75 6.07 5.80 
200 7.47 S.2S 5.7S 
400 7.14 6.05 5.94 
500 7.15 6,36 5,51 
soo T f5»5 * • « C 5.61 5.95 
Bom 7725 6.11 5,52 
1000 7.40 6.70 • 5.94 
ISOO 7.72 5-. 60 5.49 
1400 5.83 5.70 5.73 
1500 7.75 5.80 6.15 
None 7.15 6.05 5,30 






Per Cent Lint 
Pounds 
4-10-4 1931 1931 1932 
Fertilizer Scott MsrisimB Kerie22Zia 
Par ixsre 
SIbne 37,07 53.58 34,79 
200 37.50 34.47 34,37 
400 35.45 35,19 35.33 
500 35.07 33.65 38.95 
800 35.74 33.30 33,58 
1 Uone 36,30 33,93 32,59 j 1000 33.87 31.15 35,02 
1200 33,48 29.03 32.70 
1400 51.74 30.83 32,91 
1600 33,98 28,94 35.76 
Kone 35,84 33,91 34,36 










Mean Length Over Inch 
Pounds 
4~10"~4 19S1 1931 1932 
Fertilizer Scott Marianna Silarianna 
Per Acre 
None 14.64 14.49 15.44 
200 14.65 14.55 15.62 
400 15.44 14.44 15.02 
600 15.42 14.43 15.30 
800 14.95 15.15 15.15 
n c Ar» n jt tro n r~ xo.ao 
1000 14.59 14.66 15.49 
1200 15.24 14.76 •15.93 
1400 15.68 14.64 15.53 
1600 15.13 14.91 14.75 












Per Ceat by weight Inch and Less 
PcmsSs 
4-10-4 1951 19S1 1932 
Fertilisar Scott Mariaima Marianne 
Par Acre 
None 9,95 11.38 5.78 
200 IC.SO 10.26 5.93 
400 9.48 13.45 10.14 
500 7.75 7.85 S.95 
800 9.0S 9.58 8.33 
None 8.84 S.46 7.28 
1000 8.20 10.55 ^,2S 
1200 8.28 S.55 9.71 
1400 6.79 9.0» 7.59 
ISOO ?,71 11.92 S.S9 
No3ie 7.56 10.39 8.47 








4-10-4 1951 1931 1932 
Fertilizer Scott Merianna Marianna 
Per Acre 
Koae 20 20 22 
200 20 20 22 
400 21 20 21 
600 22 20 21 
800 22 21 22 
22 20 22 
1000 20 20 22 
1200 21 21 22 
1400 22 20 22 
1600 32 21 21 
STone 22 21 22 





Modal Length, neiglit Basis 
Pounds 
4~10—4 1931 1931 193S 
Fertilizer Seott ?iariaiaia Tvlariaruia 
Per Aors 
Mone 15 15 17 
200 15 15 T n • 
400 16 16 17 
SCO 17 15 17 
300 15 16 17 
Hone 16 15 IB 
1000 15 15 17 
1200 15 15 IS 
1400 17 15 17 
1600 IS 15 17 
JJone 17 15 18 
Differences required for sigsiif icaace; 
Differeace Odds 




Per Cent I?eigiit in Three i/l6 Inch Model CJroups 
PoTinds 
19S1 1931 1932 
Fertilizer Scott Eei'ianaa laariEima 
Per Acre 
IJons 47,80 4Srf08 SS.-65 
200 41.87 AT Ji rf •SO. •'it? 41.03 
400 40.?S S3.S2 33.-38 
600 40.8S 44.'^ 3 58 .-54 
800 4S.24 39.72 37.74 
Sone 42 ••93 27.72 38.95 
1000 4e.l4 44.-03 41»Oi 
1200 46,25 56.01 33.-94 
1400 42 .as 40i>S4 37.25 
leoo S8.9S 36 .OS 40.00 
Koae 40.18 42 .'28 40.02 






PrJaaiy JSofis, Basis 
-
Pounds 
4-10-4 1930. 19S3. 1938 
itertiiizea? Scott Merianna Msriatma 
' Per Acre 
Hojae 15 15 17 
200 1 K 15 1 n ^ r 
400 16 15 18 
600 15 15 17 
800 15 IS 15 
IJona 16 15 IS 
1000 15 15 17 
1200 15 15 13 
1400 17 16 16 1 
1600 is 16 ! 16 j 
Hone 15 15 : 17 ! 









Per ceat Haaiber of Filsers in !Ehree 1/16 liteh Prisisry Modal Groups 
jPoosds « 
4irl0-4 1931 1931 1SS2 
j'ertilissr Socstt Mariaana 
Per Acre 
Sioae 55*65 32.44 SL.12 
200 52.13 51.S8 SS.7o 
400 30,60 ; 27.65 24.72 
500 22.22 36a 03 28.00 
800 34.36 30.04 29-64 
None 34.22 30,00 29.63 
1000 37,93 34.93 a .24 
1200 55.45 29.14 28.18 
1400 34.73 30,56 23.81 
1600 31.95 25.39 29.71 
llbas 35.45 32, SI ^.94 






SaetmSazy MOdOj Hmber Basis 
Fouads 
4*10-4 1951 19S1 1932 
Fertiliser Scott S&i2iassa Iferiaaaa 
Per Acre 
fiiosie s S 7 
200 3 3 5 
400 S 2 5 
VW 3 5 5 
800 S 2 « 5 
Hc/as 5 3 5 
1000 7 7 5 
1300 2 2 3 
1400 S 2 3 
^600 3 2 S 
S(me S 2 3 






Per Cent Uamber of Fibers ia !]3iree 1/16 lacli secoMaiy Jtodal Groups 
POUBldS 
4-10-4 19S1 1931 1932 
Fsrtilizer scott Marianna laarlanna 
Per ^ re -
IJons 13.47 16.11 7.98 
200 11.97 13.32 7.08 
400 14.93 14.05 12.04 
600 e.92 8.70 12.15 
800 ile?3 lls95 m e;»J r 
'Saas 9.99 10.80 9.81 
1000 8.77 11.13 9.70 
1200 13.8? 10.47 12. ee 
1400 9.1S 11.14 3.77 
1600 9.14 12.S4 10.SS 
iJone 10.25 1B.07 10.02 






Coefficient of Yariability 
pounds 
4-10-4 1931 1931 1932 
Fertilizer Scott Itoianna i^ ianna 
Per Acre -
None 17,43 17.59 18.93 
200 18.19 17.59 18,97 
400 18.49 19.50 19.95 
600 18.11 17.66 19.41 
S3Q 17.47 t a *1 rt CM o.wv'srx 
Kcxtie 17.73 18.53 19 .42 
1000 15.41 17.94- 19,^  
1200 16.80 18,95 19,38 
1400 17.54 17.76 18.92 
1600 18.82 19.75 
Jione 18.33 17,72 19 ,80 
Diffsreace required for si^ ificance; 





Per oent % lacii aad Less, Nuniber Basis 
Pounds 
4-10-4 1931 1S31 1932 
Fertilizer Scott i&rlaiaia ^^ iasna 
Per Acre 
Nona 2S.r5 51.08 19.79 
200 £9.02 29.08 IS.SS 
40C S&.SL 26,40 
600 23.31 20.62 28.05 
800 23.57 27.9o 24.59 
Soa® 24. SI 25.68 33.68 
1000 22.30 27.25 24.25 
1200 26.67 24.90 25.47 
1400 20.40 26.19 23.39 
1600 21.41 S3 .10 23.44 
None 22.59 30.99 25.91 






D^ajisile Strength, in Poimds per Sqiiare Inch 
Poxaids 
4~10"4^  1931 1931 1932 
reitilizer SCQtt wSZ22.fi Marianaa 
Per Acre 
iMono 9GSw 75S20 PAaKA WVWWW 
200 87250 712^ 90 84400 
400 84580 71550 84210 
600 81700 71440 84010 
800 •78570 68020 83810 
None 88000 727S0 85120 
1000 83180 71350 82670 , 
1200 84900 68520 84210 
1400 85050 73100 85910 
1600 85770 70020 85020 
Koas 84890 68800 84640 
Difi'srenees required far a. gaificance: 
Difference Odds 
4109 19:1 
5408 9S;1 
11320 iafinite 
